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1 Introduction
Highly automated transportation systems rely on a steady stream of signals and information from external sources for
localization, route planning, perception, and general situational awareness. This includes reliance on positioning, navigation,
and timing (PNT) information: Location is essential autonomous navigation and planning; and accurate timing is a precon-
dition for on-board sensor fusion, cooperative control, and management based on information from other vehicles or the
infrastructure. It is crucial to identify schemes for GNSS signal authentication and resilience that are well-suited for highly
autonomous vehicles (HAVs). HAVs require PVT sensing techniques that are resilient to unusual natural or accidental events
and secure against deliberate attack.

GNSS will no doubt play a significant role in PNT for HAVs, as GNSS is the only positioning system that offers absolutely-
referenced meter-level accuracy with global coverage and all-weather operation. Furthermore, carrier-phase differential GNSS
(CDGNSS), whose real-time variant for mobile platforms is commonly known as real-time kinematic (RTK) GNSS, is a
centimeter-accurate positioning technique that differences a receiver’s GNSS observables with those from a nearby fixed
reference station to eliminate most sources of measurement error. The trouble is that GNSS is fragile: the harsh multipath
and signal blockage conditions of the urban ground vehicle environment often results in degraded position estimation.
Furthermore, GNSS is susceptible to deliberate attack, as its service is easily denied jammers, or deceived by spoofers.

There are two core defense strategies against GNSS interference: (1) GNSS hardening and (2) GNSS augmentation. The
idea of GNSS hardening is toughen the GNSS receiver against interference specific to GNSS. At the core of GNSS hardened
systems is inertial navigation, which is a ubiquitous pairing alongside GNSS receivers. Inertial measurement units (IMU) are
impervious to RF interference and signal blockage. Tightly coupling GNSS receivers with IMUs enable precise navigation
in challenging multipath environments and provide a powerful defense against spoofing.

The next strategy for PNT resiliency are augmentations to GNSS. Traditional GNSS have been brilliantly successful, yet for
some applications they remain inadequate with regard to accuracy, constellation survivability, or robustness to interference—
for both civil and military users. To address these limitations, several alternative augmentation systems have been investigated
such as: (1) Vision-based; (2) Radar-based; (3) TRNS; (4) Communication systems; (5) LEO PNT; and (6) Signals of
Opportunity. These alternate sensors can be either coupled with GNSS, or operate as stand-alone PNT solutions in GNSS-
denied environments, providing yet another layer of security.

Under the CARMEN UTC, there have been significant advancements in PNT resiliency and security. The four key areas
that have seen tremendous progress are: (1) Low-Cost Ground Vehicle Anti-Spoofing, (2) Physics-Based Anomaly Detection
(PBAD), (3) Machine Learning PNT Model Security, and (4) Receiver Data Validation by PNT Solutions Obtained from
Other Sources.

We developed, implemented, and validated a powerful single-antenna carrier-phase-based test to detect GNSS spoofing
attacks on ground vehicles equipped with a low-cost IMU. This technique exploits road roughness, MEMS IMUs, and
carrier phase GNSS to achieve low-cost anti-GNSS-spoofing appropriate for mass-market ground vehicles. The effectiveness
of the developed spoofing detection method was evaluated with data captured by a vehicle-mounted sensor suite in Austin,
Texas. Artificial worst-case spoofing attacks injected into the dataset were detected within two seconds.

We evaluated existing cyber-layer defense PBAD strategies and developed new ones for PNT threats to HAVs by (1)
identifying promising data sources in HAVs (e.g., sensing data and related actuators) that can potentially correlate with the
PNT inputs, (2) understanding their correlations and constructing physical invariants, (3) designing online anomaly detection
algorithms corresponding to the identified physical invariants, and (4) evaluating the performance in real-world HAVs.

Some PNT sensors used in HAVs (e.g., LiDARs and cameras) predominately rely on deep neural networks (DNNs). We
performed risk analysis and identify mitigation methods for security issues at the DNN model level. We explored domain-
specific adaptions of existing defense strategies in other application domains to the DNN models used in PNT algorithms and
leveraged the insights to design effective solutions specific to PNT threat scenarios. We quantified safety and mobility risks
from real-world or simulation-based experiments under DNN-based PNT model attacks, and design and implementation of
mitigation methods specific to DNN models such as model architecture changes and adding model input sanitization.

Sensors, such as radar, LiDAR, vision camera, etc., on an HAV provide data in real-time. In contrast, an HD map represents
sensor data acquired earlier and structured for some purpose. Connected HAVs may share both their PNT solutions and
sensor data. The signals used to observe the environment and then create a PNT solution may come from infrastructure
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dedicated to positioning, such as GPS or from other sources of natural and man-made ones. Examples of man-made SoPs
include cellular and LEO satellites. Natural signals include Earth gravity, magnetic field, and surface-based signals used in
terrain-based navigation. We combined both the theoretical and experimental results into a performance assessment/validation
document.
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2 Low-Cost Ground Vehicle Anti-Spoofing
2a Carrier-phase and IMU based GNSS Spoofing Detection for Ground

Vehicles

ABSTRACT

This paper develops, implements, and validates a powerful single-antenna carrier-phase-based test to detect Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) spoofing attacks on ground vehicles equipped with a low-cost inertial measurement unit (IMU).
Increasingly-automated ground vehicles require precise positioning that is resilient to unusual natural or accidental events and
secure against deliberate attack. This paper’s spoofing detection technique capitalizes on the carrier-phase fixed-ambiguity
residual cost produced by a well-calibrated carrier-phase-differential GNSS (CDGNSS) estimator that is tightly coupled with
a low-cost IMU. The carrier-phase fixed-ambiguity residual cost is sensitive at the sub-centimeter-level to discrepancies
between measured carrier phase values and the values predicted by prior measurements and by the dynamics model, which
is based on IMU measurements and on vehicle constraints. Such discrepancies will arise in a spoofing attack due to the
attacker’s practical inability to predict the centimeter-amplitude vehicle movement caused by roadway irregularities. The
effectiveness of the developed spoofing detection method is evaluated with data captured by a vehicle-mounted sensor
suite in Austin, Texas. The dataset includes both consumer- and industrial-grade IMU data and a diverse set of multipath
environments (open sky, shallow urban, and deep urban). Artificial worst-case spoofing attacks injected into the dataset are
detected within two seconds.

INTRODUCTION

The combination of easily-accessible low-cost Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) spoofers and the emergence of
increasingly-automated GNSS-reliant ground vehicles prompts a need for fast and reliable GNSS spoofing detection [1],
[2]. To underscore this point, Regulus Cyber recently spoofed a Telsa Model 3 on autopilot mode, causing the vehicle to
suddenly slow and unexpectedly veer off the main road [3].

Among GNSS signal authentication techniques, signal-quality-monitoring (SQM) and multi-antenna could be considered for
implementation on ground vehicles [4]. However, SQM tends to perform poorly on dynamic platforms in urban areas where
strong multipath and in-band noise are common [4]–[7], and multi-antenna spoofing detection techniques, while effective
[8], [9], are disfavored by automotive manufacturers seeking to reduce vehicle cost and aerodynamic drag. Thus, there is
a need for a single-antenna GNSS spoofing detection technique that performs well on ground vehicles despite the adverse
signal-propagation conditions in an urban environment.

In a concurrent trend, increasingly-automated ground vehicles demand ever-stricter lateral positioning to ensure safety of
operation. An influential recent study calls for lateral positioning better than 20 cm on freeways and better than 10 cm on
local streets (both at 95%) [10]. Such stringent requirements can be met by referencing lidar and camera measurements to a
local high-definition map [11], [12], but poor weather (heavy rain, dense fog, or snowy whiteout) can render this technique
unavailable [13]. On the other hand, recent progress in precise (dm-level) GNSS-based ground vehicle positioning, which
is impervious to poor weather, has demonstrated surprisingly high (above 97%) solution availability in urban areas [14].
This technique is based on carrier-phase differential GNSS (CDGNSS) positioning, which exploits GNSS carrier phase
measurements having mm-level precision but integer-wavelength ambiguities [15].

Key to the promising results in [14] is the tight coupling of CDGNSS and IMU measurements, without which high-accuracy
CDGNSS solution availability is significantly reduced due to pervasive signal blockage and multipath in urban areas (compare
the improved performance of [14] relative to [16]). Tight coupling brings mm-precise GNSS carrier phase measurements
into correspondence with high-sensitivity and high-frequency inertial sensing. The particular estimation architecture of [14]
incorporates inertial sensing via model replacement, in which the estimator’s propagation step relies on bias-compensated
acceleration and angular rate measurements from the IMU instead of a vehicle dynamics model. As a consequence, at each
measurement update, an a priori antenna position is available whose delta from the previous measurement update accounts
for all vehicle motion sensed by the IMU, including small-amplitude high-frequency motion caused by road irregularities.
Remarkably, when tracking authentic GNSS signals in a clean (open sky) environment, the GNSS carrier phase predicted
by the a priori antenna position and the actual measured carrier phase agree to within millimeters.
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This paper pursues a novel GNSS spoofing detection technique based on a simple but consequential observation: it is
practically impossible for a spoofer to create a false ensemble of GNSS signals whose carrier phase variations, when
received through the antenna of a target ground vehicle, track the phase values predicted by inertial sensing. In other words,
antenna motion caused by road irregularities, or rapid braking, steering, etc., is sensed with high fidelity by an onboard
IMU but is unpredictable at the sub-cm-level by a would-be spoofer. Therefore, the differences between IMU-predicted and
measured carrier phase values offer the basis for an exquisitely sensitive GNSS spoofing detection statistic. What is more,
such carrier phase fixed-ambiguity residual cost is generated as a by-product of tightly-coupled inertial-CDGNSS vehicle
position estimation such as performed in [14].

Two difficulties complicate the use of fixed-ambiguity residual cost for spoofing detection. First is the integer-ambiguous
nature of the carrier phase measurement [15], which causes the post-integer-fix residual cost to equal not the difference
between the measured and predicted carrier phase, as would be the case for a typical residual, but rather this difference
modulo an integer number of carrier wavelengths. Such integer folding complicates development of a probability distribution
for a detection test statistic based on carrier phase fixed-ambiguity residual cost.

Second, the severe signal multipath conditions in urban areas create thick tails in any detection statistic based on carrier
phase measurements. Setting a detection threshold high enough to avoid false spoofing alarms caused by mere multipath
could render the detection test insensitive to dangerous forms of spoofing. Reducing false alarms by accurately modeling
the effect of a particular urban multipath environment on the detection statistic would be a Sisyphean undertaking, requiring
exceptionally accurate up-to-date 3D models of the urban landscape, including materials properties.

This paper takes an empirical approach to these difficulties. It does not attempt to develop a theoretical model to delineate
the effects of integer folding or multipath on its proposed carrier-phase fixed-ambiguity residual cost based detection statistic.
Rather, it develops null-hypothesis empirical distributions for the statistic in both shallow and deep urban areas, and uses these
distributions to demonstrate that high-sensitivity spoofing detection is possible despite integer folding and urban multipath.

Related Work

The idea of using coupled GNSS and inertial sensing to detect GNSS spoofing was first explored for aviation [17]–[22]. Wind
gusts and turbulence cause rapid movement of aircraft that are instantaneously reflected in calibrated inertial measurements.
As with road irregularities for ground vehicles, a GNSS spoofer will find it challenging to track and replicate such movements
in real-time. However, this prior work either did not exploit carrier-phase measurements or relied on a tactical-grade IMU,
rendering solutions either too slow (long time-to-detect) or too expensive.

Accumulating innovation faults within a specified time window in a loosely coupled INS/GNSS Kalman filter was investigated
in [23]. For a given time window, there are two ways to accumulate the slowly-drifting faults. One averages the normalized
sum-squared innovations of each epoch (innovation averaging); the other averages the measurements within a time window
and subsequently performs a snapshot test (measurement averaging). Innovation averaging has little effect on the Kalman
filter prediction and filtering process, so it can be easier to deploy and can be designed as an add-on function. Measurement
averaging requires small modifications of the Kalman filter measurement update process. The position-domain spoofing
detection strategy in [23] required 15 seconds to detect a fairly obvious spoofing attack with position drift of 5 m/s. Such
a time to detect is unacceptably long for an automated ground vehicle.

Prior work in spoofing detection specifically for ground vehicles demonstrated that low-cost IMUs could be used to detect
GNSS spoofing by constructing a coherency test between the GNSS and inertial measurements [24]. But the test statistic
in [24] was constructed from position-domain measurements, and so is much less sensitive than the carrier-phase-based test
proposed in the current paper, resulting in an unacceptably-long (3 minute) time to detection.

Contributions

This paper’s primary contributions are (i) the development and verification of a highly sensitive all-environment single-antenna
GNSS spoofing detection technique based on carrier-phase fixed-ambiguity residual cost produced by a well-calibrated
CDGNSS solution that is tightly coupled with a low-cost IMU, (ii) the introduction of an artificial worst-case spoofing
methodology, and (iii) a comparison between industrial- and consumer-grade IMUs for spoofing detection within the proposed
framework.
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MEASUREMENT MODEL

The full formulation of the measurement model for the tightly-coupled GNSS-IMU estimator on which this paper’s spoofing
detection technique is based may be found in [14]. Key developments are presented here for the reader’s convenience.

The estimator ingests Nk pairs of double-difference (DD) GNSS observables at each GNSS measurement epoch, with each
pair composed of a pseudorange and a carrier phase measurement. The measurement vector at epoch k is

zk ≜
[
ρT
k ,ϕ

T
k

]T ∈ R2Nk

where ρk and ϕk are vectors of double-difference pseudorange and carrier phase measurements, both in meters. At epoch
k, after linearizing about the a priori state estimate, a measurement model can be expressed as

νk = Hrkδxk +Hnknk +wνk, wν ∼ N (0, Σk) (1)

where νk is the difference between the measurement zk and its modeled value based on the a priori state estimate, Hrk and
Hnk are Jacobians, δxk is the state estimate error vector, nk ∈ ZNk is the the integer ambiguity vector, and wνk is noise.
A short-baseline regime is assumed for the DD measurements, which implies that ionospheric, tropospheric, ephemeris, and
clock errors are cancelled in the double differencing, leaving wνk to account only for multipath and receiver thermal noise.
The prior on the real-valued error state can be expressed in terms of the following data equation:

0 = δxk +wxk, wx ∼ N (0, P̄k) (2)

The CDGNSS measurement update of the tightly-coupled GNSS-IMU estimator can be cast in square-root form for greater
numerical robustness and algorithmic clarity [25]. Given νk, Hrk, Hnk, and the data equation above, the measurement
update can be defined as the process of finding δxk and nk to minimize the cost function

Jk(δxk,nk) = ∥νk −Hrkδxk −Hnknk∥2Σ−1
k

+ ∥δxk∥2P̄−1
k

The vector cost components can be normalized by left multiplying with square-root information matrices based on Cholesky
factorization Rk = chol

(
Σk

−1
)
, R̄xxk = chol

(
P̄−1

k

)
:

Jk(δxk,nk) =

∥∥∥∥[ 0
Rkνk

]
−

[
R̄xxk

RkHrk

]
δxk −

[
0

RkHrk

]
nk

∥∥∥∥2
=

∥∥∥∥ν′
k −

[
H ′

rk

H ′
nk

] [
δxk

nk

]∥∥∥∥2
The cost Jk can be decomposed via QR factorization[

Q̃k, R̃k

]
= qr

([
H ′

rk

H ′
nk

])
where matrix Q̃k is orthogonal and R̃k is upper triangular. Because Q̃k is orthogonal, the components of Jk inside the
norm can be left-multiplied by Q̃T

k without changing the cost, and Jk can be decomposed into 3 terms:

Jk(δxk,nk) =

∥∥∥∥Q̃T
kν

′
k − R̃k

[
δxk

nk

]∥∥∥∥2

=

∥∥∥∥∥∥
ν′′

1k

ν′′
2k

ν′′
3k

−

Rxxk Rxnk

0 Rnnk

0 0

[
δxk

nk

]∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

(3)

= ∥ν′′
1k −Rxxkδxk −Rxnknk∥

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
J1k(δxk,nk)

+ ∥ν′′
2k −Rnnknk∥

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
J2k(nk)

+ ∥ν′′
3k∥

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
J3k

If both the measurement model and R̄xxk are not ill-conditioned, then Rxxk and Rnnk are invertible. J1k can be zeroed for
any value of nk due to the invertibility of Rxxk. J3k is the irreducible cost, and, under a single-epoch ambiguity resolution
scheme, can be shown to be equal to the normalized innovations squared (NIS) associated with the double-difference
pseudorange measurements.

J2k is the extra cost incurred by enforcing the integer constraint on nk. If nk is allowed to take any real value (the float
solution), J2k can be zeroed due to the invertibility of Rnnk. The float solution {δx̃k, ñk} is formed by choosing δx̃k and
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ñk to zero J1k and J2k. Because R̃k is upper triangular, these values can be found by efficient backsubstitution. The fixed
solution {δx̌k, ňk} is found via an integer least squares (ILS) solver, yielding

ňk = arg min
nk∈ZNk

J2k(nk)

δx̌k = R−1
xxk (ν

′′
1k −Rxnkňk)

(4)

Note that Rxxk is the a posteriori state vector square-root information matrix conditioned on nk = ňk.

TEST STATISTIC

Key to this paper’s spoofing detection statistic is the integer-fixed carrier-phase residual cost

ϵϕk = J2k(ňk)

which can also be thought of as the ILS solution cost [26]. This is small whenever the carrier phase measurements are
consistent with the prior state estimate, the pseudorange measurements, and with the assumption of integer-valued carrier-
phase ambiguities. It is one of several acceptance test statistics used to decide whether the fixed solution ňk is correct with
high probability [15]. In [27], ϵϕk was incorporated in a statistic used to detect carrier cycle slips. It can similarly be used to
detect false integer fixes, just as with other integer aperture acceptance test statistics, or the lingering effects of conditioning
the real-valued part of the state δxk on a previous false fix [14].

Furthermore, ϵϕk provides is a highly sensitive statistic for spoofing detection. When no spoofing is present, there is tight
agreement between the IMU-propagated a priori state estimate and GNSS data resulting in a small ϵϕk. If the vehicle hits
a bump in the road, the GNSS antenna phase center will rise by a few centimeters, and the inertial sensor will detect a
corresponding acceleration, which will get propagated through to the a priori state. On the other hand, when spoofing is
present, a discrepancy between inertial and GNSS data will arise at the carrier-phase level, leading to ϵϕk being larger than
usual.

A windowed sum of ϵϕk offers even greater sensitivity to false fix events at the expense of a longer time to detect. The
test statistic used to detect spoofing in this paper is the windowed fixed-ambiguity residual cost (WFARC), Ψk. This is
calculated over a moving window of fixed length l of past GNSS measurement epochs. It has NΨk

degrees of freedom and
is calculated by

Ψk ≜
k∑

n=k−l+1

ϵϕn, NΨk
≜

k∑
n=k−l+1

Nn

where Nk is the number of DD carrier phase measurements at epoch k. In this paper, a window length of l = 10 past GNSS
measurement epochs (amounting to a window of 2 seconds) is used.

If the filter is consistent and the integer ambiguities are correctly resolved, then Ψk should be approximately χ2-distributed
with NΨk

degrees of freedom. This distribution is approximate due to the “integer-folding” effect: large phase residuals are
not possible because of integer-cycle phase wrapping. A statistical consistency test can be performed by choosing a desired
false-alarm rate P̄f,Ψ and declaring a false fix if Ψk > γΨk, where the threshold γΨk is calculated by evaluating the inverse
cumulative distribution function of χ2(NΨk

) at P̄f,Ψ.

Compared to a single residual ϵϕk, Ψk has greater statistical power for consistency testing and helps avoid premature
declaration of spoofing due to sporadic measurement outliers. However, increasing the window length l also increases the
latency to detect a spoofing event. This statistical test is conducted at each GNSS measurement epoch. The null hypothesis,
H0 denotes no spoofing detected, and the alternate hypothesis, H1 indicates the detection of spoofing. These are declared
according to the rule

δ(Ψk) =

{
H0 if Ψk < γΨk

H1 if Ψk ≥ γΨk

DATA COLLECTION

Data was gathered on the UT Radionavigation Laboratory (RNL) Sensorium, an integrated platform for automated and
connected vehicle perception research. It is equipped with multiple radars, IMUs, GNSS receivers, and a lidar, as shown in
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Fig. 1. With the Sensorium, the RNL produced a public benchmark dataset collected in the dense urban center of the city
of Austin, TX called TEX-CUP [28] for evaluating multi-sensor GNSS-based urban positioning algorithms [16]. The data
captured includes a diverse set of multipath environments (open-sky, shallow urban, and deep urban) as shown in Fig. 2.
The TEX-CUP dataset provides raw wideband IF GNSS data with tightly synchronized raw measurements from multiple
IMUs and a stereoscopic camera unit, as well as truth positioning data. This allows researchers to develop algorithms using
any subset of the sensor measurements and compare their results with the true position.

Fig. 1: The UT RNL has developed a multi-modal ground-vehicle-mounted integrated perception platform call the Sensorium.
It houses three different types of IMU, two triple-frequency GNSS antennas, three radar sensors, and two cameras. An
extensive localization pipeline based on these sensors has been developed.

For this paper’s analysis, only the raw GNSS intermediate-frequency (IF) samples from the primary antenna and inertial data
from TEX-CUP were considered, along with inertial data. Two-bit-quantized IF samples were captured at the Sensorium
and at the reference station through the RadioLynx, a low-cost L1+L2 GNSS front end with a 5 MHz bandwidth at each
frequency, and were processed with the RNL’s GRID SDR [29]–[33]. The tightly-coupled CDGNSS estimator described
earlier was implemented in C++ as a new version of the GRID’s sensor fusion engine. The system’s performance was
separately evaluated using inertial data from each of the Sensorium’s two MEMS inertial sensors. The first, a LORD
MicroStrain 3DM-GX5-25, is an industrial-grade sensor. The second, a Bosch BMX055, is a surface-mount consumer-grade
sensor.

TEX-CUP provides ground truth data for the vehicle position and orientation. The truth dataset was generated by a
combination of sensor fusion and a tactical-grade IMU. The Sensorium is equipped with an iXblue ATLANS-C: a high-
performance RTK-GNSS coupled fiber-optic gyroscope inertial navigation system. The post-processed fused RTK-INS
position solution obtained from the ATLANS-C is taken to be the ground truth trajectory. Post-processing software provided
by iXblue generates a forward-backward smoothed position and orientation solution with fusion of AsteRx4 RTK solutions
and inertial measurements. The post-processed solution is accurate to better than 10 centimeters throughout the dataset. The
effectiveness of the developed spoofing detection method is evaluated with these datasets.

SPOOFING METHODOLOGY

The total signal at the victim receiver antenna is

ytot(t) = ya(t) + ys(t) + ν(t)

where ya(t) is the authentic signal, ys(t) is the spoofed signal, and ν(t) is the received noise. Under a challenging spoofing
attack, ys(t) contains a perfect null of the authentic signal and ν(t) is entirely naturally generated, i.e., not introduced by
the spoofer.

Physical-Layer Spoofing

To artificially simulate a spoofing attack, over-the-air, cable injection, and digital signal injection spoofing were considered.
Over-the-air attacks are possible [34]–[36], but are not authorized in urban areas. A cable injection attack would be permissible
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Fig. 2: Google Street View imagery of a few challenging scenarios encountered in the TEXCUP dataset [28].

for a live experiment in an urban area, and digital signal combining, as in [37], is a powerful after-the-fact spoofing technique.
But in both cases it is challenging to explore a worst case spoofing attack in which the authentic signals ya are entirely
nulled by an antipodal spoofing signal, as described in [37]. Experience with ds7 and ds8 from the Texas Spofing Test
Battery (TEXBAT, [38], [39]) revealed that such antipodal spoofing is difficult to maintain under even static laboratory
conditions. The remnant authentic signal from an unsophisticated and imperfect spoofing attack sullies the test statistic,
making detection too easy and leading to an overly optimistic performance assessment.

Of course, nulling ya can also be achieved by generating a spoofing signal so powerful that it buries the authentic signal
below the receiver’s noise floor. But this should not be considered a worst case attack because the overwhelmingly high
received signal power from the spoofer is easily detected [5].

In short, physical-layer spoofing is challenging to conduct in such a way as to present a convincing worst-case spoofing
attack to this paper’s detector.

Observation-Domain Spoofing

It is important to evaluate spoofing detection techniques on a worst-case spoofing attack, with the idea being that if the
proposed detection strategy is effective on the worst-case scenario, it is even more effective on weaker attacks. Accordingly,
this paper adopts observation-domain spoofing. The spoofing in the observation domain is advantageous because the authentic
signal is inherently nulled, presenting a subtle attack.

The first method of implementing observation-domain spoofing is position offset spoofing. With position offset spoofing, a
position offset δr is added to the authentic measured position δra to generate a spoofed position rs = ra + δr(t). This
is accomplished by altering the pseudorange and carrier phase measurements from each satellite so that they correspond to
the spoofed position with the desired additive position offset δr. The spoofed pseudorange ρis(t) and carrier phase ϕis(t)
measurements for the ith satellite are constructed as follows

ρis(t) = ρia(t) + δρi(δr(t)) (5)
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ϕis(t) = ϕia(t) + δϕi(δr(t)) (6)

where ρia(t) and ϕia(t) are the authentic pseudorange and carrier phase for the ith satellite and δρi(·) and δϕi(·) are the
nonlinear (but easily linearizable) mapping functions, based on the geometry for the particular ith satellite, that map the
position offset δr(t) to the corresponding pseudorange and carrier phase offsets.

The second method of implementing observation-domain spoofing is timestamp spoofing. With timestamp spoofing, the
measurements at a particular time are reassigned to have an alternate measurement timestamp. The required modifications
to the spoofed pseudorange ρis(t) and carrier phase ϕis(t) measurement from each satellite induced by the new timestamp
may be expressed as

ρis(t) = ρia(t+ δt(t)) + ∆ρi(t, δt(t)) (7)

ϕis(t) = ϕia(t+ δt(t)) + ∆ϕi(t, δt(t)) (8)

where δt(t) is the timestamp shift applied. The authentic observables from time t+ δt(t) are fed to the estimator as if they
had occurred at time t. The functions ∆ρi(t, δt(t)) and ∆ϕi(t, δt(t)) adjust the timestamp-shifted observables to account
for the transmitting spacecraft’s orbital motion and clock evolution over the interval from t to t+ δt(t).

In position offset spoofing, because ϕs(t) = ϕa(t)+ δϕ(δr(t)), all vehicle motion reflected in ϕa(t) is also present in ϕs(t).
This includes all high-frequency motion due to the road irregularities and other minor movements. A detection technique
designed to detect small-amplitude, high-frequency discrepancies in ϕ(t) via the WFARC would not actually see such
discrepancies unless δϕ(δr(t)) also included simulated high-frequency content.

By contrast, timestamp spoofing borrows spoofed phase and pseudorange measurements from a different time instant,
ensuring that high-frequency variations in these quantities will be different from those predicted by the a priori state based
on IMU propagation. This is more representative of an actual spoofing attack scenario in which the attacker cannot predict
the high-frequency vehicle motion. Moreover, by reducing the timestamp shift δt(t), one can realize ever-subtler attacks that
are increasingly hard to detect, allowing exploration of worst-case-for-detectability spoofing.

Timestamp spoofing is also worst-case in a different sense. Because each spoofed observable is made to be consistent
with the GNSS constellation geometry, the spoofing detector is presented with observables whose implied geometry is
consistent with actual transmitter locations, not, for example, with a single transmitting spoofer. Moreover, because there
are no irregularities in the observables that might result from an over-the-air or direct-injection attack in which the authentic
signals are not perfectly nulled and so conflict with the spoofing signals, the spoofing detector is presented with observables
whose variations, both in amplitude and frequency content, are entirely plausible. Thus, timestamp spoofing is representative
of a case in which a well-financed attacker is able to place a single-satellite-full-single-ensemble spoofer capable of full
authentic-signal nulling along the line-of-sight from the target vehicle to each overhead GNSS satellite, as illustrated in Fig.
3.

Fig. 3: Timestamp spoofing is representative of a worst-case spoofing attack in which the attacker positions a fleet of
drone-borne spoofers such that spoofing signals (1) perfectly null the corresponding authentic signals, and (2) emanate
from positions along the line of sight connecting each overhead GNSS satellite to the target vehicle. The reference receiver
shown to the right, whose GNSS observables are used for precise CDGNSS processing, is presumed to be unaffected by
the spoofing attack.
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RESULTS

The following section presents an analysis of the proposed test statistic in both the non-spoofing case and against a worst-case
attack. Results with the industrial- and consumer-grade IMU are presented.

Characterization of the Null Hypothesis

This spoofing detector is premised on a hypothesis test between statistical models for the authentic and counterfeit GNSS
signals. The statistics of the null hypothesis must be fully characterized so that a statistical baseline is established, against
which carrier phase errors induced by spoofing in the same setting can be compared. The null hypothesis of dynamic ground
vehicle scenarios includes natural effects such as blockage and multipath, which is the predominant source of error.

To analyze the null hypothesis, the WFARC was calculated in the nominal case through the entirety of the TEX-CUP dataset
containing no spoofing. Because multipath is dependent on the surrounding environment, two categories were separately
considered: shallow urban and deep urban. Measurements were separated into these categories manually by identifying
segments of the dataset where the vehicle resided in shallow urban and deep urban areas.

Fig. 4 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the WFARC in shallow and deep urban
environments for the nominal case with industrial- and consumer-grade IMUs. The test statistic in the deep urban case has
a much longer tail, which is expected because of the extreme multipath and blockage in deep urban areas. The cyan line
represents the largest value of the WFARC in the shallow urban environment and the purple line represents the largest
value of the WFARC in the deep urban environment. These will be the thresholds used to detect spoofing. Because the test
statistic in the null hypothesis is never larger than these values, it corresponds to having a false alarm probability of zero.
A chi-squared test can be used to lower these thresholds but comes at the cost of having a fixed false positive rate. Fig. 5
shows the time history of the WFARC over the TEX-CUP dataset.

It is important to note that the WFARC while using the consumer grade IMU is generally smaller than the WFARC while
using the industrial grade IMU. This is expected because the consumer grade IMU is of lesser quality, thus having more
variance with each measurement. The a priori state estimate from IMU tight coupling has a larger uncertainty because the
estimator has less confidence in the IMU measurements, leading corrupted measurements to be more believable. Once again,
in the null hypothesis, spikes in the WFARC are caused by multipath and blockage.
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Fig. 4: The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the WFARC over the entire TEX-CUP dataset with
the LORD MicroStrain 3DM-GX5-25 (industrial grade) IMU on the left and with the Bosch BMX055 (consumer grade)
IMU on the right. The test statistic is separated into two categories: shallow urban and deep urban. The cyan line represents
the largest value of the WFARC in the shallow urban environment and the purple line represents the largest value of the
WFARC in the deep urban environment. The deep urban environment has a significantly longer tail compared ot the shallow
urban environment.
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Fig. 5: A time history of the WFARC over the entire TEX-CUP dataset with the industrial grade IMU on the left and the
consumer grade IMU on the right.

Performance Against a Worst-Case Spoofing Attack

The following is an example of a worst-case spoofing attack in a shallow urban environment. In this scenario, the spoofing
attack begins while the vehicle is stopped at a stoplight and continues as the vehicle begins to move. The WFARC in this
scenario are shown in Fig. 6 with both industrial- and consumer-grade IMUs. The vehicle starts moving at the 163 second
mark. The spoofing attack begins at the 163 second mark just before first movement and ends at the 175 second mark. As
the vehicle begins to move, the position errors will grow gradually because the vehicle slowly begins to accelerate forward,
inducing a position error. Three different time shift attacks in the same scenario are shown in this figure. The shift of .15
seconds is the least subtle attack while the .05 second attack is the most challenging attack because the faults are much
smaller. As the vehicle begins to move, the estimator recognizes inconsistencies between the spoofed GNSS measurements
and the IMU because of the tight coupling. The rise in the WFARC above the thresholds shows this disagreement that is
attributed to spoofing.

With the industrial grade IMU and using the shallow urban threshold, all three time shifts spoofing attacks were identified
within a second. The estimator knows that the IMU data are different than the GNSS measurements from the WFARC,
much more than anything multipath would induce in the shallow urban environment. If the vehicle was in the deep urban
environment, the .05 second shift spoofing attack would just be attributed to multipath. The sensitivity of the test is dependent
on multipath environment.

All three attacks were identified while using the consumer-grade IMU within two seconds. If the deep urban threshold
was applied, only the least challenging attack would have been identified. In all cases, the WFARC is significantly smaller
compared to when the industrial IMU is used. Once again, this is because the estimator has more confidence in the spoofed
GNSS measurements than the lower quality IMU. Interestingly, there is a spike in the WFARC after the spoofing attack is
over. This happens because the estimator is showing trauma from the spoofing attack– the abrupt return of the true GNSS
measurements were significantly different from what the previously ingested spoofed measurements were predicting.
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Fig. 6: WFARC during a worst-case spoofing attack in the shallow urban environment. The plot on the left is with the LORD
MicroStrain 3DM-GX5-25 (industrial grade) IMU and the plot on the right is with the Bosch BMX055 (consumer grade)
IMU. Spoofing begins at the 163 second mark and ends at the 175 second mark. The vehicle is stopped at a red light, but
then starts moving at the 163 second mark, introducing a small drag off from the true position. Plotted here are 3 different
time shift attacks in the same scenario. The shift of .15 seconds is the least subtle attack while the .05 second attack is the
most challenging attack. From the analysis if the null hypothesis, the cyan line denotes the shallow urban threshold and the
purple line denotes the deep urban threshold.

The corresponding position errors in each attack is shown in Fig. 7. The worst-case attack (time shift of -.05 seconds) only
introduces a .5 meter offset over 10 seconds, indicative of an extremely subtle attack. Even the least subtle attack (time
shift of -.15 seconds) only introduces a 2 meter offset after 10 seconds, which is much more challenging than the attacks
simulated in the related work.
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Fig. 7: The position errors induced from the different spoofing attacks. The plot on the left is with the LORD MicroStrain
3DM-GX5-25 (industrial grade) IMU and the plot on the right is with the Bosch BMX055 (consumer grade) IMU.

CONCLUSION

A powerful single-antenna carrier-phase-based test to detect GNSS spoofing attacks on ground vehicles equipped with a
low-cost IMU was developed, implemented, and validated. Artificial worst-case spoofing attacks were injected into a dataset
collected by a vehicle-mounted sensor suite in Austin, Texas and detected within two seconds. This was accomplished
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by using a spoofing detection technique that capitalized on the carrier phase fixed-ambiguity residual cost produced by
a well-calibrated CDGNSS solution that is tightly coupled with a low-cost IMU. The finer movements of the vehicle,
such as slight steering movements and road vibrations, are the necessary unpredictable dithering a spoofer is not able to
replicate. The differences between IMU-predicted and measured carrier phase values offer the basis for an exquisitely sensitive
GNSS spoofing detection statistic. This paper developed the null-hypothesis empirical distributions for the test statistic in
both shallow and deep urban areas, and uses these distributions to demonstrate that high-sensitivity spoofing detection is
possible despite integer folding and urban multipath. Additionally, the effectiveness of consumer- and industrial-grade IMUs
for spoofing detection was compared. The type of tightly-coupled IMU-GNSS estimator whose by-products the proposed
detection technique exploits is not currently available on commercial passenger vehicles, but can be expected to be adopted
in future automated vehicles, since it provides all-weather dm-level absolute positioning.
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3 Physics-Based Anomaly Detection
3a Lateral-Direction Localization Attack in High-Level Autonomous Driv-

ing: Domain-Specific Defense Opportunity via Lane Detection

ABSTRACT

Localization in high-level Autonomous Driving (AD) systems is highly security critical. While the popular Multi-Sensor
Fusion (MSF) based design can be more robust against single-source sensor spoofing attacks, it is found recently that state-
of-the-art MSF algorithms can still be vulnerable to GPS spoofing alone due to practical factors, which can cause various
road hazards such as driving off road or onto the wrong way. In this work, we perform the first systematic exploration
of the novel usage of lane detection (LD) to defend against such attacks. We first systematically analyze the potentials of
such a domain-specific defense opportunity, and then design a novel LD-based defense approach, LD3, that aims at not
only detecting such attacks effectively in the real time, but also safely stopping the victim in the ego lane upon detection
considering the absence of onboard human drivers.

We evaluate LD3 on real-world sensor traces and find that it can achieve effective and timely detection against existing attack
with 100% true positive rates and 0% false positive rates. Results also show that LD3 is robust to diverse environmental
conditions and is effective at steering the AD vehicle to safely stop within the current traffic lane. We implement LD3 on
two open-source high-level AD systems, Baidu Apollo and Autoware, and validate its defense capability in both simulation
and the physical world in end-to-end driving. We further conduct adaptive attack evaluations and find that LD3 is effective
at bounding the deviations from reaching the attack goals in stealthy attacks and is robust to latest LD-side attack.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, high-level Autonomous Driving (AD) vehicles [40], e.g., Level-4 ones, are gradually becoming part of the
transportation system by providing commercial services such as self-driving taxis [41], [42], buses [43], [44], and trucks [45],
[46]. In particular, AD companies such as Waymo and Baidu are already offering commercial RoboTaxi services without
safety drivers [41], [47], and more others are performing tests on public roads [48], [49]. To achieve high driving automation,
the high-level AD system (the “brain”) in such a vehicle needs to localize itself with centimeter-level accuracy on the map [10],
[50], [51] to ensure safe and correct driving. Thus, today’s industry-grade high-level AD systems predominantly adopt a
Multi-Sensor Fusion (MSF) based localization design, which combines sensor inputs, typically GPS, LiDAR, and IMU, for
overall higher accuracy and robustness in practice [52]–[57].

Due to the reliance on sensor inputs, AD localization is inherently vulnerable to sensor spoofing attacks, in particular
GPS spoofing [58], [59], a long-existing security problem that is fundamentally difficult in both prevention and detection
in practice [58], [60]. Although the MSF-based design is generally more robust against such single-source sensor attacks,
recent work [58] find that state-of-the-art MSF algorithms are still vulnerable to strategic GPS spoofing attacks due to
non-deterministic and practical factors such as sensor noises and algorithm inaccuracies. To leverage such non-deterministic
vulnerabilities, the authors devise a lateral-direction localization attack named FusionRipper to opportunistically inject lateral
deviations in the MSF localization outputs, which will be translated into lateral deviations in the physical world by the
AD control. Such lateral-direction localization attack is especially safety-critical in the AD context due to the potential
consequences of road departure [61].

BACKGROUND AND THREAT MODEL

High-level AD Localization and MSF

Today’s high-level (e.g., Level-4 [40]) AD systems widely adopt a modular design with functional components such as
localization, perception, prediction, planning, and control [55]–[57], [62], [63]. Among them, localization is one of the most
important modules that provides global positioning on the map for other modules such as planning and control to make
safety-critical driving decisions. Since high-level AD systems need to navigate on the roads complete autonomously without
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any drivers, a localization with centimeter-level accuracy is required to localize the AD vehicle on the traffic lane [10], [50],
[51]. High-level AD systems are typically equipped with various positioning sensors with diverse properties. For example,
GPS provides global positioning with high availability, however, it often contains large positioning noises due to satellite
signal transmission interferences and multi-path effect [64]; on the other hand, LiDAR localization algorithms (LiDAR
locators) are able to accurately position the vehicle on a prebuilt LiDAR reflectance map using point cloud matching [52],
[53], [65], [66]. However, LiDAR locator performance can be severely degraded under adverse weather conditions or with
an outdated LiDAR map. Thus, to achieve both high accuracy and robustness, high-level AD systems predominantly adopt a
Multi-Sensor Fusion (MSF) based localization design to leverage the strengths and compensate the weaknesses of different
sensors such as GPS, LiDAR, and IMU [52]–[57].

Lateral-Direction Localization Attack

For AD localization, a direct threat is the attacks targeting the localization sensors such as GPS spoofing [34], [59], [67]–
[71], in which the attacker transmits fake satellite signals to the victim GPS receiver and thus cause it to resolve positions
manipulated by the attacker. However, due to the high robustness provided by sensor fusion, MSF is often considered as a
promising defense strategy for GPS spoofing [67], [72]–[74]. Contrary to the common belief, prior work [58] proposes an
opportunistic lateral-direction localization attack method, called FusionRipper, which can use GPS spoofing alone to inject
lateral deviations in the MSF localization outputs and thus cause the AD vehicle to drive off-road or onto the wrong way.
FusionRipper is consist of two attack stages: vulnerability profiling and aggressive spoofing. In the vulnerability profiling
stage, it spoofs the GPS inputs of MSF localization with a small constant distance d (e.g., 0.5 m) in the lateral direction,
waiting to discover a vulnerable attack window. Whenever the AD vehicle’s physical deviation is larger than certain threshold
(e.g., 0.3 m), FusionRipper launches the aggressive spoofing stage, where a scaling factor f (e.g., 1.2) will be continuously
applied to the spoofing distance in each second to quickly introduce large lateral deviations in the MSF localization outputs.
FusionRipper has shown high attack effectiveness on the representative MSF algorithms, including the one in the industry-
grade Baidu Apollo AD system [62]. To best of our knowledge, FusionRipper [58] is the only localization attack that is
able to defeat the MSF based localization algorithm in high-level AD systems.

Threat Model

Attacker’s capability. In this work, we assume the attacker can launch practical lateral-direction localization attacks through
external means such as GPS spoofing, which can cause lateral deviations in the localization outputs. Specifically, we focus
on the lateral-direction attacks since such attacks (1) can cause the AD vehicle to violate the traffic norm that a vehicle
should be driving within its designated lane boundaries and should not have unexpected lane straddling behaviors, and (2)
pose a direct threat to the AD vehicle and road safety, e.g., it can cause the AD vehicle to drive off highway cliff or onto
the wrong way and being hit by other vehicles that failed to yield in time.

In particular, we do not consider simultaneous attacks that target both AD localization and lane detection at the same time,
since such simultaneous attack neither already exists, nor can be easily achieved today (detailed discussions in §).

AD control assumption. Same as FusionRipper [58] and also as a common design in academia [75] and industry [62], [63],
we assume the AD systems are designed to drive at the center of traffic lane and constantly correct the deviations to the
center. Since AD controllers constantly correct such deviations at a high frequency, e.g., 100 Hz [62], the lateral deviations
in the AD localization will thus be directly reflected as physical world deviations, but to the opposite direction.

LANE DETECTION FOR HIGH-LEVEL AD LOCALIZATION DEFENSE: OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS

Motivation and novelty. Currently, no software-based defense solutions have been proposed to address the latest GPS
spoofing-based lateral-direction localization attack in high-level AD systems (§). The closest ones are the recent physical-
invariants based detectors proposed for small robotic vehicles such as drones and rovers, e.g., SAVIOR [76] and CI [77], which
estimate the physical dynamics of drones and rovers to validate the GPS signal. Although they show high effectiveness for
such small robotic vehicles under large attack deviation goals, their effectiveness in AD vehicle context is fundamentally more
limited since (1) existing vehicle dynamics models have difficulties in modelling high-speed and curvy-road settings [78],
[79]; and (2) in the AD context, the attack deviation goals can be much smaller (thus harder to detect) while still being
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safety-critical. As we concretely evaluate later in §, direct adaptation of such existing physical-invariant based approach to
the AD context suffers from very high false positives and is actually close to random guessing.

In comparison to small robotic vehicles, the AD context may also have its unique defense opportunities for such lateral-
direction localization attacks. Lane Detection (LD) [80], [81], a technology commonly used in low-level AD systems for
lane centering [82], [83], is such an example that can be used to measure the vehicle’s lateral position within the current
lane in real time, which is directly related to the lateral-direction attack goal (lane departure). Although effective in low-
level AD systems (e.g., Level-2 ones such as Tesla Autopilot [83] that still count on human drivers to take over anytime),
LD is currently not used for high-level AD localization purpose (e.g., Level-4 ones such as Waymo that do not assume
onboard human drivers). This is because what LD can provide is by nature only local positioning (i.e., relative positioning
within ego lane), while high-level AD requires global positioning (i.e., in world coordinates on a map) for safe and correct
driving decision-making without human drivers. Although there exist camera-based global localization methods using lane
markings [84], [85], they are not generally adopted in state-of-the-art high-level AD localization [52]–[57] as they are far
from reaching the required centimeter-level accuracy [10], [50], [51].

While less suitable for global localization accuracy purposes in high-level AD, in this paper we propose to be the first to
explore novel use of LD for defense purposes in high-level AD localization. To concretely understand the potential of such
a domain-specific defense opportunity, we analyze LD’s defense properties in the following 5 general aspects.

1) General to lateral-direction localization attack. As mentioned above, LD can provide real-time information directly
related to the attack goal of lateral-direction localization attacks. Thus, LD by nature has the potential to provide general
defense capabilities to not only the existing attack designs such as those in §, but also their potential adaptive versions or
other new attack designs in the future, as long as the attack goal is to cause lateral deviations.

2) Technology maturity. Benefit from the growing prosperity of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), LD is already a mature
technology that has been used for lane centering in low-level AD systems and vehicles, e.g., OpenPilot [82], Tesla Autopi-
lot [83], GM Cadillac, Honda Accord, Toyota RAV4, Volvo XC90, etc. In fact, the existing camera-based LD solutions are
quite robust to the dynamic environmental conditions. For example, Tesla Autopilot can effectively recognize lane lines even
during a night storm [86]. Apart from DNN advancement, the camera auto-exposure and vehicle headlights also improve
the usability of LD. Later in §, we also evaluate our defense on datasets with various environmental conditions and show
that it is robust to low visibility conditions.

3) Defense deployability. Since today’s high-level AD vehicles are all equipped with cameras for road object detection,
using them for an LD-based defense solution is thus readily deployable without the need to install any new hardware.
Moreover, many state-of-the-art LD models are publicly available [81], [87], including those used in industry-grade lane
centering systems [82]; some high-level AD systems are also using LD for camera calibrations [62].

4) Defense coverage. For LD to be effective, the road at least needs to have lane line markings, which may not be available in
local road segments such as intersections. Interestingly, due to real-world sensor noises and algorithm inaccuracies, the attacks
to MSF localization are fundamentally opportunistic. For example, despite having a high overall attack success rate, latest
lateral-direction localization attack cannot predict when and where a large deviation can be injected to the MSF outputs [58].
Due to such opportunistic property, the attacker cannot deterministically cause a desired lateral deviation to appear and
only appear in regions without lane line markings. Such an attack property is fundamental to the MSF localization designs
popularly used in high-level AD systems, since with such a design the attack effectiveness is fundamentally dependent on
sensor noises and algorithm inaccuracies of other sources, which are neither observable nor controllable by a tailgating
attacker [58].

Motivated by this insight, we analyze all attack traces evaluated in the FusionRipper paper [58] and our own evaluation
later (§), and find that LD can indeed provide a decent practical defense coverage: among all attack starting points in the
traces, only 0.8% (15/1813) achieved the attack goal in road regions without lane line markings. Thus, an LD-based defense,
if effective, can already provide protection for the 99.2% of the possible attack attempts. In addition, autonomous trucks,
which are an important high-level AD application, are generally not subject to such limitation since they mainly operate on
the “middle mile” (i.e., highways) [88], [89], where lane line markings are generally always available.

5) Independence to existing localization attack. To defend against existing attacks, a desired defense property is that the
lane line markings perceived by LD are not already used in MSF localization. This is because if such information is already
used, existing attacks might have already exploited their vulnerable periods (e.g., natural detection inaccuracies), making
the additional use of such information for defense less likely to be effective. In representative MSF localization designs, the
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LiDAR locator is the only one among the MSF inputs (§) that is possible to utilize lane line markings as features. Thus,
we perform an experimental analysis to understand the dependency between state-of-the-art LiDAR locators [52], [63] and
lane line markings in Appendix . Our results show that today’s LiDAR localization algorithms have a statistically-strong
independence of the lane line markings, very likely because lane markings is much less useful for global localization on a
map compared to more unique road features such as buildings, roadside layouts, and traffic signs. This thus suggests that LD
can indeed provide independent defense information to existing attacks. However, such independence property will disappear
in adaptive attack settings (i.e., consider attacking LD after the defense is deployed). Thus, we require our defense design
to be fully-aware of such adaptive attack surface (§), and also evaluate it later (§).

NOVEL LD-BASED DEFENSE DESIGN: LD3

Considering the multi-dimensional defense opportunities above, in this paper we are motivated to design the first domain-
specific lane detection-based defense approach against lateral-direction AD localization attack, named LD3 (Lane Detection
based Lateral-Direction Localization attack Defense). In this section, we first describe the associated design challenges and
then present the design details.

Design Challenges

Although LD comes with various defense opportunities, systematically leveraging it for AD localization defense purpose
still needs to address the following main design challenges:

C1: Non-trivial design details for attack detection. Although at the high level LD can provide information directly related
to lateral-direction attacks (i.e., lateral deviation to lane departure), at the detailed defense design level there are still many
technical challenges we need to address, for example (1) incompatibility of the coordinate systems, i.e., LD is by default
in local positioning coordinate system (i.e., within the ego lane), while the attack is in global coordinate system (i.e., the
world coordinates); (2) choice of the attack-influenced information level for attack detection, e.g., directly at the spoofed
GPS signal level or at the attack-influenced MSF output level; and (3) sufficient robustness to natural LD inaccuracies in
practice, e.g., missing or incorrect detection, for minimizing possible false positives in attack detection.

C2: Need for AD-specific attack response design. Since high-level AD vehicles are travelling at high speed and by
design cannot assume on-board human driver ready for take-over at any time (already the case in some commercial AD
services [41], [47]), it is necessary to further design an attack response step that can (1) minimize the safety risks during
response, and (2) assume no dependence on human assistance. For small robotic vehicles such as drones and rovers, prior
works have considered using state estimation models to replace the attacked physical sensor after attack detection [90], [91].
However, such methods still count on human operators to take over as soon as possible since such state estimations cannot
replace physical sensors for a prolonged duration due to drifting [90], not to mention that such models are suffering from
much more severe motion model accuracy limitations when applied to the AD context (§). Thus, a new design is needed to
achieve our AD-specific response goal above.

C3: Adaptive attack from LD side. While LD is currently independent to existing high-level AD localization attacks due
to the lack of use (§), our defense-purpose use of it in LD3 is inherently introducing a new attack surface from the LD side.
In fact, recent works have already discovered concrete lateral-direction attacks against LD in production AD context [92].
To systematically account for such inherent adaptive attack surface, our defense design thus needs to consider the more
challenging setup where both the attack detection and response designs cannot simply assume the LD side is trustworthy
(and use it as the benign reference accordingly) when its outputs are inconsistent with the AD localization side.

Design Overview

In this section, we explain each design component in LD3 and how they address the above design challenges. Fig. 8 shows
an overview of LD3 fitted in a typical high-level AD system.

Attack detection at MSF output level. As shown in Fig. 8, the attack detection step is performed in the localization
module to constantly check the consistency between the LD outputs and original localization output and raise anomalies
use popular anomaly detectors such as CUmulative SUM (CUSUM). To address the incompatibility of their coordinate
systems mentioned in C1, we convert both into a unified lateral deviation representation w.r.t. the lane centerline since that’s
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directly related to the lateral-direction attack goal. Regarding the choice of the attack-influenced information level for attack
detection, we choose to detect at the MSF output level rather than at the GPS output level since (1) in normal conditions,
GPS positions can naturally have large noises while MSF outputs are at centimeter-level accuracy [52]. Thus, performing
the detection at the MSF level can better reduce false positives; and (2) detecting at the MSF output level also allows LD3

taking advantage of the opportunistic property of FusionRipper, for which the attacker cannot predict where and when will
MSF exhibit large deviations. This thus can make it much more difficult for the attacker to easily bypass the detection
by targeting locations without lane line markings. We also have designs for addressing false positives from common lane
detection inaccuracies.

Attack response via safe in-lane stopping. As discussed in C2, we need a new AD-specific design for the Attack Response
(AR) step. There are several common choices in human driving if the vehicle navigation is malfunctioning, for example
maintaining driving in the current lane waiting for the system to recover, or pulling over to the road side. However, these
cannot apply to the context of AD localization attacks, since without knowing the accurate real-time location, we cannot
even know how to safely and correctly drive in the current lane or to road side. We also cannot blindly count on the LD
outputs to drive due to the need to account for the adaptive attack surface on the LD side (C3). Thus, we consider the
safest AR choice is to try to safely stop in the current lane, which has the minimal reliance on the attack-time localization
accuracy for maximizing safety in the AR period. More importantly, on the attack side, since this minimizes the attackable
duration after detection, it can fundamentally bound the attack-achievable deviation in AR period.

Safety-driven fusion for adaptive LD attack. Although the in-lane stopping AR strategy can already bound the attack-
achievable deviation, it is still highly desired if we can minimize the attacker’s impact on the localization accuracy during the
AR period, since to safely stop, there is still a long stopping distance that the ego vehicle has to travel, especially when the
speed is high (e.g., over 50 meters at 60 mph [93]). To account for the adaptive LD attack surface (C3), the key challenge is
how to decide which side (LD or MSF) to trust when they are conflicting with each other in AR. Motivated by the safety-first
principle in production AD design [94], we propose a novel safety-driven fusion design, which systematically decides the
contributions from different fusion inputs based on their tendencies to cause unsafe driving; the higher such tendency is,
the smaller their contributions will be to the final fusion output. In our problem context, such a tendency is judged by the
deviation aggressiveness to cause lane departure, which will thus by default penalize the attacked side no matter it is from
LD or MSF, leading to less attack-introduced deviation. To bypass this penalty and more effectively influence the fused
results, the attacked side has to be less aggressive in lateral deviations. However, given the limit on the attackable duration
imposed by the in-lane stopping AR strategy, the attack-achievable deviation during AR will still be reduced. Thus, under
our AR design that bounds the attackable duration, such safety-driven fusion design can further fundamentally reduce the
attacker’s capability in causing safety damages during AR even in adaptive settings.

Attack Detection Design

As described above, we choose to perform the attack detection at the MSF output level, which is thus designed as a
post-processing step in the localization module as shown in Fig. 8.

As mentioned in C1, the MSF and LD outputs are in different coordinate systems. Therefore, we first need to convert them
to a unified coordinate system such that they are comparable. For MSF outputs, we obtain an MSF-based lateral deviation
to the lane centerline (DMSF

i ) by querying the MSF position in the semantic map [95], which is a standard utility on
high-level AD systems storing the road geometry information of the area that the AD vehicle is allowed to drive. For the
LD outputs, we can calculate the lateral deviation to the centerline based on the left and right lane line polynomial functions
(detailed in Appendix ). However, real-world lane markings can be complicated and confusion sometimes. For example,
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it is common to find that one of the lane lines missing or incorrectly detected in regions with lane splitting and merging.
Therefore, we design two optimizations to calculate a more robust lateral deviation from the LD outputs leveraging the lane
width from the semantic map (detailed in Appendix ), which is a problem-specific improvement opportunity since in the
main LD usage domain, low-level AD systems, such semantic maps are not generally available. Since LD3 relies on the
existence of lane line markings, we disable the attack detection prior to entering these regions based on the information
from the semantic map.

After obtaining the MSF- and LD-based lateral deviations, we can then use their deviation consistency to determine if MSF
localization is under attack. To do so, we apply the widely-used CUSUM anomaly detector (line 6–10 ), which has shown high
detection effectiveness in prior works [76], [96]. The CUSUM detector calculates a statistic Si = max(0, Si−1+|ri|−b);S0 =
0, where ri = DMSF

i −DLD
i is the residual between the MSF and LD lateral deviations, b is a weight to prevent the CUSUM

statistic from monotonically increasing in the benign scenarios. We consider as under attack if Si is over a certain threshold
τ . Once an attack is detected, we then switch to the Attack Response stage.

Attack Response Design

As described in §8, we consider safe in-lane stopping as the safest AR choice. As shown in Fig. 8, the AR is composed of two
components to safely drive the vehicle before stop: (1) AR trajectory generation on the planning side, and (2) safety-driven
fusion of MSF and LD on localization side.

Planning-side AR: AR trajectory generation. The planning module in the high-level AD system periodically generates
planned trajectories, for which the controllers take as speed and lateral position reference to produce throttling and steering
commands. Thus, to enforce the AR goal, the planning module needs to generate an AR trajectory with a stopping motion.
Since our AR goal is to stop in the ego lane, we design the AR trajectory to be aligned with the lane centerline. To reduce
the speed, we then set a slowing-down speed profile on the AR trajectory based on a safe deceleration value used in high-
level AD systems. Generally, a deceleration <4.6 m/s2 is considered as safe for maintaining steady control [97]. Thus, to
calculate the speed profile of the AR trajectory, we apply 4 m/s2 as the deceleration, which is also defined in Baidu Apollo
as the maximum allowed deceleration to ensure safety [62]. Note that since the original planning algorithms are typically
designed under the assumption that the localization accuracy is high (i.e., cm-level [10]), we find directly re-using such
algorithms in AR will result in unstable control since the planned trajectories are too sensitive to the larger localization
errors and uncertainties after fusing the LD and MSF sides when one side is under attack. Thus, we directly set the planned
trajectory as the centerline of the ego lane to achieve more stable control.

Localization-side AR: safety-driven fusion. As described in §, we need to design a safety-driven fusion algorithm on
the localization side that can systematically fuse LD and MSF outputs while taking less contributions from the side that is
more aggressive in causing lateral deviations. To achieve this, we leverage a classic fusion algorithm design, Kalman Filter
(KF) based fusion, which can systematically determine the contributions of each fusion source using uncertainties [98],
[99]. In the original design, the uncertainty score calculation are based on the noise-level measurements reported by the
sources themselves, which thus are not suitable in attack settings since such measurements are also fundamentally under the
attacker’s control.
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To systematically realize our safety-driven fusion design between LD and MSF, we thus still leverage such uncertainties-
based fusion framework but design novel uncertainty score calculation based on their tendencies to cause lane departure.
Above lists the pseudocode for the uncertainty calculation. As shown (line 2–7), we store the historical lateral deviations
from MSF and LD in two fixed-size windows. To obtain the uncertainties, we first calculate the cumulative deviations in
these two windows, and then calculate their proportions to the geometric mean of them (line 8–11). We choose geometric
mean over arithmetic mean since it can better penalize the source with a larger cumulative deviation. To increase the design
flexibility, we include both our cumulative lateral deviation based uncertainty and the uncertainty from MSF/LD algorithms
in the final uncertainty and use a weight λ to adjust their fractions (line 12–13).

With the uncertainties, we apply standard KF update/predict operations to fuse the MSF and LD lateral deviations. We
then add the fused lateral deviation to the closest centerline point along the lateral direction based on the lane heading to
instantiate a fused localization in the global coordinate system. Fig. 9 illustrates an example of the safety-driven fusion
process.

DEFENSE EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate LD3 against the state-of-the-art lateral-direction attack targeting high-level AD localization.

Evaluation Methodology

Targeted AD system and attack. Since LD3 is designed for high-level AD systems, we choose the industry-grade full-
stack Baidu Apollo AD system [62] as a representative prototyping target. Specifically, Baidu Apollo adopts an MSF-
based localization highly representative in both design (KF-based MSF) and implementation (state-of-the-art localization
accuracy [52]). Note that although our evaluation here uses Baidu Apollo, the LD3 design itself is generalizable to other
industry-grade high-level AD systems; for example, later in § we also implemented it in Autoware for end-to-end physical
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TABLE I: Details of the 562 total attack traces used in our evaluation and the FusionRipper attack effectiveness.

Attack
Trace #

Road
Type

Avg.
Speed

FusionRipper Attack

Attack
Goal Dev

Best
d

Best
f

Success
Rate

ka-local31 174 Local 10.9m/s 1.3m 0.5 1.2 99.4%
ka-local33 170 Local 9.5m/s 1.3m 0.3 1.3 98.3%

ka-highway36 182 Highway 26.3m/s 1.9m 0.3 1.3 100%
ka-highway18 36 Highway 24.8m/s 1.9m 0.3 1.3 100%

evaluation. For targeted attacks, we evaluate against the recent FusionRipper attack [58] since it is (1) the state-of-the-
art and only lateral-direction localization attack that can break MSF localization; and (2) directly applicable to the above
representative MSF implementation.

Real-world sensor traces and FusionRipper attack effectiveness. Since our evaluation target is the FusionRipper attack,
we follow the same evaluation methodology as in their paper [58] and conduct our evaluation on real-world sensor traces
from the KAIST complex urban dataset [100]. Specifically, we look for traces with camera data as required by LD3, select the
ones that the Apollo MSF can stably operate without attack [58], and apply FusionRipper from each consecutive timestamp
as in [58]. In total, we obtain 562 attack traces summarized in Table I. These traces cover diverse driving scenarios, e.g.,
different road types (344 on local roads and 218 on highways), driving speeds (9.5 to 26.3 m/s), time-of-day (e.g., 36 in
the morning, 182 around sunset time), and road conditions (e.g., 170 with snow on road).

For each trace, we follow the same method to identify the most effective attack parameters as in the FusionRipper paper.
Note that in the table our attack goal deviation is larger than the original FusionRipper paper since they focus on the
minimum urban lane width (i.e., 2.7 m) while we set the attack goal in a more realistic setting by measuring the lane widths
in the dataset. This does not affect the attack effectiveness; as shown, the overall attack success rate is over 98%, which
is consistent with the FusionRipper paper. In our evaluation, we exclude the scenarios without lane markings (e.g., when
the vehicle is in an intersection) since it is out of the applicable domain for LD3. As analyzed in §, the lack of coverage
of such scenarios do not eliminate the defense value since only 0.8% of the attacks can possibly succeed in such scenarios
and such successes are out of the attacker’s control.

Lane detection and AD control effects under attack. Since LD3 does not assume any specific requirement on the lane
detector, we are free to use any state-of-the-art lane detector or even an ensemble of lane detectors. In our evaluation, we opt
to the LD model used in OpenPilot [82], which is already used commercially for Automated Lane Centering. The KAIST
traces include time-synchronized left and right camera frames from a front-facing stereo camera. In our evaluation, we regard
the left and right cameras as independent cameras and run the LD model and calculate lateral deviations separately on them.
We then aggregate their results to obtain an averaged lateral deviation on the LD side.

Since KAIST traces are collected under benign driving, we need to model the LD outputs when the AD localization is
under attack. Same as the FusionRipper paper [58], we assume the lateral deviations in the MSF localization will be directly
reflected as physical world deviations to the opposite direction (§). We then model the attack-influenced LD outputs by
adding the physical world deviations to the lateral deviations calculated from the benign LD outputs. Later in §, we evaluate
LD3 in both end-to-end simulation and physical-world environments without such an assumption.

Baseline: SAVIOR. As a baseline, we evaluate the attack detection effectiveness of the closest alternative software-
based method based on latest prior works for small robotics vehicles such as drones and rovers: physical-invariant based
defenses [76], [77]. Specifically, we select SAVIOR [76] as a representative design since it adopts more principled state
estimation models and thus shows superior detection performance over prior designs such as CI [77]. The detailed setup for
SAVIOR evaluation can be found in Appendix .

Evaluation metrics. As LD3 involves two defense stages with different defense goals, we separate the evaluation into
attack detection and response evaluations. For attack detection evaluate, we plot the ROC curves to systematically show the
TPRs and FPRs under different CUSUM parameters b and τ (§). In addition to ROC curves, we also report the maximum
MSF lateral deviation before the attack is detected by LD3. This detection deviation is a metric to indicate the detection
timeliness, e.g., a detection deviation smaller than the lane straddling deviation (i.e., deviation to touch the lane line) means
that the attack is detected early in time before it can cause any meaningful adversarial consequences. For attack response
evaluation, we focus on the lateral deviations since our AR goal is to steer the vehicle to stop within the lane boundaries.
In particular, we report two lateral deviation metrics with one measuring the maximum deviation before the vehicle fully
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Fig. 10: (Top) Attack detection ROC curves; (Bottom) Detection and Attack Response (AR) deviations in the LD3 evaluation.
stops, and another one measuring the final stopping deviation. In practice, the latter is more important since it will be the
permanent deviation after the vehicle stops.

Attack Detection Effectiveness

Attack detection rates. The top figures in Fig. 10 show the detection ROC curves of LD3 against FusionRipper. As shown,
LD3 can achieve effective detection with 100% TPRs and 0% FPRs on all 4 traces. During the searching for best CUSUM
parameters, we find that in benign drivings, the differences between MSF and LD lateral deviations are always bounded
within certain range (<0.6 m). However, in attacked drivings, FusionRipper will cause larger lateral deviations on the MSF
side, which will also be reflected on the LD side in the opposite direction. Such a difference between benign and attacked
drivings makes the attack easily detectable by LD3. Fig. 11 shows an example of the benign and attacked MSF and LD lateral
deviations and their CUSUM statistics. In the attacked case, FusionRipper launches the vulnerability profiling stage from
t=1544686730 and discovers a vulnerable window at t=1544686765, where MSF starts to exhibit larger lateral deviations.
Because of the distinctive MSF/LD consistency levels between the benign and attack cases, it is thus straightforward to set
a CUSUM threshold to differentiate them.

Baseline comparison. As shown, SAVIOR’s detection performance is only slightly better than random guessing and far
from being an ideal detector. Such a poor detection performance would render SAVIOR unpractical since it will introduce
lots of false positives in normal driving.

The reason behind the poor detection performance in the AD context is twofold. First, compared to drones and rovers,
the physical dynamics of the vehicle are much harder to model due to the complex physical moving characteristics, e.g.,
tire-road frictions, aerodynamic forces, road bank angles, etc. [101]. For example, prior study [79] finds that the error of
kinematic bicycle model increases very fast at high speeds (e.g., 25 m/s) or on curvy roads (e.g., steering angle at 4◦). In
comparison, the bicycle model used in SAVIOR is reported having an average position error of 0.33 m within 0.8 sec under
low-speed settings (e.g., 13.8 m/s) in [78] and its error keeps accumulating as time progresses; comparably, the same bicycle
model incurs an average error of 1.076 m on ka-local31 within 1 sec, where the trace contains many turns and curvy roads.

Second, the attack deviation goals in the AD context can be much smaller but still being safety-critical. While SAVIOR
is effective at detecting attacks on small robotics vehicles such as drones with large deviation goals (e.g., ∼50 m [76]),
attacks targeting high-level AD systems requires much smaller deviation and thus harder to detect. For example, even lateral
deviations <0.5 m are enough to cause lane departure on narrow urban roads (e.g., 2.7 m wide [102]).

Attack detection deviations. To evaluate attack detection deviations, we choose a CUSUM weight b = 0.6 and threshold
τ = 0.1, which can achieve best attack detection effectiveness on all traces. For example, the detection deviation in Fig. 11
is 0.36 m under these CUSUM parameters. The bottom figures in Fig. 10 show the distributions of maximum deviations
FusionRipper has reached before being detected by LD3 (box plots with pink background). As shown, LD3 can promptly
detect the attack before it can even cause lane straddling, and the average detection deviations are all below 0.5 m. However,
there do exist two attack cases in ka-highway18 that the detection deviations are close to the lane straddling deviation. This
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is because in these attack cases, the lateral deviation at the MSF side raises very rapidly between detection intervals such
that the deviation has already reached a large number (e.g., 0.63 m) before LD3 has a chance to perform the detection.
Nevertheless, none of the attack cases are detected after FusionRipper starts to cause lane straddling and all of them are far
away from reaching the attack goal deviation.

Attack Response Effectiveness

The distributions of the maximum deviations and final stopping deviations are shown in the bottom figures in Fig. 10 (box
plots without background colors). During the AR periods, none of the attack cases have a maximum or stopping deviation
over the attack goal deviation (1.3 m for local and 1.9 m for highway). Despite 4 attack cases on the highway traces have
maximum deviations exceed the lane straddling deviation (0.7 m), their stopping deviations are all corrected back to be
within the lane boundaries. This shows that our AR design (§) is effective at keeping the vehicle within the lane boundaries
when it stops, which can prevent the much more dangerous situation where it stops out of the ego lane.

Moreover, comparing between local and highway, the highway traces often have larger maximum deviations and smaller
stopping deviations. This is because the driving speeds when the attacks are detected on the highway traces (27.3 m/s on
avg.) are much higher than that on the local traces (3.8 m/s on avg.). This leads to a much longer AR period on highways
(∼7 sec on avg.) than that on local roads (<1 sec on avg.). As a result, FusionRipper can keep causing larger lateral
deviations after the attack is detected, but in the meanwhile, our AR design can also correct more given the longer AR
period.

Fig. 12 shows an example of the MSF/LD and physical world deviations during the AR period on ka-highway36, where
the maximum deviation and stopping deviation are 0.52 m and 0.19 m, respectively. In this example, since FusionRipper
keeps increasing the deviation on the MSF side, the safety-driven fusion (§) penalizes the lateral deviations on the MSF side
with higher uncertainties and thus results in smaller Kalman gains, which indicate the weights of the inputs in KF update.
Consequently, the fusion process prioritizes the lateral deviations on the LD side, which are similar to the physical world
deviations, and the lateral controller thus can steer the vehicle towards the right direction.

Comparison with naive AR design. A naive AR design, named NaiveAR, applies the maximum deceleration to stop but
still keeps using the MSF outputs for steering. Such design is similar to the in-lane stop planning scenario that Baidu Apollo
adopts to handle emergencies [103]. To evaluate this, we record the MSF lateral deviations at the end of AR periods and
regard them as the stopping deviations based on the control assumption (§). The stopping deviations of NaiveAR are shown
in Fig. 10. Because of the longer AR periods on the highway, the stopping deviations under NaiveAR are significantly
higher than that using our complete AR design, especially on the highway traces. In particular, since the lateral deviations
on ka-highway36 increase very quickly, over 75% of the attacked cases still reaches a lateral deviation higher than the attack
goal deviation, which consequently leads to >75% attack success rate for FusionRipper on ka-highway36 despite the attacks
are correctly detected. On the other hand, with the complete AR design, none of the attack cases can be even deviate out
of the lane boundaries.

Evaluation under Limited Visibility

Trace collection and defense evaluation setup. We collect a night-time driving trace at around 11 p.m. our local time using
an Advanced Driver-Assistance System (ADAS) device named EON [104], which is the official device to run OpenPilot [82].
Specifically, we record the localization and LD outputs during the trace collection for the defense evaluation. The trace is
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Fig. 14: Route of the night-time sensor trace collected using EON [104] in §.

∼25 km in length with 3 local road and 2 highway segments as shown in Fig. 14. Since EON does not provide LiDAR data,
we are not able to run MSF and FusionRipper attack. To model the attack effect, we apply the lateral deviations from the
most aggressive attack trace in ba-local trace used in the FusionRipper paper [58] to the localization outputs, which only
takes 10 sec from the start of attack to reaching a 2 m lateral deviation. This is similar to the prior works where they directly
apply the attack traces in the target systems for attack detection evaluation [76], [77]. Specifically, we apply the attack trace
consecutively to all road segments excluding the intersections, which results in 98 attacked and 98 corresponding benign
segments in total.

Defense effectiveness. Similar to results on KAIST traces (§), LD3 can achieve effective attack detection with 100% TPR
and 0% FPR on the night-time trace. The attack detection and AR deviations are shown in Fig. 13. As shown, even under
such low-light condition, LD3 can still timely detect the attack with an average detection deviation of 0.29 m. Consistent
with findings in §, the stopping deviation on the real vehicle trace is only 0.17 m on average, which means LD3 is effective
at stopping the vehicle within the lane boundaries. In comparison, NaiveAR has a stopping deviation much higher than LD3,
where one attack segment (maximum deviation is 1.33 m) exceeds the goal deviation for local roads.

END-TO-END EVALUATIONS

In this section, we implement LD3 on 2 open-source full-stack AD systems, Baidu Apollo [62] and Autoware [63], and
evaluate LD3 under end-to-end drivings in both simulation and the physical world. The demo videos are available on our
project website at https://sites.google.com/view/ld3-defense.

Evaluation in AD Simulator

Experimental setup. We implement LD3 in Baidu Apollo v5.0.0 [62] following the design in Fig. 8. Specifically, we reuse
the SCNN model [81] for LD, which is currently used only for camera calibration in Baidu Apollo. We run the complete
Baidu Apollo AD system with all functional modules enabled in a production-grade AD simulator, LGSVL [105]. Since
LGSVL does not provide LiDAR locator maps required for MSF, we instead run Baidu Apollo localization in the Real-Time
Kinematic mode, which directly takes the ground truth positions from LGSVL. To simulate the FusionRipper attack effect,
we add the lateral deviations from the same attack trace used in § to the localization outputs.

We evaluate the benign and attacked drivings with LD3 in 4 driving scenarios on two LGSVL maps: Single Lane Road
(SLR) and San Francisco (SF). Specifically, the SLR map is a long straight road, and we create a low-speed (SLR-Low)
and high-speed (SLR-High) driving scenario on it by adjusting the maximum cruising speed in Apollo planning. The SF
map is a 1:1 re-creation of a portion of the San Francisco city, from which we select a straight (SF-Straight) and a curvy
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TABLE II: Maximum deviations to lane center and attack consequences under different defense settings in the 4 simulation
scenarios in §. Each setting was run for 10 times with randomized attack starting times. Benign driving with LD3 is also
presented and was run for 10 times. The maximum deviations are represented as (mean, std) in meters.

Simulation
scenario

Lane
straddle

dev

Attacked Benign

LD3 LD3-NaiveAR No Defense LD3

Max dev Consequence Max dev Consequence Max dev Consequence Max dev Consequence

SLR-Low 0.83 0.47, 0.08 Stop in lane 1.69, 0.06 Stop w/ lane straddle 7.94, 0.05 Fall off road 0.07, 5e-5 Reach destination
SLR-High 0.83 0.69, 0.06 Stop in lane 1.64, 0.16 Stop w/ lane straddle 7.93, 0.04 Fall off road 0.07, 5e-5 Reach destination
SF-Straight 1.00 0.67, 0.23 Stop in lane 1.02, 0.01 Hit curb 1.84, 0.16 Hit tree or barrier 0.14, 7e-4 Reach destination
SF-Curvy 0.75 0.43, 0.14 Stop in lane 0.90, 0.12 Hit lane divider 0.97, 0.14 Hit lane divider 0.31, 0.01 Reach destination

LD3 LD3-NaiveAR No Defense

Hit curb

Hit barrier

Fig. 15: Simulation snapshots of the vehicle stopping locations under the 3 defense settings in SF-Straight.

road (SF-Curvy). In our evaluation, we also include the LD3 variant with the naive AR design (§) and a setting without
any defenses. We repeat the simulation for 10 times with different attack starting times for each combination of simulation
scenarios and defense settings.

Results and demos. Our simulation results show that the attack detection rates for both LD3 and LD3-NaiveAR are all 100%
in the 10 runs, and none of the benign drivings are falsely detected as under attack. Table II shows the maximum lateral
deviation achieved in the whole simulation (including both attack detection and response periods) in each scenario/defense
setting and the corresponding vehicle stopping location. As shown, with LD3, the average maximum deviations are smaller
than lane straddling deviation in all 4 scenarios and the vehicle can always safely stop in the lane. In comparison, due to the
blind trust of the localization outputs in the AR period, LD3-NaiveAR has much higher maximum deviations than LD3 and
the vehicle’s stopping locations are either lane straddling or already crashing into the road curb/barrier. Nevertheless, the No
Defense setting is even worse than LD3-NaiveAR, where the vehicle is simply deviated to fall off the road in SLR-Low and
SLR-High. Snapshots of the vehicle stopping locations in SF-Straight are shown in Fig. 15. The demos of the 4 simulation
scenarios and 3 defense settings are available on our project website.

Evaluation on AD Development Chassis of Real Vehicle Size and Closed-loop Control

Experimental setup. We experiment on an AD chassis as shown in Fig. 16, which is specifically designed for Level-4 AD
system prototyping and testing. The chassis is of a real vehicle size, capable of closed-loop control, and fully equipped with
Level-4 AD sensors including LiDAR, GPS, IMU, cameras, RADARs, and ultrasonic sensors. Since AD vehicle testing is
not allowed to be on public roads by default, we reserve a parking lot in our institute for the experiments. Specifically, we
mark a straight traffic lane with 3.5 m width (the most common lane width in KAIST dataset and our night-time driving
trace) in the parking lot and create the corresponding semantic map for Autoware.

We ported LD3 to the Autoware AD system [63], which is currently supported by the AD chassis. To facilitate the attack,
we apply the same FusionRipper attack trace used in § and § to the localization outputs in Autoware. Unlike OpenPilot
and Baidu Apollo, the lane detector in Autoware can only detect lane lines in pixels rather than in the world coordinates.
Therefore, we directly obtain the ground truth lane line information from the map using the unmodified localization outputs,
since LD is already a mature technology (§) and has been shown to be quite accurate in § and §. We enable the relevant
components in Autoware including localization, global/local plannings, and control. During the experiments, the AD chassis
is completely driven by Autoware unless taken over by us from a remote controller in emergency situations. We evaluate
three defense settings: (1) w/ LD3 w/ attack, (2) w/o LD3 w/ attack, and (3) w/ LD3 w/o attack. For each, we experiment
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Fig. 16: Side-by-side views of the AD development chassis used in § and a Toyota Camry.

TABLE III: The detection, maximum, and stopping deviations in
the three settings at two different driving speeds. We repeat the
experiments for w/ LD3 w/ attack for 3 times and report the (mean,
std) deviations. We do not repeat the other two settings as they are
quite stable.

Speed
w/ attack w/o attack

w/ LD3 w/o LD3 w/ LD3

Det dev Max dev Stop dev Max/Stop dev Max dev Stop dev

4 m/s 0.07m, 0.01m 0.36m, 3e-3m 0.05m, 0.05m 2.59m 0.13m 8e-3m
2 m/s 0.02m, 2e-3m 0.27m, 0.04m 0.01m, 1e-3m 2.23m 0.11m 7e-3m

TABLE IV: Maximum physical deviations can be
achieved without being detected under various LD
fluctuation assumptions. The percentages indicate the
probabilities of such fluctuations.

Trace LD fluctuation
(µ, σ)

Max physical world deviation

0 (100%) µ (50%) µ+ 3σ (0.3%)

ka-local31 0.12m, 0.08m 0.7m 0.82m 1.06m
ka-local33 0.14m, 0.10m 0.7m 0.84m 1.14m

ka-highway36 0.29m, 0.10m 0.7m 0.99m 1.29m
ka-highway18 0.20m, 0.11m 0.7m 0.90m 1.23m

in driving speeds of 2 m/s (4.5 mph) and 4 m/s (9 mph) for safety concerns. We prolong the AR stage by using deceleration
<3 m/s2 in both cases to better showcase the driving behaviors during AR. Specifically, we repeat the experiments for 3
times for w/ LD3 w/ attack. Since the other two are always quite stable, we thus do not record more iterations for those
experiments.

Results and demos. Table III shows the detection, maximum, and stopping deviations under the three settings. As shown,
LD3 on average can detect the attack when the vehicle’s physical deviation is still small and start the AR stage. Within
the AR period, the average maximum deviations are 0.36 m and 0.27 m at speeds of 4 m/s and 2 m/s, respectively, and
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the final stopping deviations are always within 0.1 m. In comparison, without LD3, the vehicle keeps deviating and we
have to manually press the emergency button on the remote to prevent it from crashing into the curb. Such a distinctive
driving behaviors with and without LD3 are consistent with our trace-based (§) and simulation results (§). Without the
attack, the vehicle’s trajectories well align with the road centerline (i.e., the reference trajectory Autoware plans to enforce)
and eventually complete the route and stop at the center of the lane. We also record demo videos of the vehicle driving
behaviors under the three settings (videos are available on our website).

EVALUATION AGAINST ADAPTIVE ATTACKS

In this section, we take a step further to examine LD3’s capability under potential adaptive attacks, including (1) an idealized
stealthy attack that can evade the detection, and (2) the latest LD-side attack, which is the inherent new attack surface
introduced by LD3 approach (§).

Stealthy Attack Evaluation

In this evaluation, we analyze the maximum lateral deviations that a hypothetical stealthy attack can achieve by assuming
stronger and unrealistic attack capabilities.

Evaluation methodology. Based on the CUSUM anomaly detection formulation (§), the attack should satisfy Si−1 +
|DMSF

i − DLD
i | − b < τ in order to prevent detection. Assuming the last CUSUM statistic Si−1 = 0, the maximum MSF

lateral deviation without being detected is thus DMSF
i,max = DLD

i + τ + b, which is also the maximum physical world deviation
given the control assumption (§). Since τ and b are fixed in the defense, the attacker can carefully select a timing where the
LD has a large lateral deviation fluctuation to the actual vehicle location due to detection noises, and apply the MSF lateral
deviation to the same direction as the LD’s fluctuation direction to achieve a large physical world deviation. Therefore, the
attacker’s capability on capturing a particular LD fluctuation window determines the maximum physical world deviations
she can achieve without being detected. Thus, we evaluate the maximum physical world deviations by assuming various
levels of LD fluctuations that the attacker can capture.

Assumptions on attack capabilities. In this evaluation, we assume the attacker has very unrealistic attack capabilities in
order to achieve such a stealthy attack. In particular, the attacker should have a white-box knowledge on (1) where exactly
on the road that the LD will have a large fluctuation and how much it is, and (2) the attack detection method and parameters
used in the target AD system. Moreover, the attacker should also have precise and instantaneous control over the lateral
deviations in the MSF localization outputs in order to execute such attack when large fluctuations appear.

Results. Table IV shows the maximum physical world deviations that the stealthy attack can achieve under different LD
fluctuation assumptions. Specifically, we calculate LD fluctuation distributions in each trace and assume that the attacker
knows where a certain level of fluctuation happens. Without any such assumptions, the attacker can at most inject τ+b = 0.7
m lateral deviation, which is just about to touch the lane boundaries. On the other hand, the attacker can at most cause 0.99
m and 1.29 m lateral deviations on the 4 traces if she can capture an average and a 3-σ LD fluctuation, respectively. Note
that the probabilities of such fluctuations to appear are 50% and 0.3% according to the normal distribution. In conclusion,
even under very unrealistic attack assumptions, the maximum lateral deviations are still less than the local road attack goal
(1.3 m) for FusionRipper, which shows that LD3 is quite effective at bounding the lateral deviations. Moreover, it also
highlights that LD is indeed a mature technology (§) suitable for defense given its high stability.

LD-side Adaptive Attack Evaluation

Evaluation methodology. We explore the defense capability of LD3 against the latest LD attack in production low-level AD
systems, named Dirty Road Patch (DRP) attack [92], which is designed to affect the detected lane line shapes to mislead the
automated lane centering system to drive the vehicle out of the lane boundaries. In LD, the lane line shapes are represented
as polynomial functions, which are used in LD3 to calculate the vehicle’s lateral deviations (Appendix ). From the 40 attack
traces used in the original DRP attack paper, we extract the attacked lane line polynomials in each frame and calculate an
averaged LD deviation trace. In LD3 design, LD attacks cannot disrupt the driving behaviors before the attack is detected
since only MSF outputs are used for navigation at this moment. To cause vehicle deviations, the LD attack has to trigger
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Fig. 17: Maximum and stopping deviations during the AR period under the LD attack.

the detection in the first place and affect the fused localization in the AR period (§) in order to affect the vehicle control.
Therefore, we focus on the AR period in our evaluation. To model the DRP attack effect, we apply the deviation trace (start
from the detection deviation 0.7 m) to the LD side in the KAIST traces. Since the MSF side is benign and should generally
well-align with the physical positions of the vehicle, we set the MSF outputs in the AR period with the same deviation as
the fused localization, but to the opposite direction based on the control assumption (§).

Results. Fig. 17 shows the maximum and stopping deviations in KAIST traces. As shown, none of them is able to even
cause lane straddling. On average, the maximum and stopping deviations in the AR period are only 0.08 m (δ = 0.08 m)
and 0.02 m (δ = 0.03 m), respectively. Such a result indicate that LD3 is quite robust to adaptive attack to the LD side as
well. This is because the safety-driven fusion (§) in LD3 can effectively penalize the more aggressive source in the driving
context, which in this case is the attacked LD outputs, and prevent the fused localization from being influenced by it.

LIMITATIONS DISCUSSION

Defense coverage of lane detection. In this work, we are the first to explore the novel usage of LD for defense. However,
as a defense relying on LD, a potential limitation is the lane line marking coverage. However, as we analyzed in §, the
non-deterministic nature of attacks to MSF localization greatly alleviate such a limitation, where an LD-based defense has
the potential to defend against the majority (99.2%) of the attack attempts. In addition, for important AD applications such
as autonomous trucks, they are naturally not subject to such limitation as they mostly operate on highways [88], [89].
At design level, since high-level AD systems come with semantic maps with accurate road geometry information, LD3

knows exactly where are the regions without lane line markings and can temporarily disable the defense in such regions
(§). To address this limitation, a potential future improvement is to also consider other road markings available in such
regions, e.g., stop lines [106] and crosswalk markings [107] in intersections, to help localize the vehicle and to detect
MSF deviations. Nevertheless, it is unclear how prevalent such road markings are and how mature and robust the existing
perception algorithms are to recognize such road markings.

Simultaneous attacks to MSF and LD. Since LD3 leverages LD to detection lateral-direction attack on MSF, attacks
that simultaneously target MSF and LD can thus potentially bypass our detection. In fact, such a vulnerability is a general
limitation for CPS security research that uses sensor cross-checking/fusion for defense purposes [18], [108]–[112]. However,
in practice, the defense value of LD3 highly depends on whether such a simultaneous attack already exists or can be easily
achieved. For MSF and LD, neither of them holds today, since (1) although individual attacks on MSF or LD exist, no
existing work shows that they can be effectively coordinated and synchronized to achieve simultaneous attack effect control,
and (2) it is far from trivial to achieve this with existing individual attack vectors. Specifically, among the attack vectors
on camera [84], [92], [113]–[118], only three works [92], [115], [118] actually evaluated and shown attack effectiveness on
LD in realistic AD settings. All these three works consider adding malicious patterns to the ground (e.g., via road patch
or stickers) as the attack vector. However, considering the non-deterministic nature of the existing high-level localization
attacks (§), it would be hard, if not impossible, for the attacker to figure out where to place the attack pattern beforehand,
not to mention how to carefully synchronize the malicious pattern with the localization-side attack to effectively bypass
LD3. Therefore, we consider such simultaneous attack design neither already exists nor can be easily achieved, and leave
the systematic exploration of its feasibility as a future research direction.
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RELATED WORK

AD localization attacks. Since AD systems rely on sensors for localization, prior works have proposed sensor spoof-
ing/jamming attacks targeting GPS, LiDAR, IMU, camera, RADAR [34], [58], [67], [68], [70], [71], [113], [114], [119],
[120]. Among them, only FusionRipper [58] has shown to be able to break the MSF localization on high-level AD systems
and cause lateral deviations in MSF outputs. Thus, in this work we target FusionRipper and show that LD3 can effectively
detect FusionRipper and can steer the vehicle to safely stop in ego lane.

Physical-invariant based defenses. Recently, researchers propose physical-invariant based defenses, CI [77] and SAV-
IOR [76], to detect sensor attacks such as GPS spoofing by cross-checking sensor measurements with system state estimations
based on the physical invariants, i.e., the relationships between system states and control inputs. However, as shown in §,
the direct adaptation of existing physical-invariant based approach is largely limited because of the complexity of physical
dynamics and much smaller attack deviation goals in the AD context. In addition, none of them has proposed attack
response designs, which is especially important for AD systems (§). Nevertheless, such physical-invariant based attack
detection methods are complimentary to LD3 and can be incorporated into our design for attack detection if the accuracy
of state-estimation model can be further improved.

Attack response/recovery. According to a survey on the broader Cyber-Physical Systems security, existing defenses mostly
focus on attack detection and very few works studied attack responses [121]. Particularly, Choi et al. [90] and Zhang et
al. [91] recently propose attack recovery methods, which apply similar state estimations as above to replace attacked sensors
in the attack recovery period. Thus, they suffer from the same model accuracy limitations in the AD context. Moreover, they
intend to maintain normal operations of the system for a short duration until the system is taken-over by the human driver,
which does not exist on high-level AD vehicles when deployed commercially [41], [47]. Additionally, attack responses in
high-level AD systems require more careful design on AR trajectories (§) to safely navigate the vehicle.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we perform the first systematic exploration of the novel usage of lane detection (LD) to defend against lateral-
direction attacks in high-level AD localization. We design the first domain-specific LD-based defense approach, LD3, that
is capable of both real-time attack detection and response. Our evaluation on real-world AD sensor traces show that LD3

is much more effective than directly-adapted physical-invariant based defenses at attack detection with accurate and timely
detection. We also show that LD3 can safely stop the vehicle in the current lane upon detection. We implement LD3 on two
open-source high-level AD systems and evaluate its effectiveness under end-to-end driving with closed-loop control in both
simulation and the physical world. We also evaluate against two adaptive attacks and find that LD3 is robust to an idealized
stealthy attack that aims to evade detection and the latest LD-side attack targeting the response stage.

Converting LD outputs to lateral deviations

The LD output consists of the detected left and right lane lines, which are represented as polynomial functions in the bird’s
eye view [62], [82]. An example of the polynomial functions is shown in Fig. 18. For these polynomial functions, the
absolute values at x = 0 represent the vehicle’s distances to the lane lines, dleft and dright. Therefore, we can calculate the
lateral deviation to the lane centerline by

lw/2− dleft or dright − lw/2, (9)
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Fig. 18: Example of left/right lane line polynomial functions.
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where lw is the lane width. We calculate the lateral deviation as a signed number to differentiate the deviations to the left
(positive) and to the right (negative).

Although we can also obtain the lane width from the lane line polynomials (i.e., lwpoly = dleft + dright), as mentioned in §,
it is not uncommon that one of the lane lines is missing or incorrectly detected in real world driving, e.g., when the current
lane splits into a through lane and a left or right turn lane. In such cases, directly using the distances from the polynomial
functions would result into a wrong lateral deviation. To address this, we include two optimizations in the lateral deviation
calculation: (1) instead of estimating the lane width from the polynomial functions, we query the current lane width from
the semantic map, and (2) prioritize the lane line with a smaller distance to the vehicle by using it to calculate the lateral
deviation in Eq. 9. This is because for the lane splitting scenario mentioned above, the incorrectly-detected lane line often
has a much larger distance compared to the correctly-detected one. A special handling is that when both lane lines are
incorrectly detected, which is very rare in SCNN [81] and never occur in OpenPilot LD model [82], we will reuse the
previously calculated lateral deviation.

Evaluation of LiDAR Localization Dependency on Lane Line Markings

Evaluation methodology. To evaluate the dependency of LiDAR localization on lane line markings, we first create two
traces of modified LiDAR data: one without lane line markings (denote as no-marking) and another with incorrect lane
line markings (denote as wrong-marking). Next, we execute the LiDAR locators on the original LiDAR trace as well as on
the two modified traces. If a LiDAR locator does not rely on the lane line markings, we should observe a high similarity
between the original and the modified executions.

Specifically, LiDARs scan the surrounding environment and output Point Cloud Data (PCD), which stores the 3D positions
and intensities of the reflected laser points. Since the lane line markings will exhibit distinctively higher intensities than the
other road surface due to their color differences, we create the no-marking PCDs by changing their intensities to the same
as other road surface area. To do that, we first apply the commonly-used RANSAC plane segmentation [122] on the PCDs
to find all points that belong to the ground plane, i.e., the road surface, and then set the intensities of these ground points
to their median value. This thus effectively makes the lane line markings indistinguishable from the other road surface.
The creation of wrong-marking PCDs is slightly more complicated. After recognizing all ground points, we identify the
lane line marking points depending on whether their intensities are above a certain threshold. For each lane line marking
point, we search a corresponding ground point that is laterally offset by half-lane-width and set their intensities the same as
the original lane line marking points. Finally, we clear the original lane line marking points by setting their intensities to
the median ground point intensities. Since the lane line markings are moved by half-lane-width, the wrong-marking PCDs
should have the largest lateral LiDAR localization impact if the lane line markings have any effect on the LiDAR locator.
Fig. 19 shows such an example of the original PCD and the one with no-marking and wrong-marking.

Experimental setup. We evaluate on 2 LiDAR locators, one from Baidu Apollo (BA-LiDAR locator) [52] and another from
Autoware (AW-LiDAR locator) [63]. Details of the LiDAR locators can be found in Appendix . Since MSF localization
takes not only position measurements but also position uncertainties from LiDAR locator as inputs, we calculate both the
position accuracies and uncertainty correlation with the original and no/wrong-marking PCDs to show the similarity. We
evaluated on the same 5 local road and highway traces in FusionRipper [58] from two datasets. For each trace, we exclude
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TABLE V: The uncertainty correlation coefficients (r) and position accuracies (RMSE) of
LiDAR locators using the original, lane line markings removed (denote as no-marking), and
incorrect lane line markings PCDs (denote as wrong-marking). Results with statistically strong
correlation are highlighted in bold; we omit the p-values as they are all statistically significant.
The numbers are averaged across all sensor traces used in FusionRipper [58].

Uncertainty Correlation (r) Position Accuracy (RMSE)

Original vs
No-marking

Original vs
Wrong-marking Original No-marking Wrong-marking

BA-LiDAR Locator 0.89 0.64 0.064 m 0.065 m 0.063 m
AW-LiDAR Locator 1.0 1.0 0.076 m 0.076 m 0.076 m

TABLE VI: Semantic map APIs required for LD3.

Map API Description

MapLaneDev(pose) Query the deviation from pose to the closest lane centerline
MapLaneWidth(pose) Query the width of the closest lane to pose
MapLanePoint(pose) Query the closest point and lane heading on the closest lane centerline to pose
MapIsIntersection(pose) Query if pose is located in an intersection

intersections since they do not have lane line markings. Among them, since ba-local does not provide ground truth positions,
we calculate the position accuracy based on the LiDAR locator with the original lane line markings.

Results. Table V shows the experiment results. For the position accuracy, we report the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
between the LiDAR locator positions and the ground truth positions or the ones with the original lane line markings.
For the correlation, we use the commonly-used Pearson’s correlation, and a correlation coefficient >0.5 is considered
strongly correlated [123]. As shown, for both LiDAR locators, the uncertainty correlation coefficients between the original
and modified PCDs are all well above the threshold for strong correlation, and their position accuracies are also all at
centimeter-level. Particularly, since AW-LiDAR locator does not use lane line markings at the design level (Appendix ),
the traces consequently show perfect correlations and identical position accuracies no matter how we modify the lane line
markings. Such a result suggests that the existing LiDAR locators used in high-level AD systems are indeed largely ignore
the lane line marking information when localizing the vehicle on the map, which might because global localization focuses
more on the unique features on the road, such as buildings, roadside layouts, and traffic signs. As a result, this indicates that
lane line markings are largely independent of the ones that are already used in high-level AD localization and thus pose a
great potential for defense purposes.

Details of the LiDAR Locators

At design level, Baidu Apollo LiDAR locator (BA-LiDAR locator) [52] considers point cloud intensities in its position
calculation. Thus, the modifications of lane line intensities do have the potential to affect the BA-LiDAR locator performance.
On the other hand, Autoware LiDAR locator (AW-LiDAR locator) [63] only uses the position data in the PCD and completely
ignores the intensities. This means that AW-LiDAR locator does not consider lane line markings at the design level. Since
AW-LiDAR locator implements the Normal Distributions Transform (NDT) algorithm [65], which does not output position
uncertainty by default, thus we follow a common adaptation for NDT to use the point cloud matching fitness score as the
uncertainty [124].

SAVIOR Evaluation Setup

To evaluate SAVIOR, we follow the similar methodology as the ground rover evaluation in the SAVIOR paper [76], i.e.,
using the kinematic bicycle model [78] and an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to predict the system state (i.e., position in x,
y coordinates) given the vehicle control commands (i.e., steering and acceleration). Although the vanilla bicycle model does
not have tunable parameters, we follow a similar implementation as SAVIOR by adding coefficients to the bicycle model
equations [125]. Same as SAVIOR, we use the nlgreyest system identification tool from Matlab [126] to find the coefficients
that can best fit the sensor and control trace. During the evaluation, we continuously calculate the residuals between the
GPS measurements and the predicted positions from the EKF, and feed the residuals to a CUSUM anomaly detector for
attack detection. An execution that triggers the CUSUM detector will be considered as under attack.
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Since the KAIST dataset [100] does not store the control commands when the traces were collected, which are required
for the SAVIOR evaluation, we replay the KAIST sensor traces as inputs to Baidu Apollo v5.0.0 [62] to collect the control
module outputs, i.e., steering and throttle commands. In particular, the control module calculates such commands based on
the localization and a planned trajectory, which is a sequence of trajectory points that the vehicle should follow. However,
the planned trajectory is runtime information optimized by the planning module during driving, which is not available in
the dataset. Since the ground truth positions in the KAIST traces represent the trajectory points followed by the AD vehicle,
we thus convert the ground truth positions into planned trajectories according to the format in Baidu Apollo and use them
as one of the control inputs. With the planned trajectories, we then feed the benign localization and attacked localization
outputs to obtain the benign control commands and attack influenced control commands respectively.

In addition to the KAIST traces, we also evaluate SAVIOR on a dataset that contains the original control commands to
validate SAVIOR’s detection performance in an ideal setting. However, similar performance is observed in that dataset to
the ones on KAIST traces. More details of this are in Appendix .

Evaluating SAVIOR on Dataset with Control Commands

Since SAVIOR requires vehicle control commands, for which we collected by replaying the KAIST traces in Baidu Apollo
in our evaluation (Appendix ), one might argue that SAVIOR may perform much better if given the originally collected
vehicle control commands. Therefore, we evaluate SAVIOR on the comma2k19 dataset [127], which contains the original
vehicle control commands when the traces were collected. Since the comma2k19 dataset does not provide LiDAR data,
we thus cannot run the MSF attack. To evaluate SAVIOR, we apply the most aggressive GPS spoofing parameters in the
MSF attack (d = 2.0, f = 2.0) to the GPS data and examine SAVIOR’s capability at detecting such obvious GPS spoofing
attempts. As shown in Fig. 20, SAVIOR’s detection performance is close to the one on the ka-highway36 (Fig. 10) and is
still far from a perfect detector.
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Fig. 20: Attack detection ROC curve of SAVIOR on comma2k19 [127] with original vehicle control commands.

Semantic Map APIs Required in LD3

As mentioned in §, the LD3 design queries the semantic map in high-level AD systems to obtain the lateral deviation to
lane centerline or lane width at specific positions. Table VI lists the map APIs for LD3 and their descriptions. Note that all
these map APIs are available in typical high-level AD systems, e.g., Baidu Apollo [62] and Autoware [63].
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4 Machine Learning PNT Model Security
4a Dirty Road Can Attack: Security of Deep Learning based Automated

Lane Centering under Physical-World Attack

ABSTRACT

Automated Lane Centering (ALC) systems are convenient and widely deployed today, but also highly security and safety
critical. In this work, we are the first to systematically study the security of state-of-the-art deep learning based ALC
systems in their designed operational domains under physical-world adversarial attacks. We formulate the problem with a
safety-critical attack goal, and a novel and domain-specific attack vector: dirty road patches. To systematically generate the
attack, we adopt an optimization-based approach and overcome domain-specific design challenges such as camera frame
inter-dependencies due to attack-influenced vehicle control, and the lack of objective function design for lane detection
models.

We evaluate our attack on a production ALC using 80 scenarios from real-world driving traces. The results show that our
attack is highly effective with over 97.5% success rates and less than 0.903 sec average success time, which is substantially
lower than the average driver reaction time. This attack is also found (1) robust to various real-world factors such as lighting
conditions and view angles, (2) general to different model designs, and (3) stealthy from the driver’s view. To understand
the safety impacts, we conduct experiments using software-in-the-loop simulation and attack trace injection in a real vehicle.
The results show that our attack can cause a 100% collision rate in different scenarios, including when tested with common
safety features such as automatic emergency braking. We also evaluate and discuss defenses.

BACKGROUND

Overview of DNN-based ALC Systems

Fig. 21 shows an overview of a typical ALC system design [82], [128], [129], which operates in 3 steps:

Lane Detection (LD). Lane detection (LD) is the most critical step in an ALC system, since the driving decisions later are
mainly made based on its output. Today, production ALC systems predominately use front cameras for this step [130]–[133].
On the camera frames, an LD model is used to detect lane lines. Recently, DNN-based LD models achieve the state-of-the-
art accuracy [81], [134], [135] and thus are adopted in the most performant production ALC systems today such as Tesla
Autopilot [131]. Since lane line shapes do not change much across consecutive frames, recurrent DNN structure (e.g., RNN)
is widely adopted in LD models to achieve more stable prediction [82], [136], [137]. LD models typically first predict the
lane line points, and then post-process them to lane line curves using curve fitting algorithms [81], [134], [138], [139].

Before the LD model is applied, a Region of Interest (ROI) filtering is usually performed to the raw camera frame to crop
the most important area out of it (i.e., the road surface with lane lines) as the model input. Such ROI area is typically around
the center and much smaller than the original frame, to improve the model performance and accuracy [140].

Lateral control. This step calculates steering angle decisions to keep the vehicle driving at the center of the detected lane.
It first computes a desired driving path, typically at the center of the detected left and right lane lines [141]. Next, a control
loop mechanism, e.g., Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) [142] or Model Predictive Control (MPC) [143], is applied to
calculate the optimal steering angle decisions that can follow the desired driving path as much as possible considering the
vehicle state and physical constraints.

Vehicle actuation. This step interprets the steering angle decision into actuation commands in the form of steering angle
changes. Here, such actuated changes are limited by a maximum value due to the physical constraints of the mechanical
control units and also for driving stability and safety [141]. For example, in our experiments with a production ALC with
100 Hz control frequency, such limit is 0.25◦ per control step (every 10 ms) for vehicle models [144]. As detailed later in §,
such a steering limit prevents ALC systems from being affected too much from successful attack in one single LD frame,
which introduces a unique challenge to our design.
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Fig. 21: Overview of the typical ALC system design.
TABLE VII: Required deviations and success time for successful attacks on ALC systems on highway and local roads.

Road Type Required Lateral Deviation Required Success Time

Highway 0.735 meters <2.5 seconds (average driver
reaction time to road hazard)Local road 0.285 meters

Physical-World Adversarial Attacks

Recent works find that DNN models are generally vulnerable to adversarial examples, or adversarial attacks [145], [146].
Some works further explored such attacks in the physical world [147]–[158]. While these prior works concentrate on DNN
models for image classification and object detection tasks, we are the first to systematically study such attacks on production
DNN-based ALC systems, which requires to address several new and unique design challenges as detailed later in §.

ATTACK FORMULATION AND CHALLENGE

Attack Goal and Incentives

In this paper, we consider an attack goal that directly breaks the design goal of ALC systems: causing the victim vehicle a
lateral deviation (i.e., deviating to the left or right) large enough to drive out of the current lane boundaries. Meanwhile, since
ALC systems assume a fully-attentive human driver who is prepared to take over at any moment [159], [160], such deviation
needs to be achieved fast enough so that the human driver cannot react in time to take over and steer back. Table VII shows
concrete values of these two requirements for successful attacks on highway and local roads respectively, which will be
used as evaluation metrics later in §. In the table, the required deviations are calculated based on representative vehicle and
lane widths in the U.S., and the required success time is determined using commonly-used average driver reaction time to
road hazards.

Targeted scenario: Free-flow driving. Our study targets the most common driving scenario for using ALC systems: free-
flow driving scenarios [161], in which a vehicle has at least 5–9 seconds clear headway [162] and thus can drive freely
without considering the front vehicle [161].

Safety implications. The attack goal above can directly cause various safety hazards in the real world: (1) Driving off road,
which is a direct violation of traffic rules [163] and can cause various safety hazards such as hitting road curbs or falling
down the highway cliff. (2) Vehicle collisions, e.g., with vehicles parked on the road side, or driving in adjacent or opposite
traffic lanes on a local road or a two-lane undivided highway. Even with obstacle or collision avoidance, these collisions are
still possible for two reasons. First, today’s obstacle and collision avoidance systems are not perfect. For example, a recent
study shows that the AEB (Automatic Emergency Braking) systems in popular vehicle models today fail to avoid crashes
60% of the time [164]. Second, even if they can successfully perform emergency stop, they cannot prevent the victim from
being hit by other vehicles that fail to yield on time. Later in §, we evaluate the safety impacts of our attack with a simulator
and a real vehicle.

Threat Model

We assume that the attacker can obtain the same ALC system as the one used by the victim to get a full knowledge of its
implementation details. This can be done through purchasing or renting the victim vehicle model and reverse engineering
it, which has already been demonstrated possible on Tesla Autopilot [165]. Moreover, there exist production ALC systems
that are open sourced [82]. We also assume that the attacker can obtain a motion model [166] of the victim vehicle, which
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will be used in our attack generation process (§). This is a realistic assumption since the most widely-used motion model
(used by us in §) only needs vehicle parameters such as steering ratio and wheelbase as input [166], which can be directly
found from vehicle model specifications. We assume the victim drives at the speed limit of the target road, which is the
most common case for free-flow driving. In the attack preparation time, we assume that the attacker can collect the ALC
inputs (e.g., camera frames) of the target road by driving the victim vehicle model there with the ALC system on.

Design Challenges

Compared to prior works on physical-world adversarial attacks on DNNs, we face 3 unique design challenges:

C1. Lack of legitimately-deployable attack vector in the physical world. To affect the camera input of an ALC system,
it is ideal if the malicious perturbations can appear legitimately around traffic lane regions in the physical world. To achieve
high legitimacy, such perturbations also must not change the original human-perceived lane information. Prior works use
small stickers or graffiti in physical-world adversarial attacks [154], [165], [167]. However, directly performing such activities
to traffic lanes in public is illegal [168]. In our problem setting, the attacker needs to operate in the middle of the road
when deploying the attack on traffic lanes. Thus, if the attack vector cannot be disguised as legitimate activities, it becomes
highly difficult to deploy the attack in practice.

C2. Camera frame inter-dependency due to attack-influenced vehicle actuation. In real-world ALC systems, a successful
attack on one single frame can barely cause any meaningful lateral deviations due to the steering angle change limit at the
vehicle actuation step (§). For example, for the vehicle models with 0.25◦ angle change limit per control loop (§), even
if a successful attack on a single frame causes a very large steering angle decision at MPC output (e.g., 90◦), it can only
cause at most 1.25◦ actuated steering angle changes before the next frame comes, which can only cause up to 0.3-millimeter
lateral deviations at 45 mph (∼72 km/h).

Thus, to achieve our attack goal in §, the attack must be continuously effective on sequential camera frames to increasingly
reach larger actuated steering angles and thus larger lateral deviations per frame. In this process, due to the dynamic vehicle
actuation applied by the ALC system, the attack effectiveness for later frames are directly dependent on that for earlier
frames. For example, if the attack successfully deviates the detected lane to the right in a frame, the ALC system will
steer the vehicle to the right accordingly. This causes the following frames to capture road areas more to the right, and
thus directly affect their attack generation. There are prior works considering attack robustness across sequential frames,
e.g., using EoT [149], [150] and universal perturbation [169], but none of them consider frame inter-dependencies due to
attack-influenced vehicle actuation in our problem setting.

C3. Lack of differentiable objective function design for LD models. To systematically generate adversarial inputs, prior
works predominately adopt optimization-based approaches, which have shown both high efficiency and effectiveness [145],
[167], [170], [171]. However, the objective function designs in these prior works are mainly for image classification [150],
[167] or object detection [151], [152], [154] models, which thus aim at decreasing class or bounding box probabilities.
However, as introduced in §, LD models output detected lane line curves, and thus to achieve our attack goal the objective
function needs to aim at changing the shape of such curves. This is substantially different from decreasing probability values,
and thus none of these existing designs can directly apply.

Closer to our problem, prior works that attack end-to-end autonomous driving models [155]–[158] directly design their
objective function to change the final steering angle decisions. However, as described in §, state-of-the-art LD models do
not directly output steering angle decisions. Instead, they output lane line curves and rely on the lateral control step to
compute the final steering angle decisions. However, many steps in the lateral control module, e.g., the desired driving patch
calculation and the MPC framework, are generally not differentiable to the LD model input (i.e., camera frames), which
makes it difficult to effectively optimize.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we are the first to systematically study the security of DNN-based ALC in its designed operational domains
under physical-world adversarial attacks. With a novel attack vector, dirty road patch, we perform optimization-based attack
generation with novel input generation and objective function designs. Evaluation on a production ALC using real-world
traces shows that our attack has over 95% success rates with success time substantially lower than average driver reaction
time, and also has high robustness, generality, physical-world realizability, and stealthiness. We further conduct experiments
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Real-World 
Road Patch

Attacker can pretend to be road workers to 
deploy the attack using adhesive road patch [51].

Dirty Patterns

Fig. 22: Illustration of our novel and domain-specific attack vector: Dirty Road Patch (DRP).
using both simulation and a real vehicle, and find that our attack can cause a 100% collision rate in different scenarios. We
also evaluate and discuss possible defenses. Considering the popularity of ALC and the safety impacts shown in this paper,
we hope that our findings and insights can bring community attention and inspire follow-up research.

DIRTY ROAD PATCH ATTACK DESIGN

In this paper, we are the first to systematically address the design challenges above by designing a novel physical-world
attack method on ALC, called Dirty Road Patch (DRP) attack.

Design Overview

To address the 3 design challenges in §, our DRP attack method has the following novel design components:

Dirty road patch: Domain-specific & stealthy physical-world attack vector. To address challenge C1, we are the first
to identify dirty road patch as an attack vector in physical-world adversarial attacks. This design has 2 unique advantages.
First, road patches can appear to be legitimately deployed on traffic lanes in the physical world, e.g., for fixing road cracks.
Today, deploying them is made easy with adhesive designs [172] as shown in Fig. 22. The attacker can thus take time to
prepare the attack in house by carefully printing the malicious input perturbations on top of such adhesive road patches, and
then pretend to be road workers like those in Fig. 22 to quickly deploy it when the target road is the most vacant, e.g., in
late night, to avoid drawing too much attention.

Second, since it is common for real-world roads to have dirt or white stains such as those in Fig. 22, using similar dirty
patterns as the input perturbations can allow the malicious road patch to appear more normal and thus stealthier. To mimic the
normal dirty patterns, our design only allows color perturbations on the gray scale, i.e., black-and-white. To avoid changing
the lane information as discussed in §, in our design we (1) require the original lane lines to appear exactly the same way
on the malicious patch, if covered by the patch, and (2) restrict the brightness of the perturbations to be strictly lower than
that of the original lane lines. To further improve stealthiness, we also design parameters to adjust the perturbation size and
pattern, which are detailed in §.

So far, none of the popular production ALC systems today such as Tesla, GM, etc. [132], [133], [159], [173]–[178] identify
roads with such dirty road patches as driving scenarios that they do not handle, which can thus further benefit the attack
stealthiness.

Motion model based input generation. To address the strong inter-dependencies among the camera frames (C2), we need to
dynamically update the content of later camera frames according to the vehicle actuation decisions applied at earlier ones in
the attack generation process. Since adversarial attack generation typically takes thousands of optimization iterations [179],
[180], it is practically highly difficult, if not impossible, to drive real vehicles on the target road to obtain such dynamic
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Fig. 23: Overview of our DRP (Dirty Road Patch) attack method. ROI: Region of Interest; BEV: Bird’s Eye View.

frame update in every optimization iteration. Another idea is to use vehicle simulators [105], [181], but it requires the
attacker to first create a high-definition 3D scene of the target road in the real world, which requires a significant amount
of hardware resource and engineering efforts. Also, launching a vehicle simulator in each optimization iteration can greatly
harm the attack generation speed.

To efficiently and effectively address this challenge, we combine vehicle motion model [166] and perspective transforma-
tion [182], [183] to dynamically synthesize camera frame updates according to a driving trajectory simulated in a lightweight
way. This method is inspired by Google Street View [184] that synthesizes 360◦ views from a limited number of photos
utilizing perspective transformation. Our method only requires one trace of the ALC system inputs (i.e., camera frames)
from the target road without attack, which can be easily obtained by the attacker (§).

Optimization-based DRP generation. To systematically generate effective malicious patches, we adopt an optimization-
based approach similar to prior works [145], [167]. To address challenge C3, we design a novel lane-bending objective
function as a differentiable surrogate that aims at changing the derivatives of the desired driving path before the lateral
control module, which is equivalent to change the steering angle decisions at the lateral control design level. Besides this,
we also have other domain-specific designs in the optimization problem formulation, e.g., for a differentiable construction
of the curve fitting process, malicious road patch robustness, stealthiness, and physical-world realizability.

Fig. 23 shows an overview of the malicious road patch generation process, which is detailed in the following sections.

Motion Model based Input Generation

In Fig. 23, step 1⃝– 7⃝ belong to the motion model based input generation component. As described earlier in §, the input to
this component is a trace of ALC system inputs such as camera frames from driving on the target road without attack. In 1⃝,
we apply perspective transformation, a widely-used computer vision technique that can project an image view from a 3D
coordinate system to a 2D plane [182], [183]. Specifically, we apply it to the original camera frames from the driver’s view to
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obtain their Bird’s Eye View (BEV) images. This transformation is highly beneficial since it makes our later patch placement
and attack-influenced camera frame updates much more natural and thus convenient. We denote this as Vt := BEV(It),
where It and Vt are the original camera input and its BEV view respectively at frame t. This process is inversible, i.e., we
can also obtain It with BEV−1(Vt).

Next, in 2⃝, we obtain the generated malicious road patch image P from the optimization-based DRP generation step (§) and
place it on Vt to obtain the BEV image with the patch, denoted as V̂t := Λ(Vt, P ). To achieve consistent patch placements
in the world coordinate across frames, we calculate the pixel-meter relationship, i.e., the number of pixels per meter, in
BEV images based on the driving trace of the target road. With this, we can place the patch in each frame precisely based
on the driving trajectory changes across frames.

Next, we compute the vehicle moving trajectory changes caused by the placed malicious road patch, and reflect such changes
in the camera frames. We represent the vehicle moving trajectory as a sequence of vehicle states St := [xt, yt, βt, vt], (t =
1, ..., T ), where xt, yt, βt, vt are the vehicle’s 2D position, heading angle, and speed at frame t, and T is the total number
of frames in the driving trace. Thus, the trajectory change at frame t is δt := Sa

t − So
t , where Sa

t and So
t are vehicle states

with and without attack respectively.

To calculate δt caused by the attack effect at the frame t − 1, we need to know the attack-influenced vehicle state Sa
t . To

achieve that, we use a vehicle motion model to simulate the vehicle state Sa
t by feeding the steering angle decision τt−1

from the lateral control step in the ALC system (§) given the attacked frame at t− 1 and the previous vehicle state Sa
t−1,

denoted as Sa
t := MM(Sa

t−1, τt−1). A vehicle motion model is a set of parameterized mathematical equations representing
the vehicle dynamics and can be used to simulate its driving trajectory given the speed and actuation commands. In this
process, we set the vehicle speed as the speed limit of the target road as described in our threat model (§). In our design,
we adopt the kinematic bicycle model [78], which is the most widely-used motion model for vehicles [78], [185], [186].

With δt, in 4⃝ we then apply affine transformations on the BEV image V̂t to obtain the attack-influenced one V̂ a
t , denoted

as V̂ a
t := T (V̂t, δt). Fig. 24 shows an example of the shifting and rotation T (·) in the BEV, which synthesizes a camera

frame with the vehicle position shifted by 1 meter and rotated by 10◦ to the right. Although it causes some distortion and
missing areas on the edge, the ROI area (red rectangle), i.e., the LD model input, is still complete and thus sufficient for
our purpose. Since the ROI area is typically focused on the center and much smaller than the raw camera frame (§), our
method can successfully synthesize multiple complete LD model inputs from only 1 ALC system input trace.

Next, in 5⃝, we obtain the attack-influenced camera frame at the driver’s view Îat , i.e., the direct input to ALC, by projecting
V̂ a
t back using Îat := BEV−1(V̂ a

t ). Next, in 6⃝, the ROI filtering is used to extract the model input Xa
t := ROI(Îat ). X

a
t and

vehicle state Sa
t are then fed to ALC system in 7⃝ to obtain the steering angle decision τt, denoted as τt := ALC(Xa

t , S
a
t ).

Step 3⃝– 7⃝ are then iteratively applied to obtain Îat+1, Î
a
t+2, ... one after one until all the original frames are updated to reflect

the moving trajectory changes caused by P . These updated attack-influenced inputs are then fed to the optimization-based
DRP generation component, which is detailed next.

Optimization-Based DRP Generation

In Fig. 23, step 8⃝ belongs to the optimization-based road path generation component. In this step, we design a domain-
specific optimization process on the target ALC system to systematically generate the malicious dirty road patch P .
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DRP attack optimization problem formulation. We formulate the attack as the following optimization problem:
min L (10)
s.t. Xa

t = ROI(BEV−1(T (Λ(Vt, P ), Sa
t − So

t ))) (t = 1, ..., T ) (11)
τa
t = ALC(Xa

t , S
a
t ) (t = 1, ..., T ) (12)

Sa
t+1 = MM(Sa

t , τ
a
t ) + ϵt (t = 1, ..., T − 1) (13)

Sa
1 = So

1 (14)
P = BLUR(FILL(B) + ∆) (15)
∆ ∈ P (16)

where the L in Eq. 10 is an objective function that aims at deviating the victim out of the current lane boundaries as fast as
possible (detailed in §). Eq. 11–14 have been described in §. In Eq. 15, the patch image P ∈ RH×W×C consists of a base
color B ∈ RC and the perturbation ∆ ∈ RH×W×C , where W,H , and C are the patch image width, height, and the number
of color channels respectively. We select an asphalt-like color as the base color B since the image is designed to mimic a
road patch. Function FILL: RC → RH×W×C fills B to the entire patch image. Since we aim at generating perturbations
that mimic the normal dirty patterns on roads, we restrict ∆ to be within a stealthy road pattern space P , which is detailed
in §. We also include a noise term ϵt in Eq. 13 and an image blurring function BLUR(·) in Eq. 15 to improve the patch
robustness to vehicle motion model inaccuracies and camera image blurring, which are detailed in §.

Optimization Process Overview: Fig. 25 shows an overview of our iterative optimization process design. Given an initial
patch image P , we obtain the model input Xa

1 , ..., X
a
T from the motion model based input generation process. In step (i), we

calculate the gradients of the objective function with respect to Xa
1 , ..., X

a
T , and only keep the gradients corresponding to the

patch areas. In step (ii), these gradients are projected into the BEV space. In step (iii), we calculate the average BEV-space
gradients weighted by their corresponding patch area sizes in the model inputs. This step involves an approximation of
the gradient of BEV−1(·). Next, in step (iv), we update the current patch with Adam [187] using the averaged gradient
as the gradient of the patch image. In step (v), we then project the updated patch into the stealthy road pattern space
P . This updated patch image is then fed back to the motion model based input generation module, where we also add
robustness improvement such as motion noises and image blurring. We terminate this process when the attack-introduced
lateral deviations obtained from the motion model are large enough.

Lane-Bending Objective Function Design: As discussed in §, directly using steering angle decisions as L makes the
objective function non-differentiable to Xa

1 , ..., X
a
T . To address this, we design a novel lane-bending objective function f(·)

as a differentiable surrogate function. In this design, our key insight is that at the design level, the lateral control step aims
at making steering angle decisions that follows a desired driving path in the middle of the detected left and right lane line
curves from the lane detection step (§). Thus, changing the steering angle decisions is equivalent to changing the derivatives
of (or “bending”) such desired driving path curve. This allows us to design f(·) as:

f(Xa
1 , ..., X

a
T ) =

T∑
t=1

∑
d∈Dt

∇ρt(d; {Xa
j |j ≤ t}, θ) + λ||Ωt(X

a
t )||p (17)

where ρt(d) is a parametric curve whose parameters are decided by (1) both the current and previous model inputs {Xa
j |j ≤ t}

due to frame inter-dependencies (§), and (2) the LD DNN parameters θ. Dt is a set of curve point index d = 0, 1, 2, ... for
the desired driving path curve at frame t. λ is the weight of the p-norm regularization term, designed for stealthiness (§).
We then can define L in Eq. 10 as f(·) and −f(·) when attacking to the left and right. Fig. 26 illustrates this surrogate
function when attacking to the left. As shown, by maximizing ∇ρt(d) at each curve point in Eq. 17, we can achieve a “lane
bending” effect to the desired driving path curve. Since the direct LD output is lane line points (§) but ρt(·) require lane
line curves, we further perform a differentiable construction of curve fitting process.

Designs for Dirty Patch Stealthiness: To mimic real-world dirty patterns like in Fig. 22, we have 4 stealthiness designs in
stealthy road pattern space P in Eq. 16:

Grayscale perturbation. Real-world dirty patterns on the road are usually created by dust or white stains (Fig. 22), and
thus most commonly just appear white. Thus, we cannot allow perturbations with arbitrary colors like prior works [154].
Thus, our design restricts our perturbation ∆ in the grayscale (i.e., black-and-white) by only allowing increase the Y channel
in the YCbCr color space [188], denoted as ∆Y ≥ 0.

Preserving original lane line information. We preserve the original lane line information by drawing the same lane lines
as the original ones on the patch (if covered by the patch). Note that without this our attack can be easier to succeed, but
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λ=10-4 λ=10-3 λ=10-2
Fig. 27: Driver’s view at 2.5 sec (average driver reaction time to road hazards [192]) before our
attack succeeds under different stealthiness levels in local road scenarios. Inset figures are the
zoomed-in views of the malicious road patches.

Fig. 28: Real-world dirty
road patterns.

Fig. 29: Stop sign hid-
ing and appearing at-
tacks [154].

as discussed in §, it is much more preferred to preserve such information so that the attack deployment can more easily
appear as legitimate road work activities and the deployed patch is less likely to be legitimately removed.

Brightness limits. While the dirty patterns are restricted to grayscale, they are still the darker, the stealthier. Also, to best
preserve the original lane information, the brightness of the dirty patterns should not be more than the original lane lines. Thus,
we (1) add the p-norm regularization term in Eq. 17 to suppress the amount of ∆Y , and (2) restrict BY +∆Y < LaneLineY ,
where BY and LaneLineY are Y channel values for the base color and original lane line color respectively.

Perturbation area restriction. Besides brightness, also the fewer patch areas are perturbed, the stealthier. Thus, we define
Perturbable Area Ratio (PAR) as the percentage of pixels on P that can be perturbed. Thus, when PAR=30%, 70% pixels
on P will only have the base color B.

Designs for Improving Attack Robustness, Deployability, and Physical-World Realizability: We also have domain-specific
designs for improving (1) attack robustness, which addresses the driving trajectory/angle deviations and camera sensing
inaccuracies in real-world attacks; (2) attack deployability, which designs an optional multi-piece patch attack mode
that allows deploying DRP attack with multiple small and quickly-deployable road patch pieces; and (3) physical-world
realizability, which addresses the color and pattern distortions due to physical-world factors such as lighting condition,
printer color accuracy, and camera color sensing capability.

ATTACK METHODOLOGY EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness, robustness, generality, and realizability of our DRP attack methodology.

Targeted ALC system. In our evaluation, we perform experiments on the production ALC system in OpenPilot [82], which
follows the state-of-the-art DNN-based ALC system design (§). OpenPilot is an open-source production Level-2 driving
automation system that can be easily installed in over 80 popular vehicle models (e.g., Toyota, Cadillac, etc.) by mounting
a dashcam. We select OpenPilot due to its (1) representativeness, since it is reported to have close performance to Tesla
Autopilot and GM Super Cruise and better than many others [189]–[191], (2) practicality, from the large quantity and
diversity of vehicle models it can support [82], and (3) ease to experiment with, since it is the only production ALC system
that is open sourced. In this paper, we mainly evaluate on the lane detection model in OpenPilot v0.7.0, which is released
in Dec. 2019.

Evaluation dataset. We perform experiments using the comma2k19 dataset [127], which contains over 33 hours driving
traces between California’s San Jose and San Francisco in a Toyota RAV4 2017 driven by human drivers. These traces are
collected using the official OpenPilot dashcam device, called EON. From this dataset, we manually look for short free-flow
driving periods to make road patch placement convenient. In total, we obtain 40 eligible short driving clips, 10 seconds
each, with half of them on the highway, and half on local roads. For each driving clip, we consider two attack scenarios:
attack to the left, and to the right. Thus, in total we evaluate 80 different attack scenarios.

Attack Effectiveness

Evaluation methodology and metrics. We evaluate the attack effectiveness using the evaluation dataset described above.
For each attack scenario, we generate an attack road patch, and use the motion model based input generation method in § to
simulate the vehicle driving trajectory influenced by the malicious road patch. To judge the attack success, we use the attack
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TABLE VIII: Attack success rate and time under different stealthiness levels. Larger λ means stealthier. Average success
time is calculated only among the successful cases. Pixel L1, L2, and Linf are the average pixel value changes from the
original road surface in the RGB space and normalized to [0, 1].

Stealth.
Level λ

Succ.
Rate

Succ.
Time (s)

Pixel
L1

Pixel
L2

Pixel
Linf

10−2 97.5% 0.903 0.018 0.045 0.201
10−3 100% 0.887 0.033 0.066 0.200
10−4 100% 0.886 0.071 0.109 0.200

goal defined in § and concrete metrics listed in Table VII, i.e., achieving over 0.735m and 0.285m lateral deviations on
highway and local road scenarios respectively within the average driver reaction, 2.5 sec. We measure the achieved deviation
by calculating the lateral distances at each time point between the vehicle trajectories with and without the attack, and use
the earliest time point to reach the required deviation to calculate the success time.

Since ALC systems assume a human driver who is prepared to take over, it is better if the malicious road patch can also look
stealthy enough at 2.5 sec (driver reaction time) before the attack succeeds so that the driver won’t be alerted by its looking
and decide to take over. Thus, in this section, we also study the stealthiness of the generated road patches. Specifically, we
quantify their perturbation degrees using the average pixel value changes from the original road surface in L1,L2 and Linf

distances [193], [194] and also a user study.

Experimental setup. For each scenario in the evaluation dataset, we manually mark the road patch placement area in the
BEV view of each camera frame based on the lane width and shape. To achieve consistent road patch placements in the
world coordinate across a sequence of frames, we calculate the number of pixels per meter in the BEV images and adjust
the patch position in each frame precisely based on the driving trajectory changes across consecutive frames. The road
patch sizes we use are 5.4 m wide, and 24–36 m long to ensure at least a few seconds of visible time at high speed. The
patches are placed 7 m far from the victim at the starting frame. For stealthiness levels, we evaluate the L2 regularisation
coefficient λ = 10−2, 10−3, and 10−4, with PAR set to 50%. According to Eq. 17, larger λ value means more suppression
of the perturbation, and thus should lead to a higher stealthiness level. For the motion model, we directly use the vehicle
parameters (e.g., wheelbase) of Toyota RAV4 2017, the vehicle model that collects the traces in our dataset.

Results. As shown in Table VIII, our attack has high effectiveness (≥97.5%) under all the 3 stealthiness levels. Fig. 27
shows the malicious road patch appearances at different stealthiness levels from the driver’s view at 2.5 seconds before our
attack succeeds. As shown, even for the lowest stealthiness level (λ = 10−4) in our experiment, the perturbations are still
smaller than some real-world dirty patterns such as the left one in Fig. 28. In addition, the perturbations for all these 3
stealthiness levels are a lot less intrusive than those in previous physical-world adversarial attacks in the image space [154],
e.g., in Fig. 29. Among the successful cases, the average success time is all under 0.91 sec, which is substantially lower
than 2.5 sec, the required success time. This means that even for a fully attentive human driver who is always able to take
over as soon as the attack starts to take effect, the average reaction time is still far from enough to prevent the damage. .

Stealthiness user study. To more rigorously evaluate the attack stealthiness, we conduct a user study with 100 participants,
and find that (1) even for the lowest stealthiness level at λ = 10−4, only less than 25% of the participants decide to take
over the driving before the attack starts to take effect. This suggests that the majority of human drivers today do not treat
dirty road patches as road conditions where ALC systems cannot handle; and (2) at 2.5 seconds before the attack succeeds,
the attack patches with λ = 10−2 and 10−3 appear to be as innocent as normal clean road patches to human drivers, with
only less than 15% participants deciding to take over.

From these results, the stealthiness level with λ = 10−3 strikes an ideal balance between attack effectiveness and stealthiness:
it does not increase driver suspicion compared to even a benign clean road patch at 2.5 seconds before our attack succeeds,
while having no sacrifice of attack effectiveness as shown in Table VIII. We thus use it as the default stealthiness configuration
in our following experiments.

Comparison with Baseline Attacks

Evaluation methodology. To understand the benefits of our current design choices over possible alternatives, we evaluate
against 2 baseline attack methods: (1) single-frame EoT attack, which still uses our lane-bending objective function but
optimizes for the EoT (Expectation over Transformation) of the patch view (e.g., different positions/angles) in a single
camera frame, and (2) drawing-lane-line attack, which directly draws straight solid white lane line instead of placing dirty
road patches. EoT is a popular design in prior works to improve attack robustness across sequential frames [149], [150].
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TABLE IX: Attack success rates of the DRP attack and 2 baseline attacks under different patch area lengths.
Patch Area Length

Attack 12m 18m 24m 36m
DRP 66.25% 82.50% 90.75% 100%

Single-frame EoT 0.00% 8.75% 21.25% 50.00%
Drawing-lane-line 2.50% 13.75% 31.25% 53.75%

Thus, comparing with such a baseline attack can evaluate the benefit of our motion model based input generation design
(§) in addressing the challenge of frame inter-dependencies due to attack-influenced vehicle actuation (C2 in §).

The drawing-lane-line attack is designed to evaluate the type of ALC attack vector identified in the prior work by Ten-
cent [165], which uses straightly-aligned white stickers to fool Tesla Autopilot on road regions without lane lines. In our
case, we perform evaluations in road regions with lane lines, and use a more powerful form of it (directly drawing solid
lane lines) to understand the upper-bound attack capability of this style of perturbation for ALC systems.

Experimental setup. For single-frame EoT attack, we apply random transformations of the patch in BEV via (1) lateral
and longitudinal position shifting. We apply up to ±0.735m and ±0.285m for highway and local respectively, which are
their maximum in-lane lateral shifting from the lane center; and (2) viewing angle changes. we apply up to ±5.8◦ changes,
the largest average angle deviations under possible real-world trajectory variations ). For each scenario, we repeat the
experiments for each frame with a complete patch view (usually the first 4 frames), and take the most successful one to
obtain the upper-bound effectiveness. Other settings are the same as the DRP attack, e.g., λ = 10−3.

For the drawing-lane-line attack, we use the same perturbation area (i.e., the patch area) as the others for a fair comparison.
Specifically, we sample points every 20cm at the top and bottom patch edges respectively, and form possible attacking
lane lines by connecting a point at the top with one at the bottom. We exhaustively try all possible top and bottom point
combinations and take the most successful one. The attacking lane lines are 10cm wide (a typical lane marking width [195])
with the same white color as the original lane lines.

Results. Table IX shows the results under different patch area lengths. As shown, the DRP attack always has the highest
attack success rate than these two baselines (with a ≥46% margin). When the patch area length is shorter and thus the
perturbation capability is more limited, such advantage becomes larger; when the length is 12m, the success rates of single-
frame EoT attack and the drawing-lane-line attack drops to 0% and 2.5%, while that for DRP is still 66%. This shows
that our motion model based input generation can indeed benefit attack effectiveness, as it can more accurately synthesize
subsequent frame content based on attack-influenced vehicle actuation, instead of the blind synthesis in EoT. Also note that
the single-frame EoT attack still uses our domain-specific lane-bending objective function design. The drawing-lane-line
attack only has 2.5% success rate when the length is 12m; the length used in the Tencent work is actually even shorter
(<5m) [165]. This shows that in the road regions with lane lines, simply adding lane-line-style perturbations, especially a
short one, can barely affect production ALC systems. Instead, an attack vector with larger perturbation area, e.g., in DRP
attack, may be necessary.

Attack Robustness, Generality, and Deployability Evaluations

Robustness to run-time driving trajectory and angle deviations. As described in §, the run-time victim driving trajectories
and angles will be different from the motion model predicted ones in attack generation time due to run-time driving dynamics.
To evaluate attack robustness against such deviations, we use (1) 4 levels of vehicle position shifting at each vehicle control
step in attack evaluation time, and (2) 27 vehicle starting positions to create a wide range of approaching angles and distances
to the patch, e.g., from (almost) the leftmost to the rightmost position in the lane. Our attack is shown to maintains a high
effectiveness (≥ 95% success rate) even when the vehicle positions at the attack evaluation time has 1m shifting on average
from those at the attack generation time at each control step.

Attack generality evaluation. To evaluate the generality of our attack against LD models of different designs, ideally
we hope to evaluate on LD models from other production ALC besides OpenPilot, e.g., from Tesla Autopilot. However,
OpenPilot is the only one that is currently open sourced. Fortunately, we find that the LD models in some older versions of
OpenPilot actually have different DNN designs, which thus can also serve for our purpose. We evaluate on 3 versions of
LD models with large DNN architecture differences, and find that our attack is able to achieve ≥90% success rates against
all 3 LD models, with an average attack transferability of 63%.

Attack deployability evaluation. We evaluate the attack deployability by estimating the required efforts to deploy the attack
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road patch. We perform experiments using our multi-piece patch attack mode design (§), and find that the attack success
rate can be as high as 93.8% with only 8 pieces of quickly-deployable road patches, each requiring only 5-10 sec for 2
people to deploy based on videos of adhesive patch deployment [196].

Physical-World Realizability Evaluation

While we have shown high attack effectiveness, robustness, and generality on real-world driving traces, the experiments are
performed by synthesizing the patch appearances digitally, which is thus still different from the patch appearances in the
physical world. As discussed in §, there are 3 main practical factors that can affect the attack effectiveness in physical world:
(1) the lighting condition, (2) printer color accuracy, and (3) camera sensing capability. Thus, in this section we perform
experiments to understand the physical-world attack realizability against these 3 main practical factors.

Evaluation methodology: miniature-scale experiments. To perform the DRP attack, a real-world attacker can pretend to be
road workers and place the malicious road patch on public roads. However, due to the access limit to private testing facilities,
we cannot do so ethically and legally on public roads with a real vehicle. Thus, we try our best to perform such evaluation
by designing a miniature-scale experiment, where the road and the malicious road patch are first physically printed out on
papers and placed according to the physical-world attack settings but in miniature scale. Then the real ALC system camera
device is used to get camera inputs from such a miniature-scale physical-world setting. Such miniature-scale evaluation
methodology can capture all the 3 main practical factors in the physical-world attack setting, and thus can sufficiently serve
for the purpose of this evaluation.

Experimental setup. As shown in Fig. 30, we create a miniature-scale road by printing a real-world high-resolution BEV road
texture on multiple ledger-size papers and concatenating them together to form a long straight road. In the attack evaluation
time, we create the miniature-scale malicious road patch using the same method, and place it on top of the miniature-scale
road following our DRP attack design. The patch is printed with a commodity printer: RICOH MP C6004ex Color Laser
Printer. We mount EON, the official OpenPilot dashcam device, on a tripod and face it to the miniature-scale road. The
road size, road patch size, and the EON mounting position are carefully calculated to represent OpenPilot installed on a
Toyota RAV4 driving on a standard 3.6-meter wide highway road at 1:12 scale. We also create different lighting conditions
with two studio lights. The patch size is set to represent a 4.8me wide and 12m long one in the real world scale. The other
settings are the same as in §.

Evaluation metric. Since the camera is mounted in a static position, we evaluate the attack effectiveness directly using the
steering angle decision at the frame level instead of the lateral deviation used in previous sections. This is equivalent from
the attack effectiveness point of view since the large lateral deviation is essentially created by a sequence of large steering
angle decisions at the frame level. Specifically, we first find the camera frame that has the same relative position between
the camera and the patch as that in the miniature-scale experimental setup. Then we compare its designed steering angle at
the attack generation time and its observed steering angle that the ALC system in OpenPilot intends to apply to the vehicle
in the miniature-scale experiment. Thus, the more similar these two steering angles are, the higher realizability our attack
has in the physical world.

Results. Fig. 31 shows a visualization of the lane detection results of the benign and attacked scenarios in the miniature-scale
experiment using the OpenPilot’s official visualization tool. As shown, in the benign scenario, both detected lane lines align
accurately with the actual lane lines, and the desired driving path is straight as expected. However, when the malicious road
patch is placed, it bends the detected lane lines significantly to the left and causes the desired driving path to be curving
to the left, which is exactly the designed attack effect of our lane-bending objective function (§). In this case, the designed
steering angle is 23.4◦ to the left at the digital attack generation time, and the observed one in the physical miniature-scale
experiment is 24.5◦ to the left, which only differs by 4.7%. In contrast, in the benign scenario the observed steering angle
for the same frame is 0.9◦ to the right.

Robustness under different lighting conditions. We repeat this experiment under 12 lighting conditions ranging from 15
lux (corresponding to sunset/sunrise) to 1210 lux (corresponding to midday of overcast days). The results show that the
same attack patch above is able to maintain a desired steering angle of 20-24◦ to the left under all 12 lighting conditions,
which are all significantly different from the benign scenario (0.9◦ to the right).

Robustness to different viewing angles. We evaluate the attack robustness from 45 different viewing angles created by
different distances to the patch and lateral offsets to the lane center. Our results show that our attack always achieves over
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Fig. 32: Software-in-the-loop simulation
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attack succeeds.

23.4◦ to the left from all viewing angles. We record videos in which we dynamically change viewing angles in a wide range
while showing real-time lane detection results under attack, available at https://sites.google.com/view/cav-sec/drp-attack/.

SOFTWARE-IN-THE-LOOP SIMULATION

To understand the safety impact, we perform software-in-the-loop evaluation of our attack on LGSVL, a production-grade
autonomous driving simulator [105]. We overcame several engineering challenges in enabling this setup and open-sourced
via our website [197].

Evaluation scenarios. We construct 2 attack scenarios for highway and local road settings respectively, as shown in Fig. 32.
For the former, we place a concrete barrier on the left, and for the latter, we place a truck driving on an opposite direction
lane. The attack goals are to hit the concrete barrier or the truck.

Experimental setup and evaluation metrics. We perform evaluation on OpenPilot v0.6.6 with the Toyota RAV4 parameters.
We follow the methodology in § to obtain and apply the color mapping in our simulation environment. The patch size is 5.4m
wide and 70m long, and we place it in the simulation environment by importing the generated patch image into Unity. The
other parameters are the same as §. To evaluate the attack effectiveness from different victim approaching angles, for each
scenario we evaluate the same patch from 18 different starting positions, created from the combinations of 2 longitudinal
distances to the patch (50 and 100 m) and 9 lateral offsets (from -95% to 95%) as shown in Fig. 33. The patch is visible
at all these starting positions. We repeat 10 times for each starting position in each scenario.

Results and video demos. Our attack achieves 100% success rates from all 18 starting positions in both highway and
local road scenarios. Fig. 33 shows the averaged vehicle trajectories from each starting positions. As shown, the vehicle
always first drives toward the lane center since the ALC system tries to correct the initial lateral deviations. After that,
the patch starts to take effect, and causes the vehicle to deviate to the left significantly and hit the barrier or truck. We
record demo videos at https://sites.google.com/view/cav-sec/drp-attack/. In the highway scenario, after the victim hits the
concrete barrier, it bounces away quickly due to the abrupt collision. For local road, the victim crashes to the front of the
truck, causing both the victim and truck to stop. This suggests that the safety impacts of our attack can be severe.

SAFETY IMPACT ON REAL VEHICLE

While the simulation-based evaluation above has shown severe safety impacts, it does not simulate other driver assistance
features that are commonly used with ALC at the same time in real-world driving, for example Lane Departure Warning
(LDW), Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Forward Collision Warning (FCW), and Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB).
This makes it unclear whether the safety damages shown in § are still possible when these features are used, especially the
safety-protection ones such as AEB. In this section, we thus use a real vehicle to more directly understand this.

Evaluation methodology. We install OpenPilot on a Toyota 2019 Camry, in which case OpenPilot provides ALC, LDW,
and ACC, and the Camry’s stock features provide AEB and FCW [82]. We then use this real-world driving setup to perform
experiments on a rarely-used dead-end road, which has a double-yellow line in the middle and can only be used for U-turn.
The driver’s view of this road is shown on the left of Fig. 34. In our miniature-scale experiment in §, the attack realizability
from the physically-printed patch to the LD model output has already been validated under 12 different lighting conditions.
Thus, in this experiment we evaluate the safety impact by directly injecting an attack trace at the LD model output level.
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Fig. 33: Victim driving trajectories in the software-in-the-loop evaluation from 18 different starting positions for highway
and local road scenarios. Lateral offset values are percentages of the maximum in-lane lateral shifting from lane center;
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This can also avoid blocking the road for sticking patches to the ground and cleaning them up, which may affect other
vehicles.

To create safety-critical driving scenarios, we place cardboard boxes adjacent to but outside of the current lane as shown in
Fig. 34, which can mimic road barriers and obstacles in opposite direction as in § while not causing damages to the vehicle
and driver safety. Similar setup is also used in today’s vehicle crash tests [198]–[201]. To ensure that we do not affect other
vehicles, we place the cardboard boxes only when the entry point of this dead-end road has no other driving vehicles in
sight, and quickly remove them right after our vehicle passes them as required by the road code of conduct [202]–[204].

Experiment setup. We perform experiments in day time with and without attack, each 10 times. The driving speed is kept at
∼28 mph (∼45 km/h), the min speed for engaging OpenPilot on our Camry. The injected attack trace is from our simulation
environment (§) at the same driving speed.

Results. Our experiment results show that our attack causes the vehicle to hit the cardboard boxes in all the 10 attack trials
(100% collision rate), including 5 front and 5 side collisions. The collision variations are caused by randomness in the
dynamic vehicle control and the timing differences in OpenPilot engaging and attack launching. In contrast, in the trials
without attack, OpenPilot can always drive correctly and does not hit or even touch the objects in any of the 10 trials.

These results thus show that driver assistance features such as LDW, ACC, FCW, and AEB are not able to effectively prevent
the safety damages caused by our attack on ALC. We examine the attack process and find that LDW is not triggered since
it relies on the same lane detection module as ALC and thus are affected simultaneously by our attack. ACC does not take
any action since it does not detect a front vehicle to follow and adjust speed in these experiments. FCW is triggered 5
times out of the 10 collisions, but it is only a warning and thus cannot prevent the collision by itself. Moreover, in our
experiments FCW is triggered only 0.46 sec before the collision on average, which is far too short to allow human drivers
to react considering the 2.5-second average driver reaction time to road hazard (§).

In our Camry model, FCW and AEB are turned on together as a bundled safety feature [205]. However, while we have
observed some triggering of FCW, we were not able to observe any triggering of AEB among the 10 attack trials, leading
to a 100% false negative rate. We check the vehicle manual [205] and find that this may be because the AEB feature
(called pre-collision braking for Toyota) is used very conservatively: it is triggered only when the possibility of a collision
is extremely high. This observation is also consistent with the previously-reported high failure rate (60%) for AEB features
on popular car models today [164]. Such conservative use of AEB can reduce false alarms and thus avoid mistaken sudden
emergency brakes in normal driving, but also makes it difficult to effectively preventing the safety damages caused by our
attack — in our experiments, it was not able to prevent any of the 10 collisions. The video recordings for these real-vehicle
experiments are available at https://sites.google.com/view/cav-sec/drp-attack/.
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Fig. 34: Safety impact evaluation for our attack on a Toyota 2019 Camry with OpenPilot engaged. Even with other driver
assistance features such as Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB), our attack still causes collisions in all the 10 trials.
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LIMITATIONS AND DEFENSE DISCUSSION

Limitations of Our Study

Attack deployability. As evaluated in §, our attack can achieve a high success rate (93.8%) with only 8 pieces of
quickly-deployable road patches, each requiring only 5-10 sec to deploy for 2 people. To further increase stealthiness, the
attacker can pretend to be road workers like in Fig. 22 to avoid suspicion, and pick a deployment time when the target
road is the most vacant, e.g., at late night. Nevertheless, lower deployment efforts is always more preferred for attackers to
reduce risks. One potential direction to further improve this is to explore other common road surface patterns besides dirty
patterns, which we leave as future work.

Generality evaluation. Although we have shown high attack generality against LD models with different designs (§), all our
evaluations are performed on only one production ALC in OpenPilot. Thus, it is still unclear whether other popular ALC,
e.g., Tesla Autopilot and GM Cruise, are vulnerable to our attack. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, the OpenPilot
ALC is the only production one that is open sourced. Due to the same reason, we are also unable to evaluate the transfer
attacks from OpenPilot to these other popular ALC systems. Nevertheless, since the OpenPilot ALC is representative at both
design and implementation levels (§), we think our current discovery and results can still generally benefit the understanding
of the security of production ALC today. Also, since DNNs are generally vulnerable to adversarial attacks [145]–[154],
[167], [179], if these other ALC systems also adopt the state-of-the-art DNN-based design, at least at design level they are
also vulnerable to our attack.

End-to-end evaluation in real world. In this work, we evaluate our attack against various possible real-world factors such
as lighting conditions, patch viewing angles, victim approaching angles/distances, printer color accuracy, and camera sensing
capability (§, §), and also evaluate the safety impact using software-in-the-loop simulation (§) and attack trace injection in a
real vehicle (§). However, these setups still have a gap to real-world attacks as we did not perform direct end-to-end attack
evaluation with real vehicles in the physical world. Such a limitation is caused by safety issues (vehicle-enforced minimum
OpenPilot engagement speed at 28 mph, or 45 km/h) and access limits to private testing facilities (for patch placement). In
the future, we hope to overcome this by finding ways to lower the minimum engagement speed and obtain access to private
testing facilities.

Defense Discussion
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Machine Learning Model Level Defenses: In the recent arms race between adversarial machine learning attacks and defenses,
numerous defense/mitigation techniques have been proposed [180], [206]–[212]. However, so far none of them studied LD
models. As a best effort to understand the effectiveness of existing defenses on our attack, we perform evaluation on 5
popular defense methods that only require model input transformation without re-training: JPEG compression [213], bit-
depth reduction [208], adding Gaussian noise [214], median blurring [208], and autoencoder reformation [215], since they
are directly applicable to LD models. Our experiments use the same dataset and success metrics as in §. Meanwhile, we
also evaluate a benign-case success rate, defined as the percentage of scenarios where the ALC can still behave correctly
(i.e., not driving out of current lane) when the defense method is applied.

Fig. 35 shows the evaluation results. As shown, for each defense method we also vary the parameters to explore the
trade-off between attack success rate and benign-case success rate. As shown, while all methods can effectively decrease
the attack success rate with certain parameter configurations, the benign-case success rates are also decreased at the same
time. In particular, when the benign-case success rates are still kept at 100%, the attack success rates are still 99 to 100%
for all methods. This shows that none of these methods can effectively defend against our attack without harming ALC
performance in normal driving scenarios. This might be because these defenses are mainly for disrupting digital-space
human-imperceptible perturbations, and thus are less effective for physical-world realizable attacks with human-perceptible
(but seemingly-benign) perturbations.

These results show that directly-applicable defense methods cannot easily defeat our attack. Thus, it is necessary to explore
(1) novel adaptions of more advanced defenses such as adversarial training to LD, or (2) new defenses specific to LD and
our problem setting, which we leave as future work.

Sensor/Data Fusion Based Defenses: Besides securing LD models, another direction is to fuse camera-based lane detection
with other independent sensor/data sources such as LiDAR and High Definition (HD) map [216]. For example, LiDAR can
capture the tiny laser reflection differences for lane line markings, and thus is possible to perform lane detection [217].
However, while LiDARs are commonly used in high-level (e.g., Level-4) AD systems such as Google Waymo [218] that
provide self-driving taxi/truck, so far they are not generally used in production low-level (e.g., Level-2) AD such as ALC,
e.g., Tesla, GM Cadillac, Toyota RAV4, etc. [131]–[133], [173]. This is mainly because LiDAR is quite costly for vehicle
models sold to individuals (typically ≥$4,000 each for AD [219]). For example, Elon Musk, the co-founder of Tesla, claims
that LiDARs are “expensive sensors that are unnecessary (for autonomous vehicles)” [220].

Another possible fusion source is lane information from a pre-built HD map of the targeted road, which can be used to
cross-check with the run-time detected lane lines to detect our attack. However, this requires ALC providers to collect and
maintain accurate lane line information for each road, which can be time consuming, costly, and also hard to scale. To the
best of our knowledge, ALC systems in production Level-2 AD systems today do not use HD maps in general. For instance,
Tesla explicitly claims that it does not use HD map for Autopilot driving since it is a “non-scalable approach” [221].

Nevertheless, considering that Level-4 AD systems today are able to build and heavily utilize HD maps [222], [223], we think
leveraging HD maps is still a more feasible solution than requiring production Level-2 vehicle models to install LiDARs. If
such a map can be available, a follow-up research question is how to effectively detect our attack without raising too many
false alarms, since mismatched lane information can also occur in benign cases due to (1) vehicle position and heading angle
inaccuracies when localized on the HD map, e.g., due to sensor noises in GPS and IMU [50], [52], and (2) normal-case LD
model inaccuracies.

RELATED WORK

Autonomous Driving (AD) system security. For AD systems, there are mainly two types of security research: sensor
security and autonomy software security. For sensor security, prior works studied spoofing/jamming on camera [113]–[115],
LiDAR [113], [119], [224], RADAR [114], ultrasonic [114], and IMU [225], [226]. For autonomy software security, prior
works have studied the security of object detection [119], [151], [152], [154], [227] and tracking [228], localization [229],
traffic light detection [230], and end-to-end AD models [155]–[158]. Our work studies autonomy software security in
production ALC. The only prior effort is from Tencent [165], but it neither attacks the designed operational domain for
ALC (i.e., roads with lane lines), nor generates perturbations systematically by addressing the design challenges in §.

Physical-world adversarial attacks. Multiple prior works have explored image-space adversarial attacks in the physical
world [147]–[154], [231]. In particular, various techniques have been designed to improve the physical-world robustness,
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e.g., non-printability score [148], [151]–[153], low-saturation colors [154], and EoT [149]–[152], [154]. In comparison, prior
efforts concentrate on image classification and object detection, while we are the first to systematically design physical-world
adversarial attacks on ALC, which require to address various new and unique design challenges (§).

CONCLUSION

In this work, we are the first to systematically study the security of DNN-based ALC in its designed operational domains
under physical-world adversarial attacks. With a novel attack vector, dirty road patch, we perform optimization-based attack
generation with novel input generation and objective function designs. Evaluation on a production ALC using real-world
traces shows that our attack has over 95% success rates with success time substantially lower than average driver reaction
time, and also has high robustness, generality, physical-world realizability, and stealthiness. We further conduct experiments
using both simulation and a real vehicle, and find that our attack can cause a 100% collision rate in different scenarios. We
also evaluate and discuss possible defenses. Considering the popularity of ALC and the safety impacts shown in this paper,
we hope that our findings and insights can bring community attention and inspire follow-up research.

4b On Robustness of Lane Detection Models to Physical-World Adver-
sarial Attacks

ABSTRACT

Deep Neural Network (DNN)-based lane detection is widely utilized in autonomous driving technologies. At the same
time, recent studies demonstrate that adversarial attacks on lane detection can cause serious consequences on particular
production-grade autonomous driving systems. However, the generality of the attacks, especially their effectiveness against
other state-of-the-art lane detection approaches, has not been well studied. In this work, we report our progress on conducting
the first large-scale empirical study to evaluate the robustness of 4 major types of lane detection methods under 3 types
of physical-world adversarial attacks in end-to-end driving scenarios. We find that each lane detection method has different
security characteristics, and in particular, some models are highly vulnerable to certain types of attack. Surprisingly, but
probably not coincidentally, popular production lane centering systems properly select the lane detection approach which
shows higher resistance to such attacks. In the near future, more and more automakers will include autonomous driving
features in their products. We hope that our research will help as many automakers as possible to recognize the risks in
choosing lane detection algorithms.

INTRODUCTION

Lane detection is an essential technology for realizing autonomous driving. Like most other computer vision areas, lane
detection has been significantly benefited from the recent advances of deep neural networks (DNNs) as camera is the
most frequently used sensor [80]. In the 2017 TuSimple Lane Detection Challenge [232], DNN-based lane detection shows
substantial performance as all top 3 teams opt for DNN-based lane detection. However, DNN-based approach has a well-
known vulnerability against adversarial attacks [145], [146]. Recent works show that Automated Lane Centering (ALC)
systems, Level-2 driving automation, are vulnerable to physical-world adversarial attacks such as malicious patches [233]
and stickers [234]. In this work, we report our recent progress on conducting the first large-scale empirical study to evaluate
the robustness of major lane detection methods against physical-world adversarial attacks in autonomous driving. These
prior works are limited to showing the effectiveness of their attacks on particular lane detection methods. For example,
DRP attack [233] is evaluated only on a curve fitting-based lane detection in OpenPilot [82]. The attack shown in [234]
is demonstrated only on a segmentation-based lane detection in Tesla Model S. Thus, the effectiveness of attacks on other
lane detection methods and the security properties of these lane detection models against adversarial attacks have not been
well studied.

In this paper, We first taxonomize state-of-the-art DNN-based lane detection models into 4 major categories (§) We then
introduce state-of-the-art physical-world adversarial attacks against ALC systems (§). In §, we construct a methodology
to fairly evaluate the robustness of the 4 major types of lane detection models in the end-to-end evaluation. To simulate
end-to-end scenarios, we develop a bridge between lane detection methods and the vehicle lateral control implemented in
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OpenPilot [82], an open-source production ALC system. In §, we evaluate the robustness of 4 major types of lane detection
approaches against 3 types of physical-world adversarial attacks by answering 3 research questions. Throughout this study,
we find that each type of lane detection model has different security properties against adversarial attacks: several models
are even vulnerable to a naive attack which just draws a white line on the road. Surprisingly, but probably not coincidentally,
popular production ALC systems, Tesla Model S and OpenPilot [82], properly select the lane detection approach which
shows higher resilience to the drawing-lane-line attack. We then discuss the conclusion and further directions of our study
in §.

BACKGROUND

DNN-based Lane Detection

We taxonomize state-of-the-art DNN-based lane detection methods into 4 approaches. Similar taxonomy is also adopted in
prior works [235], [236].

Segmentation approach. Segmentation approach handles lane detection as a segmentation task, which classifies whether
each pixel is on a lane line or not. Since this approach achieved the state-of-the-art performance in the 2017 TuSimple Lane
Detection Challenge [232] (all top-3 winners adopt the segmentation approach [81], [87], [237]), it has been applied in many
recent lane detection methods [238]–[240]. This segmentation approach is also used in the industry. A reverse-engineering
study reveals that Tesla Model S adopts this segmentation-based approach [234]. The major drawback of this approach is its
higher computational and memory cost than the other approaches. Due to the nature of the segmentation approach, it needs
to predict the classification results for every pixel, the majority of which is just background. Additionally, this approach
requires a postprocessing step to extract the lane line curves from the pixel-wise classification result.

Row-wise classification approach. This approach [236], [241]–[243] leverages the domain-specific knowledge that the
lane lines should locate the longitudinal direction of driving vehicles and should not be so curved to have more than 2
intersections in each row of the input image. Based on the assumption, this approach formulates the lane detection task
as multiple row-wise classification tasks, i.e., only one pixel per row should have a lane line. Although it still needs to
output classification results for every pixel similar to the segmentation approach, this divide-and-conquer strategy enables to
reduce the model size and computation while keeping high accuracy. For example, UltraFast [241] reports that their method
can work at more than 300 FPS with a comparable accuracy 95.87% on the TuSimple Challenge dataset [232]. On the
other hand, SAD [239], a segmentation approach, works at 75 frames per second with 96.64% accuracy. This approach also
requires a postprocessing step to extract the lane lines similar to the segmentation approach.

Curve-fitting approach. The curve-fitting approach [244], [245] fits the lane lines into parametric curves (e.g., polynomials
and splines). This approach is applied in an open-source production driver assistance system, OpenPilot [82]. The main
advantage of this approach is lightweight computation, allowing OpenPilot to run on a smartphone-like device without GPU.
To achieve high efficiency, the accuracy is generally not high as other approaches. Note that prior work mentions that this
approach is biased toward straight lines because the majority of lane lines in the training data are straight [244].

Anchor-based approach. Anchor-based approach [235], [246], [247] is inspired by region-based object detectors such as
Faster R-CNN [248]. In this approach, each lane line is represented as a straight proposal line (anchor) and lateral offsets
from the proposal line. Similar to the row-wise classification approach, this approach takes advantage of the domain-specific
knowledge that the lane lines are generally straight. This design enables to achieve state-of-the-art latency and performance.
LaneATT [235] reports that it achieves a higher F1 score (96.77%) than the segmentation approaches (95.97%) [81], [239]
on the TuSimple dataset.

Physical-world Attacks on Automated Lane Centering

After researchers found DNN models generally vulnerable to adversarial examples or adversarial attacks [145], [146], the
following work further explored such attacks in the physical world [147], [150], [152]. Recent studies demonstrate that ALC
systems, Level-2 driving automation, are also vulnerable to physical-world adversarial attacks.

Dirty Road Patch Attack [233]. Dirty Road Patch (DRP) attack is proposed as a domain-specific adversarial attack to
DNN-based ALC systems [233]. DRP attack pretends to be a benign but dirty road patch. The dirty surface pattern is
generated by a white-box optimization-based method to work as an adversarial example to lane detection models. To mimic
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a road patch, the DRP attack has stealthiness constraints such as the gray-scale color restriction and perturbable area ratio.
While it has high attack success rates, DRP attack requires white-box access to the target system and relatively heavy
deployment effort.

Drawing-Lane-Line Attack. As the nature of lane detection, drawing a line on the road can be an effective attack vector.
A recent work [234] demonstrates that they can mislead Tesla Model S to the adjacent lane by putting several small stickers
on the road without the original lane line. Phantom attack [115] also demonstrates that they can mislead Tesla Model S by
projecting fake lane lines from a drone in the nighttime. The drawing-lane-line attack is not as effective as the DRP attack
based on our experience, but its vulnerability to this attack is more severe because of its ease of deployability.

METHODOLOGY

To fairly evaluate the security properties of the 4 major types of lane detection approaches, we design evaluation methodology
in end-to-end driving scenarios under 3 types of physical-world adversarial attacks.

Attack Implementation

We implemented 3 types of state-of-the-art physical-world adversarial attacks based on prior attacks against ALC systems
discussed in .

White-Box DRP Attack We implement the DRP attack [233]. While the original DRP attack uses the lane bending objective
function, we apply a newly-designed attack objective discussed in § to conduct a fair comparison with other attacks and to
deal with the output space different from the original DRP attack, which outputs the detected lane lines in the bird’s-eye
view. All lane detection methods evaluated in this study detected lane lines in the driver’s view.

Black-Box DRP Attack To make the DRP attack work in a black-box setup, we apply a query-based black-box attack
approach [249] to extend the DRP attack to a black-box attack. We replace the gradient calculation in the original white-box
DRP attack with the gradient estimation technique NES [249].

Black-Box Drawing-Lane-Line Attack We explore the most effective line with a metaheuristic strategy according to prior
work [234]. We parameterize the drawing lane line as the start point, endpoint, and line width and optimize the parameters
with the tree-structured Parzen estimator [250] implemented in Hyperopt [251]. As the objective of the original attack [234]
is only applicable to the segmentation approach, we optimize our original attack objective introduced in § to conduct a fair
comparison with other attacks.

Attack Objective

To fairly evaluate the attack capability of each attack, we formulate an attack objective function that can be commonly used
for all 4 types of lane detection models. We named it the expected road center function, which averages all detected lane
lines weighted with their probabilities. Intuitively, the average of all lane lines is expected to represent the road center. If the
expected center locates at the center of the input image, its value will be 0.5 in the normalized image width. We maximize
the expected road center to attack to the right and minimize it to attack to the left. Detailed calculation of the expected road
center for each method is in our preprint paper [252]. When attacking multiple frames, we average the objective of each
frame over all attacking frames.

End-to-End Simulation

To evaluate the system-level consequence in autonomous driving, we simulate vehicle trajectories under attacks with the
same methodology used in [233]. We combine a vehicle motion model [166] and perspective transformation [182], [183]
to dynamically synthesize camera frame updates according to a driving trajectory. This approach enables us to evaluate
the attacks on the real-world driving traces in a lightweight way. To control a vehicle based on the lane detection results,
we develop a bridge between the lane detection model and the vehicle lateral control implemented in OpenPilot [82], an
open-source production ALC system. It calculates the desired driving path based on detected lane lines and makes a steering
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plan to follow the desired driving path with Model Predictive Control (MPC) [128]. In our implementation, the desired
driving path is the center of the left and right lane lines.

Attack Goal. To judge the attack success in the end-to-end simulation, we follow the criteria proposed in the DRP
attack [233]. We use the attack goal achieving over 0.735 m lateral deviation on the highway within the average driver
reaction, 2.5 sec. 0.735 m is the required distance to touch the lane line when a vehicle driving at the center of a 3.6m-wide
highway lane. The lateral deviation is calculated between the generated trajectories with attack and without attack. Since the
original human driving in the dataset sometimes does not drive at the center of the road, we compare the case with attack
and without attack to more precisely measure the attack effect. For each scenario, we consider two attack success criteria:
Targeted goal is the case that the vehicle deviates over 0.735 m to the attacking direction. Untargeted goal is the case that
the vehicle deviates over 0.735 m to either the left or right.

We also quantify the ability to drive in a benign scenario. We define a metric called benign failure rate, which is whether
the human driving and the simulated trajectory deviate by more than 0.735 m. Although the benign failure rate is expected
to be always zero because ALC systems should be able to handle normal scenarios, some failure cases occur due to several
reasons such as motion model inaccuracy and unstable human driving, e.g., not driving at the center of the road.

EXPERIMENTS

We conduct a large-scale evaluation of 4 major types of lane detection approaches against 3 adversarial attacks: white-box
DRP, black-box DRP, black-box drawing-lane-line attacks. This evaluation is designed to answer the following questions:

RQ1: Is black-box attack as effective as white-box attack?
RQ2: Which attack vector is more effective to attack?
RQ3: Are attacks transferable to other models?

*

Evaluation Setup

We evaluate the robustness of 4 major types of lane detection approaches against 3 adversarial attacks: white-box DRP,
black-box DRP, black-box drawing-lane-line attacks. For each approach, we select a representative model for each approach
as shown in Table X with the selection reasons. The pretrained weights of all models are obtained from the authors’ or
publicly available websites1. All pretrained weights are trained on the TuSimple Challenge training dataset [232].

We collect 20 free-flow2 highway driving traces from the comma2k19 dataset [127]. For each driving trace, we consider two
attack scenarios: attack to the left, and to the right. Thus, in total, we evaluate 40 different attack scenarios. For the lateral
control, we use OpenPilot v0.7.0. For the longitudinal control, we used the velocity in the original trace. For the motion
model, we use the parameters of Toyota RAV4 2017 (e.g., wheelbase), which is used to collect the traces of the comma2k19
dataset. We manually adjust the input image size and field-of-view to be similar to the TuSimple dataset. We use a 5.4 m
x 36 m patch size, which is the same as the one used in the DRP attack [233]. The patch is placed at 7 m away from the
vehicle at the first frame. When the patch covers lane lines, we draw lane lines on the patch to keep the original lane line
information. When generating the attack, we use the first 20 frames (1 second). When evaluating the attack, we use all 50
frames (2.5 seconds), the average driver’s reaction time. More details of each attack implementation and parameters are in
our preprint paper [252].

Evaluation on End-to-End Driving Scenario

To evaluate the system-level effects in autonomous driving, we conduct an end-to-end evaluation with the methodology
introduced in §. Table XI shows the results of the end-to-end evaluation. As shown, PolyLaneNet demonstrates the highest
robustness as it has the lowest attack success rates in all attack scenarios. We can observe a typical trade-off of accuracy
and robustness. As in Table X, PolyLaneNet is reported as a lesser performance model. However, in terms of the robustness,
PolyLaneNet has the best robustness among 4 major lane detection models.

1We obtained the pretrained models from:
LaneATT https://github.com/lucastabelini/LaneATT
SCNN https://github.com/harryhan618/SCNN Pytorch
UltraFast https://github.com/cfzd/Ultra-Fast-Lane-Detection
PolyLaneNet https://github.com/lucastabelini/PolyLaneNet

2Vehicle has at least 5-9 seconds headway.
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Fig. 36: Examples of the end-to-end benign and 3 different attack scenarios on Comma2k19. Each image is taken at the 4th
frame (0.2 sec after the start of the attack). The red and blue lines are the detected left and right lines respectively.
TABLE X: Target lane detection methods and its selection reason. Acc. is the accuracy of the TuSimple Challenge
dataset [232] in the reference papers.

Approach Selected Method Acc. Selection Reason

Segmentaion SCNN [81] 96.53% TuSimple Challenge
winner’s model

Row-wise classif. UltraFast (ResNet18) [241] 95.87% Highest accuracy among those
whose official code is available.

Curve-fitting PolyLaneNet (b0) [244] 88.62% Highest accuracy among those
whose official code is available.

Anchor-based LaneATT (ResNet34) [235] 95.63% Highest accuracy among those
whose official code is available.

*

RQ1: Is black-box attack as effective as white-box attack?

Generally, the white-box attack has more attack capability as it can leverage more specifications of target models. However,
recent studies report that black-box attacks can outperform white-box attacks [253] because gradient descent-based methods
tend to suffer from local minima. In our evaluation, the same phenomenons are observed: the black-box drawing-lane-line
attack outperforms to the white-box DRP attack on LaneATT and UltraFast. The black-box DRP attack has generally lower
attack capability than the white-box DRP attack. We think that the stealthiness constraints of the DRP attack (e.g., gray-scale
color and perturbable area ratio) could be too complex to be effectively optimized by the NES-based gradient estimation.
Meanwhile, the black-box DRP attack has a high attack success rate (88% for the untargeted goal) against LaneATT. Our
results demonstrate that the black-box attacks have close or even effectiveness as the white-box attacks.

*

RQ2: Which attack vector is more effective to attack?
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TABLE XI: Attack success rate under the end-to-end benign and 3 different attack for targeted and untargeted goals. Benign
is the benign failure rate defined in §. The bold and underlined letters mean the highest and lowest attack success rates,
respectively.

Targeted Goal Untargeted Goal
Benign WB DRP BB DRP BB Draw WB DRP BB DRP BB Draw

LaneATT 20% 78% 53% 90% 98% 88% 95%
SCNN 30% 78% 43% 58% 98% 75% 70%
UltraFast 25% 75% 50% 83% 90% 48% 93%
PolyLaneNet 5% 48% 25% 30% 78% 43% 48%

Lane
ATT SCNN Ultra

Fast

Poly
Lane
Net

LaneATT 95% 73% 90% 90%

SCNN 85% 70% 83% 70%

UltraFast 90% 83% 93% 63%

PolyLaneNet 58% 53% 48% 48%

Lane
ATT SCNN Ultra

Fast

Poly
Lane
Net

LaneATT 98% 90% 93% 88%

SCNN 88% 98% 88% 78%

UltraFast 73% 78% 90% 48%

PolyLaneNet 95% 88% 85% 78%

Lane
ATT SCNN Ultra

Fast

Poly
Lane
Net

LaneATT 88% 73% 75% 38%

SCNN 95% 75% 78% 38%

UltraFast 93% 80% 48% 38%

PolyLaneNet 95% 75% 65% 43%

WB DRP BB DRP BB Draw

Fig. 37: Transfer success rate of all pairs of models for the untargeted goal in the end-to-end scenarios. Each row indicates
the source model that generates the attack and each column indicates the target model.
The black-box drawing-lane-line attack has the highest attack effectiveness on LaneATT and UltraFast. For PolyLaneNet,
the black-box drawing-lane-line attack is more effective than The black-box DRP attack, while the white-box DRP attack
is the most effective. SCNN has less vulnerable to the black-box DRP attack and the black-box drawing-lane-line attack, as
the black-box drawing-lane-line attack has a higher attack success rate on the targeted goal, but the black-box DRP attack
has a higher attack success rate on the untargeted goal. In summary, each lane detection approach has different sensitivity
to the drawing-lane-line attack vector. For LaneATT, it could be due to the structure of anchor proposals as discussed in §.
However, LaneATT is the only anchor-based method that the source code is available so far. Further research is required to
confirm if the vulnerability to the drawing-lane-line attack is derived from a particular design of LaneATT or a fundamental
problem of the anchor-based approach. For UltraFast, it shows different sensitivity to the drawing lane line attack compared
to SCNN, even though both UltraFast and SCNN predicts the lane line for each pixel. Due to the divide-and-conquer
strategy of UltraFast, it may rely too much on local features, i.e., SCNN may judge the lane lines based on more global
features such as semantics on the road (e.g., lane lines should be roughly parallel with other lanes). Due to the ease of
attack deployability, the vulnerability to the drawing-lane-line attack is severe. For autonomous driving, we should choose
relatively robust models against naive attacks like drawing-lane-line attacks.

*

RQ3: Are attacks transferable to other models?

As shown in Fig. 37, the attack success rate is mostly less than the attack generated with the target model (diagonal cells).
However, the transfer success rates still keep high attack success rates. Moreover, the attack generated with LaneATT has
high transferability to PolyLaneNet in the drawing-lane-line attack: The transfer success rate is 90% attack success rate in
the untargeted Goal. The results indicate that PolyLaneNet also has a vulnerability to the drawing-lane-line attack, but the
robustness of PolyLaneNet makes it more difficult to generate attacks. Hence, the attacks to one lane detection model are
likely to have high transferability to another model, and it is sometimes helpful to find the vulnerability of lane detection
models which are robust to normal adversarial attacks.

DISCUSSIONS

While the vulnerability of DNN models against adversarial attacks is widely reported, we may have optimistic expectations
that it is almost impossible to exploit it in autonomous driving due to the low deployability mentioned in [233] and the lack
of demo in reasonable settings. For example, the demo in [234] is in the intersection without lane lines, which are generally
out of the operational domain of ALC. Thus, to our knowledge, I have not observed that any production autonomous driving
systems have defense mechanisms against adversarial attacks. However, it does not mean that we can select a lane detection
method just based on benign performance. Several lane detection approaches may have high sensitivity against naive attacks
like drawing-lane-line attacks. Surprisingly, the production ALC systems we mention select the lane detection approach
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which shows higher resilience against the drawing-lane-line attack: Tesla Models S adopts the segmentation approach and
OpenPilot [82] adopts the Curve-fitting approach. We think this is not coincident but due to the careful design choice of
the company. In the near future, more and more automakers will install autonomous driving features in their products. We
would like to facilitate more research to build robust lane detection methods so that as many automakers as possible are
aware of the risks involved in algorithm selection.

Possible Defenses: So far, effective DNN model-level defenses against adversarial attacks are not reported. According
to [233], none of the input transformation-based defenses can effectively defend against their attack without harming
performance in normal scenarios. Another possible defense is cross-checking with other data sources. For example, Level-4
autonomous driving systems typically obtain driving lane information from HD maps. However, this method incurs large
additional costs as it needs quite accurate localization and continuous maintenance of the HD map.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

In this work, we report the recent progress on conducting the first large-scale empirical study to evaluate the robustness of
4 major types of lane detection methods under state-of-the-art 3 physical-world adversarial attacks in autonomous driving
scenarios. We find that each lane detection method has different security properties. Particularly, several models show high
vulnerability to the drawing-lane-line attack. Thus, it is essential to be aware of the robustness to such naive attacks as Tesla
and OpenPilot choose relatively robust methods against the drawing-lane-line attack. We hope that our research will help
as many automakers as possible to recognize the risks in choosing lane detection algorithms. In future work, we plan to
evaluate a more wide variety of lane detection models and adversarial attacks, especially effective black-box attacks. We
also plan to explore more research questions such as dataset transferability. Although Comma2k19 and TuSimple datasets
are similar driver’s view images, there can be some domain shifts between them. The evaluation of the attack applicability
and transferability on different datasets is also a considerable aspect of the robustness of lane detection models. Based on
the insight of this study, we would like to work on the development of effective defense methods and robust model training
that can improve the robustness of lane detection models in practical autonomous driving.

4c Entropy Based Metric to Assess the Accuracy of PNT Information

ABSTRACT

Entropy measures uncertainty present within the data. Highly Automated Vehicles (HAVs) can navigate safely and efficiently
if location information of occluded dynamic objects is available. It is assumed that dynamic objects have GPS receivers,
and location information can be acquired through a fast communication link. However, GPS info can be easily modified or
suffers from high error because the transmission link is not secure or due to Non Line of Sight (NLOS) between transmitter
and receiver. To solve this problem, an entropy metric is introduced to ascertain the value of the supplied information and
reject information with a high amount of error present within the data. This work focuses on pedestrians as dynamic objects
and uses Finite State Machine (FSM) based hierarchical control to navigate HAVs. It is shown that the entropy metric can
improve the efficiency of the control of HAVs.

INTRODUCTION

Entropy is a tool frequently used in statistics to assess the average level of uncertainty present in the samples of a random
variable. Highly Automated Vehicles (HAVs) have a level of autonomy 5 as per SAE standard, in an urban environment,
HAVs are highly dependent on position information of occluded dynamic objects. Position information of occluded dynamic
objects is critical for safe and efficient navigation for all the stakeholders. When collected through sensors, this information
is vulnerable to hacking and high errors due to urban canyons. These errors can cause accidents and unnecessary delays
in the navigation of HAVs. An entropy-based metric can be used to assess the value and reliability of data received. This
work uses a simulation setup with occluded pedestrians, and control of HAVs to assess whether using such a metric would
benefit the operation of HAVs. For explanation, three such scenarios are presented in section 1.2 and illustrated in Fig. 38.
The entropy of a random variable gives the value present within the information. In the case of highly likely events,
information is less valuable and vice versa. Consider a discrete random variable X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} and Probability Mass
Function (PMF) as P(X). Then entropy can be explicitly written as shown in (18)
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H(X) = −
n∑

i=1

P (xi)logbP (xi). (18)

Where b is the base of the logarithm, we have used b = 10, which is used when the probability of the event occurring is
1/10. If H(x) has a high value, we can classify it as poor quality, meaning information with high error and data can be
rejected.

Literature Review

Entropy has been used to control automated vehicles to assess the reliability of data received on several occasions. In [254],
a method is presented for data fusion to track, recognize, and monitor Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). In this
problem, Robust data alignment is done for successful data fusion. A cost criterion based on entropy is proposed for outlier
rejection. In [255] multiple targets must be tracked with multiple dynamic sensing agents. Mobile sensing agents plan their
motion so that tracking can be efficient and accurate. An entropy-based cost function is utilized to reject information with
an unacceptable error range.
In [256] a scenario is established where three types of vehicles exist on a highway. Namely, fully equipped, partially equipped,
and not-equipped. A fully-equipped vehicle has local sensors and communication capability. In contrast, a partially-equipped
vehicle can only communicate, and a not-equipped vehicle cannot communicate and does not have local sensors. The
objective is to maintain a tracking list of all the vehicles present in the scenario with a tracking list in the partially and fully
equipped vehicles. A Kalman Filter (KF) is used for data fusion and correction, and a covariance matrix generated through
KF is used to measure the system’s entropy. Data is rejected and considered unreliable if the entropy is beyond a threshold.
This is used to determine location of occluded pedestrians in ”occupancy grid”
In the present work, the pedestrian case is chosen because the safety of all the stakeholders is critical. As local sensors of
ego vehicles cannot detect occluded pedestrians, communication setups have to be established. In our simulation setup, we
use the information of occluded pedestrians through LTE/4G.
In case pedestrians are occluded, several methods are utilized to detect a pedestrian. In one method, using off-camera on
the streets in an industrial area is used to detect the pedestrians through WiFi [257]. However, this solution is costly and not
scalable. Another method by [258] utilizes software-defined radio to transmit the position of pedestrians that, in turn, is also
very expensive as dedicated DSRC modules are too expensive. In [259] 802.11 b/g/n communication method is used so that
HAVs can receive position information of occluded pedestrians, and the data is fused with LIDAR to get accurate results.
However, this solution is also too expensive and not scalable. Currently, we do not have a vast network of WiFi routers in the
road infrastructure. [260] used 3G/WLAN to communicate pedestrian information to the vehicle. However, it was not fast
enough that the problem could become scalable and choke the network if the number of vehicles or pedestrians increased.
With 4G/LTE and 5G, pedestrians can send their position information, and the communication modules are affordable. We
suggest this communication protocol for sharing pedestrian location information with the vehicle. We have assumed all
pedestrians have cell phones with GPS sensors available for pedestrian localization. The problem with GPS sensors is that
it suffers from Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) in urban areas due to high-rise buildings and can have a high amount of position,
navigation, and timing errors, which can have errors up to 50 meters. Also, GPS transmitting frequency can be easily
generated, and fake information can be generated to misguide the sensor, resulting in accidents or unnecessary collision
avoidance measures from the ego vehicle.
We have developed a process to detect occluded dynamic objects in our proposed method. We assume that the typical profile
of errors in GPS position information is known, and we will use baseline controllers to compare with our design controller
of ego vehicle to prove our system is more efficient and safe using performance metrics.

Simulation Case Study

To explain Vulnerable Road Users (VRU). We are presenting three cases in Fig. 38 taken from ISO standard 22737 section
3.1 [261]. Fig. 38(a) is inspired from section 3.1.1 and Fig. 38(b) and Fig. 38(c) is inspired from section 3.1.2. in (b), a
bicyclist comes from an alleyway and appears suddenly in front of the ego vehicle. Similarly, in (c), a bicyclist appears from
an uncontrolled intersection. Collectively pedestrians and bicyclists are classified as VRUs. The implemented simulation
setup is shown in Fig. 38(a). A static pedestrian who is falsely reporting its position with high errors. An occluded dynamic
pedestrian jaywalking and a parked vehicle on one road lane. Such a setup is created to show that using entropy and extra
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Fig. 38: Scenarios: (a) pedestrian on street, (b) Bike from alleyway, (c) Bike in uncontrolled intersection

information from the environment can result in the safe and efficient control of HAVs. The goal is to test our proposed
method with multiple baselines to show our method’s effectiveness using some performance metrics. Goals achieved in this
case study are listed below

• Introduced an entropy-based metric that will assess the reliability of position information received
• Designed some metrics to measure the performance of HAVs in terms of energy consumed and minimum distance to

a dynamic object maintained by HAVs
• Designed Finite State Machine based hierarchical control of ego vehicle

In the next section entire architecture of how communication setup is created and how entropy is performed to assess the
position accuracy of the data and the metrics utilized to measure the performance of the process is defined, and results are
provided in the next section with a concluding remarks in the last section.

METHODOLOGY

In this section, the whole process of how occluded pedestrian is detected and avoided successfully is explained. The complete
process is shown in Fig. 39. Each block of the process will be explained in subsequent sections, and finally, brief information
about the baseline controllers used for comparison is presented.

Environment

Ego vehicle is modeled with NVIDIA PhysX model which is similar to dynamic bicycle model. Streets and intersections are
built in the environment. Position, velocity, and acceleration information can be extracted from the environment, and steering,
throttle, and brake to control the vehicle. Pedestrians with a point mass model are also added within the environment, with
speed and heading control available for the pedestrian. Their position can be extracted from the environment. The environment
can be seen in Fig. 38(a).
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Fig. 39: Block Diagram of the Process

Fig. 40: Flow diagram for entropy calculation

Reliability of GPS data

It is assumed that all the pedestrians and vehicles have GPS receivers and 4G/5G transceivers present. Pedestrians are
transmitting their position information to a cloud server. The cloud server will then send the data to vehicles in the vicinity
of pedestrians to modify their trajectories to avoid collisions. In Urban scenarios GPS can have high error [262]. The
primary reason for this error is high-rise buildings that block the transmitter and receiver’s Line of Sight (LOS). A process
is designed to assess the reliability of the amount of error present in the data. The process is explained in Fig. 40. In the
first step, N samples are collected. N has to be small so that process can be executed in real-time. After that, L2 norm of
each two-dimensional sample is calculated. Afterward, a histogram is calculated as shown in (19). where sj is each GPS
sample collected from a pedestrian. In Fig. 40, it is to be noted that t seconds is different from T seconds as to evaluate
histogram, we need some samples; therefore, in our work, T=5t.

P (sj) =
Histogram(sj)∑n
i=1Histogram(si)

. (19)

Then in the next step entropy is calculated as shown in (20) .

H(S) = −
n∑

j=1

P (sj)logbP (sj). (20)

The process was applied on real-time data taken from the Dept of public health, city of Cincinnati [263] with two types
of error added random walk and Gaussian Noise with shifted mean and high variance. Results in Fig. 41 show that a
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Fig. 41: Entropy of GPS data from Dept of Cincinnati

threshold (approximately 1.89) can be established to ascertain the variance of the data. Moreover, data can be rejected if
the data has a high variance. The blue curve is the original data collected, while the green curve is when Gaussian error
X ∼ N (µ = 0, σ2 = 10) is added into the data to show the effectiveness of the method. Similarly, in orange curve random
walk error X ∼ N (µ = 0, σ2 = 3N) is added into the original data. where N = {1, 2, 3, ...}. In Fig. 41 it can be seen that
a threshold of approximately 1.8 can be used, and if the entropy value is below this threshold, data will be rejected.

GPS and LIDAR Fusion

To fuse data two step process is followed taken from [264]. Scan Matching is performed as shown in (21)

min
xsm
i (t)

(
1

2
eTij(t)Preleij(t) +

1

2
eTi (t)Pgpsei(t)). (21)

eij(t) = zij(t)−max(
∥∥xsmi , xgpsj

∥∥
2
). (22)

ei(t) = xsmi − xgpsj . (23)

where xsmi is realigned position of ego vehicle and xgpsj is the GPS measurement from pedestrian j. While zij(t) is the relative
position measurement from LIDAR where i is the ego vehicle and j is the jth pedestrian and Prel, Pgps are covariance
matrices.

The benefit of using scan matching is that not only LIDAR and GPS data is fused, but the error is also corrected. The next
step in the process is Kalman Filtering (KF). The benefit of using KF is twofold we get the next predicted state of the
pedestrian while the amount of error in the position is corrected. The model used to predict the next state of a pedestrian
is based on the point mass model.

The next challenge in the process is that there are three possible detections because of communication errors and local
sensor (LIDAR) limitations. The three cases and how they are handled to create a final list of position information of all
dynamic objects presented are shown in Fig. 42. A similar approach is followed in all three cases. First, LIDAR detections
are matched with GPS data using the vicinity rule. The vicinity rule means that in the Horizontal Alert Level (HAL) of
LIDAR detection, it is assumed that GPS detection will be available and then processed through KF to get the final predicted
positions. The rest of the data is processed through KF to generate a final list of detections.
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Fig. 42: GPS and LIDAR data Fusion

Fig. 43: Hierarchical Finite State Machine

Finite State Machine based Hierarchical Control

Finite State Machines (FSM) is a mathematical model through which a finite number of mathematical computations can be
performed through a finite number of interconnected states. FSM is widely used to control machines requiring a sequence
of operations. A machine can be in one of a finite number of states at any given time. State transitions happen based on
indicators from the environment indicating the machine’s state. Hierarchical FSM control is utilized to control the vehicle,
and at a low-level PID control is implemented. The FSM controller is shown in Fig. 43. It has two higher-level states straight
and turn. With a straight node, we have further three states: follow, brake, emergency brake, and similar three states in higher
node turn but with different indicators to switch between states. The detail and function of each indicator are shown in table
XII.

TABLE XII: Flags and their Interpretation
Symbol Definition
FI Intersection Flag
α Distance to start decelerating

Dd2p Distance to closest pedestrian
β Distance to start hard decelerating
θ Distance to start decelerating while turning
ξ Distance to start hard decelerating while turning
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Performance Metrics

To measure the performance of the designed process, three metrics are used. The first metric consists of using the vehicle’s
lateral position and angle, implying the collision avoidance measure used to avoid the pedestrian. The metric is shown in
(24)

J1 =
∑
x

xTQx+ uT1 Ru1. (24)

Q and R are positive definite and positive semi-definite matrices, respectively. Where x is the state vector with states,
[y θ] where y is the vehicle’s lateral position with respect to the origin and θ is the angle with respect to the ego vehicle.
Furthermore, u1 is the input vector with steering angle γ given to the vehicle.

This metric J1 is derived by implementing the observer model using the lateral position and angle of the dynamic model
as shown in [265]. J1 is a convex function and can measure the energy consumed by the vehicle while performing evasive
action to avoid the vehicle.

The second metric is based on the distance to the closest pedestrian maintained by the vehicle at all times and is shown in
(25)

J2 =
1

Dd2p
+ kξ. (25)

Where Dd2p is the distance of the vehicle with the closest pedestrian and k is a very high gain, and ξ is a binary value
which is one when the vehicle collides with the pedestrian.

This metric is derived such that when the vehicle gets closer to the pedestrian, it penalizes the metric heavily as it is inversely
proportional to the distance to the vehicle and gives a very high penalty if the vehicle collides with the pedestrian. A binary
term is added with a high gain to indicate a collision. The additional binary term is added because the distance is measured
from the vehicle’s center to the center of the pedestrian. It is to be noted that the binary term is piece-wise defined, and
when a pedestrian is in close vicinity of the vehicle, it is considered a collision.

Finally, the last metric measures deceleration within the vehicle when it is performing evasive action to avoid the vehicle.
The metric is shown in (26)

J3 =
∑

h(u2)
TQh(u2). (26)

where h(u2) is shown in (27) and u2 is the acceleration of the vehicle when it is performing an evasive action to avoid
the pedestrian

h(u2) = (−1 + sign(u2))u2. (27)

Baseline Controllers for Comparison

To show a better performance. Three baseline controllers were used, the first one is vanilla PID control with longitudinal
control to avoid dynamic objects, and the other two have similar architecture as in Fig. 39. Nevertheless, some blocks were
removed. In the second baseline, the block labeled reliability of GPS data is removed. In the third baseline controller, both
the blocks’ reliability of GPS data and fusion of LIDAR and GPS functionalities were removed, and the performances were
compared. Vanilla PID is utilized only in metric J2 because the FSM-based controller implemented has PID at a low-level
hierarchical control. Consequently, if the proposed method performs better after removing the blocks, it will perform better
if only vanilla PID is compared. Vanilla PID is used in J2 to demonstrate that vehicle collides with a pedestrian in the
absence of the proposed controller.
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Fig. 44: State based Cost Metric

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulation environment used to test the designed process is CARLA [266] open-source environment. The scenario is
described in Fig. 38 part (a). The pedestrian moving has a GPS error of X ∼ N (µ = 0, σ2 = 3) and the pedestrian which
is stopped on the sidewalk has an error of X ∼ N (µ = 0, σ2 = 10). These errors are chosen because GPS errors in the
literature are modeled using the Gaussian error model [267], and variance is chosen such that it remains under the acceptable
range. This reference [268] shows that the error variance is less than 10 meters. The required speed is 20 m/s because the
maximum speed limit in US streets is 45mph, approximately equal to 20 m/s. The vehicle has to start decelerating if the
distance to the pedestrian is less than seven meters and has to go into hard deceleration mode if the distance to the closest
pedestrian is less than four meters. The results with each metric are shown in Fig. 44, Fig. 45 and Fig. 46.

The metrics are measured only when the vehicle takes action to avoid a collision with the pedestrian. In Metric J1 that
is shown in section , we can see the results in Fig. 44. Until 15 seconds, the pedestrian is not detected. No energy is
consumed to avoid the pedestrian. However, after that, it can be seen that until 40 seconds, baseline two and baseline three
algorithms mentioned in section are still consuming energy because the pedestrian on the sidewalk is reporting its position
in the collision range of the vehicle and our process can reject this data using entropy metric as described earlier. In the
second figure, Fig. 45 the baseline controller one collides with the pedestrian while other baselines and our complete process
can avoid the pedestrian. The reason for this is that the setup provides occluded pedestrian’s position beforehand, and it
has knowledge well before there is a possibility of a collision, and the vehicle performs preemptive action. Moreover, the
last metric J3 also shows similar results in Fig. 46 because of the same reasons described above. Vanilla PID is not used
in Fig. 46 and Fig. 44 because low-level control of FSM includes PID, and the proposed method performs better when
scan matching and KF are implemented within the system. Consequently, if the system outperforms when only specific
features are turned off, it will certainly perform better than vanilla PID. In Fig. 45 it is explicitly used to show that the
ego vehicle collides with the pedestrian and which is a safety hazard. Our process outperforms baseline controllers and can
avoid pedestrians based on the metrics. However, it can be observed that baseline methods outperform the proposed method
in some instances. This is because the entropy metric is not always perfect, and sometimes erroneous information results
in extra energy consumption of energy, but the overall proposed method outperforms baseline methods. Another noteworthy
thing is that having extra information prevents collision. Suppose such a system, as described above, had been developed
and deployed. Arizona’s fatal crash of a semi-automated vehicle with a pedestrian could have been avoided.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a communication setup was provided to receive position information of the occluded so that collisions can be
avoided. This solution is scalable because the communication protocol and access can be easily obtained as almost every
pedestrian carries a GPS sensor and LTE/4G module in their cell phones. However, creating a solution in such a way creates
a problem if the information has a significant amount of errors present within the information, which will reduce vehicle
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Fig. 45: Distance to Pedestrian based Cost Metric

Fig. 46: Deceleration based Cost Metric

efficiency significantly. So to solve this problem, an entropy-based threshold is introduced to solve this problem. Then, the
fusion process of LIDAR data with GPS data to remove other inaccuracies was introduced. Metrics were presented to show
the performance of the proposed method. Results show that the proposed method can make HAVs safer for all the stakeholders
present within the environment and make HAVs more efficient in terms of energy consumption to evade pedestrians. Since
most pedestrians have LTE/4G modules and GPS devices within their cellular phones, Hardware Infrastructure is already
present. Nothing new needs to be established. The method proposed is practical in the real world.
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5 Receiver Data Validation by PNT Solutions from Other Sources
5a Robust Navigation for Urban Air Mobility via Tight Coupling of GNSS

with Terrestrial Radionavigation and Inertial Sensing

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method of tightly coupling carrier-phase-differential GNSS (CDGNSS) with terrestrial radionavigation
system (TRNS) signals and data to build a robust positioning, velocity, and timing (PVT) solution for urban air mobility
(UAM). UAM will require precise and robust PVT solutions that are resilient to interference and jamming. CDGNSS offers
absolute positioning with high availability and sub-decimeter accuracy but cannot serve as the sole source of PVT for
UAM because of its vulnerability to interference: a single potent GNSS jammer could deny UAM service across an entire
city were GNSS the sole means UAM navigation. TRNS signals are stronger than those of GNSS and offer additional
frequency diversity. Their multipath errors, although larger than for GNSS at street level due to the low elevation angles
with which TRNS signals propagate from terrestrial transmitters, are manageably small at altitudes where UAM vehicles
will operate. Thus, TRNS offers an attractive backup to GNSS for UAM. This paper explores two techniques for fusion of
TRNS and CDGNSS: loosely- and tightly-coupled. The loosely-coupled technique fuses information from the two sensing
modalities at the level of full PVT solutions. The tightly-coupled technique explored here fuses GNSS carrier phase and
pseudorange measurements with TRNS pseudorange, Doppler, and calibrated pressure sensor measurements, together with
inertial sensor measurements, to produce a unified PVT solution. Innovations-based measurement exclusion is applied to
reduce the impact of GNSS and TRNS multipath errors and of pressure anomalies due, e.g., to ground effect at take-off
and landing. Both loosely- and tightly-coupled techniques are tested on an aerial vehicle platform in an environment where
both GNSS and TRNS signals are available. Error growth of the tightly-coupled technique during extended intervals of
GNSS denial is studied to determine whether UAM service could continue uninterrupted when only inertial and TRNS
measurements remain available.

INTRODUCTION

Central to the transportation revolution that will be driven by urban air mobility (UAM) is the problem of robust and
secure navigation. Urban environments offer more challenges, such as interference and multipath, when compared to open-
sky conditions. As the only positioning system that offers absolutely-referenced meter-level accuracy with global coverage,
GNSS will no doubt play a significant role in this revolution. If strengthened against jamming and spoofing, carrier-phase-
differential GNSS (CDGNSS), coupled with low-cost inertial sensing, will be nearly sufficient for position, velocity, and
timing (PVT) needs. But nearly sufficient is insufficient: it is not enough for a UAM PVT solution to offer decimeter-accurate
positioning with 99% availability, or even 99.9% availability. UAM will demand that its navigation systems offer dm-accurate
positioning with integrity risk on the order of 10−7 for a meter-level alert limit and availability with several more 9s than
99.9% [10], [269]–[271].

This paper’s technique is best viewed as one part of a comprehensive navigation solution concept called deep-layered
navigation (DLN) in which synergistic but independent navigation systems are layered to increase accuracy and robustness
(47). DLN is the navigation analog of the “defense in depth” concept in information security, where multiple layers of
security controls and checkpoints are emplaced throughout a system such that even when some layers are breached, security
is maintained. Likewise, in the safety-of-life UAM navigation context, multiple layers of navigation systems, all interoperable
and mutually-reinforcing but substantially independent, are an essential defense against the whims of Mother Nature and
the foibles of human nature.

At DLN’s core sits redundant inertial navigation, which is virtually impervious to radio frequency (RF) interference, poor
weather, signal blockage, and data ambiguity. The outermost layer—the default navigation system and first line of defense—
is a specialized variant of inertially-aided CDGNSS, recently developed in [14], [272], that has been substantially secured
against spoofing and substantially hardened against the multipath and signal blockage conditions of the urban ground vehicle
environment, which can be considered a worst-case realization of the urban air vehicle environment. But despite its coupling
with inertial sensing, the technique developed in [14] cannot tolerate extended GNSS outages. A secondary source of absolute
PVT is required to bound the growth of position errors.
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Fig. 47: Diagram of deep layered navigation. Overlapping layers of navigation to provide a PVT solution with high availability
even when some of the layers are not available.

TRNS is the second line of defense in this paper’s DLN concept, and the primary focus of the paper. Its pseudorange
measurements to surrounding beacons are independent of, but fully interchangeable with, GNSS measurements. TRNS
beacons provide much stronger signals compared to GNSS, operate at a different frequency, and offer a full absolutely-
referenced backup PVT solution to GNSS. In particular, this paper explores tight coupling with NextNav’s Metropolitan
Beacon System (MBS). MBS is particularly attractive for UAM because its signals carry not only wideband (multipath-
resistant) synchronization sequences for ranging but also corrections data for barometric altitude determination and, for
CDGNSS.

This paper’s development of a tightly-coupled GNSS-TRNS-inertial PNT system is a prelude to upcoming work on com-
prehensive deep-layered navigation for UAM, including additional layers based on radar localization, visual odometry, and
LEO-satellite-provided GNSS.

Related Work

Augmentation of GNSS with terrestrial signals has been explored and shown to provide an added benefit over exclusive
use of GNSS [273], [274]. But these techniques were demonstrated only on ground vehicles, and the sensor integration
with CDGNSS was not tightly-coupled: the terrestrial signals were not incorporated in a way that permitted aiding of the
ambiguity resolution process critical to CDGNSS. Loose coupling between GNSS and TRNS has been used to augment
GNSS and provide an increase in both accuracy and availability on aerial vehicles [275]–[277]. But these methods fuse
standard GNSS, not CDGNSS, with TRNS, and thus lack the decimeter accuracy that will be desirable, if not required, for
UAM. Relative ranging measurements from ultra wide band (UWB) systems have been used to constrain integer ambiguities
in CDGNSS and improve accuracy even with degraded GNSS reception [278]. Although UWB systems provide adequate
performance, the limited range of the UWB signal makes it an unfavorable choice for UAM. Fusion of GNSS and signals
of opportunity has been explored for aerial vehicles with promising results [279], [280]. But for a safety-of-life application
like UAM, it is likely that signals of opportunity will be viewed less favorably than a dedicated TRNS as a secondary means
of navigation.

Contributions

This paper makes four primary contributions. First, it presents and demonstrates the first use of tightly-coupled CDGNSS,
TRNS, and inertial sensing to provide a secure and robust PVT solution. Second, it develops a novel innovations-based
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measurement exclusion technique which mitigates the impact of GNSS and TRNS multipath errors and pressure anomalies.
Third, it offers a comparative analysis of loose and tight coupling on an aerial vehicle in an environment where only TRNS
signals are available. Fourth, this paper preforms a study of error growths during periods of GNSS denial to determine
whether PVT requirements for UAM could be met despite extended intervals of GNSS denial.

MEASUREMENT MODELS

This section presents the TRNS measurement models for the tightly- and loosely-coupled estimation strategies. In the
loosely-coupled case, the TRNS measurement is the position determined by the TRNS receiver. In the tightly-coupled case,
the TRNS measurements are pseudorange and altitude derived from barometric pressure. The measurements are fused with
inertial sensing data and GNSS position and attitude solutions (loosely-coupled) or raw GNSS observables (tightly-coupled).
Models for the inertial and GNSS measurements may be found in [14] and [32].

Loose Coupling

The position measurement zlc(k) at time k from the TRNS receiver is modeled as containing the true position xlc(k), a
bias from the true position blc(k), and white Gaussian measurement noise wlc(k):

zlc(k) = xlc(k) + blc(k) +wlc(k) (28)

The position bias blc(k) is modeled as a mean-reverting Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) process with white Gaussian noise vlc(k):

blc(k + 1) = αlcblc(k) + vlc(k) (29)

The term αlc determines how quickly the process reverts back to zero. The mean reversion is governed by the time step
T (k) = tk+1 − tk and the time constant τlc of the exponential decay:

αlc = e−T (k)/τlc (30)

Tight Coupling

The TRNS measurements utilized for tight coupling are the TRNS pseudoranges and barometric-pressure-based altitude
measurements. The TRNS pseudorange to transmitter i at time k, is modeled as including the true range to the TRNS
transmitter ρi(k), the receiver clock offset between the receiver clock and GPS time δtrx(k), the transmitter clock offset
δti(k), multipath error mi(k), and white Gaussian measurement noise wi(k):

Pi(k) = ρi(k) + [δtrx(k)− δti(k)]c+mi(k) + wi(k) (31)

The receiver clock is modeled as a temperature-compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) with the two-parameter clock model
given in [281]. The receiver clock offset δtrx(k) evolves in time based on the clock offset rate δ̇trx(k), time step T (k), and
noise v(k): [

δtrx(k + 1)

δ̇trx(k + 1)

]
=

[
1 T (k)
0 1

] [
δtrx(k)

δ̇trx(k)

]
+

[
v1(k)
v2(k)

]
(32)

v(k) =

[
v1(k)
v2(k)

]
(33)

The receiver clock offset noise v(k) is assumed to be zero mean with a variance that is a function of two parameters, h0
and h−2, related to the asymptotes of the Allan variance of the receiver clock [281]:

E
[
v(k)vT(k)

]
= Sg

[
T 3(k)

3
T 2(k)

2
T 2(k)

2 T (k)

]
+ Sf

[
T (k) 0
0 0

]
(34)

Sg = 2π2h−2 (35)

Sf =
h0
2

(36)
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The TRNS transmitter clocks are disciplined by a GNSS receiver to keep them close to GPS time, but a small offset remains.
The offset between the ith transmitter’s clock and GPS time, δti(k), is modeled as a mean-reverting OU processes with αtx

being modeled as in (30) but having a unique time constant τtx to match the behavior of the transmitter clock offsets.

δti(k + 1) = αtxδti(k) + vi(k) (37)

αtx = e−T (k)/τtx (38)

The TRNS receiver measures altitude using a barometric pressure sensor that is calibrated over the NextNav MBS network
using information from NextNav’s weather stations. The calibration does not occur continuously; rather, it is only updated
once per day. The long update interval allows for pressure biases to accumulate due to short-term changes in temperature,
pressure, or other changes in weather. The altitude measurement at time k, zp(k), is modeled as containing the true altitude
xp(k), a bias bp(k), and white Gaussian measurement noise wp(k):

zp(k) = xp(k) + bp + wp(k) (39)

The measurement bias is modeled as an OU process with white Gaussian noise vp(k) and with αp is modeled according to
(30) with a unique time constant τp that is selected to model the pressure sensor errors:

bp(k + 1) = αpbp(k) + vp(k) (40)

αp = e−T (k)/τp (41)
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Fig. 48: Left: In the loosely-coupled configuration, the GNSS-based position attitude estimates are fused with inertial data and
the TRNS-based position estimate to produce a PVT solution. Right: In the tightly-coupled configuration, raw measurements
from each source are combined in a single estimator to produce a PVT solution.

This paper incorporates the measurement models of the TRNS measurements into the Radionavigation Laboratory’s (RNL)
precise positioning engine, called PpEngine [14], [16], [32]. The positioning engine was constructed in two versions. The
first version loosely couples the GNSS and TRNS measurements with the inertial sensor measurements (Fig. 48). The second
tightly couples the GNSS and TRNS measurements with the inertial sensor measurements (Fig. 48).

It will be convenient to define the following reference frames:

u: The IMU frame is centered at and aligned with the IMU accelerometer triad.
b: The body frame has its origin at the phase center of the aerial test vehicle’s primary GNSS antenna. Its x axis points

towards the phase center of the secondary antenna, its y axis is aligned with the boresight vector of the primary antenna,
and its z axis completes the right-handed triad.

w: The world frame is a fixed geographic East-North-Up (ENU) frame, with its origin at the phase center of the reference
GNSS antenna, which is located at a fixed base station with known coordinates.
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Both the loosely- and tightly-coupled estimator states are an augmented version of the original PpEngine state containing
the aerial vehicle’s position in the world frame rwk , velocity in the world frame vw

k , attitude expressed as Euler error angles
between the body frame and the world frame e, accelerometer bias in the IMU frame bu

a , and gyro bias in the IMU frame
bu
g :

X =
{
rwk ,v

w
k , e,b

u
a ,b

u
g

}
(42)

Loosely-Coupled Estimator

The loosely-coupled implementation of PpEngine determines the aerial vehicle’s state (43) by cascading multiple estimators
(Fig. 48). The CDGNSS position of the primary GNSS antenna is determined using the double differenced pseudoranges
and carrier phase measurements from the aerial vehicle’s primary GNSS antenna and the reference receiver [16]. A separate
position measurement is determined by the NextNav TRNS receiver, and its fixed position relative to the phase center of the
aerial vehicle’s primary GNSS antenna. Next, the two dimensional attitude of the aerial vehicle is estimated using the double
differenced pseudoranges and carrier phase measurements between the two GNSS antennas and the known baseline between
the antennas [16]. In addition, a position and attitude estimate is determine using the measurements from the inertial sensor.
These separate position and attitude solutions and their estimated covariance are cascaded into a second level estimator to
produce the complete position and attitude solution (43) with the state augmented to include the TRNS position bias bw

0 .

Xlc =
{
rwk ,v

w
k , e,b

u
a ,b

u
g ,b

w
lc

}
(43)

Tightly-Coupled Estimator

The tightly-coupled version of PpEngine incorporates all the sensor measurements directly into a single estimator (Fig.
48). The single estimator is used to determine the state [14], [282]. The estimator state (44) was augmented by including
estimates of the TRNS receiver clock offset δtrx, TRNS receiver clock offset rate δ̇trx, transmitter clock offsets for n of
transmitters δti, . . . , δtn, and pressure sensor offset bwp .

Xtc =
{
rwk ,v

w
k , e,ba,bg, δtrx, δ̇trx, δt1, . . . , δtn, b

w
p

}
(44)

Estimating the clock parameters for both the local clock and transmitter clock from the pseudorange measurements is not
fully observable. However, the local clock offset can be separated from the transmitter clock offsets stylistically. The errors
that are constant across all transmitters will show up in the local clock offset. Any errors that are unique to one transmitter
will appear in the clock offset of that transmitter.

The transmitter clock offsets are being estimated despite not being fully observable, because the addition of a second TRNS
receiver would allow for the transmitter clock offset to be observable. If two UAM vehicles each had their own TRNS
receiver the vehicles would be able to jointly estimate the TRNS transmitter clock parameters. This would make the TRNS
transmitter clock offsets observable for any UAM network operating two or more vehicles.

Innovations Testing

The tightly-coupled PpEngine preforms outlier exclusion to reject TRNS measurements that may be affected by multipath,
and pressure measurements anomalies. The outliers are detected by preforming a hypothesis test on the TRNS pseudorange
innovations, and the pressure sensor innovations. The normalized innovation squared (NIS) (45) at time k is found by
normalizing the innovation ν(k) with the innovation covariance S(k).

NIS = νT(k)S−1(k)ν(k) (45)

The NIS is distributed as Chi squared with nz degrees of freedom, where nz is the number of measurements at epoch k.
The NIS can be used as a test statistic in a hypothesis test with ν > 0 is the threshold that yields the chosen probability of
false alarm PF .
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NIS
H1

≷
H0

ν∗ (46)

An outlier is detected when the NIS surpasses the threshold value ν∗. Further processing then identifies and excludes the
outlier measurement from the update.

DATA COLLECTION

Fig. 49: Map of the location of the TRNS transmitters visible to the TRNS receiver during flight and the flight location in
red

Fig. 50: Flight path of the aerial vehicle during data collection flight. The position is shown in meters from the phase center
of the reference receiver antenna in the ENU frame.

A data set was collected using the UT RNL aerial test vehicle (Fig. 51). The aerial test vehicle is a DJI Matrice 300
multi-rotor vehicle with a sensors mounted on the vehicle. The sensors used in this data set are a dual antenna GNSS L1
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Fig. 51: RNL’s aerial test vehicle. It carries two single frequency GNSS antennas, a radar sensor, TRNS receiver, pressure
sensor, and three cameras.

receiver, a NextNav TRNS receiver, and a Bosch BMX055 consumer grade inertial measurement unit (IMU). In addition,
a GNSS reference receiver was placed near the planned flight location. The dataset contains dual antenna GNSS L1 double
differenced pseudoranges, carrier phase measurements, TRNS position solution, TRNS pseudoranges, calibrated barometric
pressure sensor measurements, and inertial sensor measurements. The reference and aerial test vehicle GNSS receivers utilized
the RNL’s RadioLynx, GNSS front end with a 5 MHz bandwidth, and was processed with the PpRx software-defined GNSS
receiver [29]–[33].

A data collection flight was preformed in an area where NextNav TRNS signals are available (Fig. 49). The flight path was
limited to 80 meters by 100 meters in the east and north directions due to constraints on communication range with the aerial
vehicle. FAA regulations limited the altitude ceiling to 121 meters above ground level. The full flight path shown in (Fig.
50). The recorded dataset includes approximately 900 seconds of data at different altitudes and varying vehicle velocities.

RESULTS

The following section presents an analysis of the TRNS pseudoranges and an evaluation of the loosely- and tightly-coupled
implementations of the position estimator.

Analysis of TRNS Pseudoranges

The TRNS pseudoranges were analyzed using the collected dataset and the tightly-coupled version of PpEngine. The estimated
TRNS transmitter clock offsets (Fig. 52) were observed to determine the behavior of the TRNS transmitter clocks. The
estimated transmitter clock offsets were found to be non zero and unique to each transmitter. The largest difference between
transmitter clock offsets indicates that the transmitter clocks differ by as much as 30 nanoseconds. These estimated TRNS
transmitter clock offsets are not fully observable meaning part of the estimate may be due to the TRNS receiver clock offset.

The TRNS pseudorange innovations (Fig. 53) were examined and found to be nearly zero-mean and white, demonstrating
that the pseudorange errors were well modeled. This shows that despite the lack of full observability of the clock offsets,
the location of the TRNS receiver can still be estimated.

Artificial GNSS Outage

A long scale GNSS outage experiment was preformed to represent a worst case scenario of a full loss of GNSS availability.
The experiment was preformed for both loosely- and tightly-coupled estimators. The loosely-coupled solution (Fig. 54)
shows that during a long duration GNSS outage a bias between the CDGNSS position and TRNS position arises. During
this outage the estimated error standard deviation was 1 meter in both the east and north directions.

The experiment was repeated utilizing the tightly-coupled estimator (Fig. 54). During the outage the estimated error standard
deviation was 2 meters in both the east and north directions. The tightly-coupled estimator has a similar offset from the
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Fig. 52: Estimated TRNS transmitter clock offset of the TRNS transmitters in meters
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Fig. 53: TRNS pseudorange innovations in meters

CDGNSS position solution showing that there is an unknown source of error in the TRNS network causing the offset of
the TRNS position solution.

Intermittent Artificial GNSS Outages

A UAM vehicle will likely only face interference or a loss of GNSS availability for a portion of the flight. A test of
intermittent GNSS availability was preformed by artificially suppressing GNSS measurements from entering the estimator
for a duration of 30 seconds with a 60 second period. The estimator was first tested with a series of intermittent GNSS
outages without the addition of the TRNS measurements (Fig. 55).

The error grows in the position during the outage is exponential. The exponential error growth is cause by drift in the
consumer grade inertial sensor. During the short duration outage the 1-σ uncertainty grew to 28 meters in the east and
north directions, and 8.4 meters in the Up direction. The maximum error during the test was found to be 166.7 meters,
demonstrating the need for the addition of TRNS to constrain the error growth during GNSS outages.

The intermittent GNSS outages test was then preformed with the addition of TRNS measurements. The same interval was
used so the tightly-coupled and loosely-coupled estimators could be directly compared to one another. For both tightly- and
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Fig. 54: Left: The blue is the loosely-coupled TRNS position solution during period of artificial GNSS outage. The orange
is the CDGNSS position. Right: The blue is the tightly-coupled TRNS position solution during period of artificial GNSS
outage. The orange is the CDGNSS position.

Fig. 55: Intermittent periods of artificial GNSS and TRNS outage. The solid blue shows the position errors in meters in the
ENU frame due to the inertial sensor. The shaded region is the 1-σ uncertainty.

loosely-coupled estimators the addition of TRNS measurements served to constrain the error growth during GNSS outages
(Fig. 56).

The loosely-coupled estimator 1-σ error uncertainty grew to 1 meter in each direction. In contrast, the tightly-coupled
estimator 1-σ error uncertainty grew to 1.5 meter in the east and north directions while only growing to 1 meter in the Up
direction. The tightly-coupled estimator had a larger uncertainty due to the unknown TRNS transmitter clock offsets. Both
estimators had very similar behavior in the Up direction due to the poor vertical dilution of precision causing the position
estimate in the Up direction to be heavily weighted by the pressure measurements.

CONCLUSION

TRNS provides a backup PNT source that can be utilized during GNSS outages to constrain the error growth of an inertial
sensor. this paper demonstrates the first use of tightly-coupled CDGNSS, TRNS, and inertial sensing to provide a robust
PVT solution on an aerial vehicle. An innovations-based measurement exclusion technique which mitigates the impact of
TRNS multipath errors and pressure anomalies. A comparative analysis of loose and tight coupling on an aerial vehicle
during simulated GNSS outages. It was found that during short duration GNSS outages the 1-σ position error in the east
and north directions were 1 meter and 1.5 meters for the loosely- and tightly-coupled estimators respectively. Additional
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Fig. 56: Position errors in meters in the ENU frame during intermittent periods of artificial GNSS outages. The solid line is
the error of the position estimate and the shaded region is the 1-σ uncertainty. The blue shows the tightly-coupled estimator
while the red shows the loosely-coupled estimator.

positioning systems will need to be added to provide overlapping layers to the positioning in order to achieve decimeter
accurate position during a GNSS outage. The results in this paper provide a first step in building such a system.

5b A Proposal for Securing Terrestrial Radio-Navigation Systems

ABSTRACT

The security of terrestrial radio-navigation systems (TRNS) has not yet been addressed in the literature. This proposal builds
on what is known about securing global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) to address this gap, re-evaluating proposals for
GNSS security in light of the distinctive properties of TRNS. TRNS of the type envisioned in this paper are currently in their
infancy, unburdened by considerations of backwards compatibility: security for TRNS is a clean slate. This paper argues
that waveform- or signal-level security measures are irrelevant for TRNS, preventing neither spoofing nor unauthorized use
of the service. Thus, only security measures which modify navigation message bits merit consideration. This paper proposes
orthogonal mechanisms for navigation message encryption (NME) and authentication (NMA), constructed from standard
cryptography primitives and specialized to TRNS: message encryption allows providers to offer tiered access to navigation
parameters on a bit-by-bit basis, and message authentication disperses the bits of a message authentication code across all
data packets, posing an additional challenge to spoofers. The implementation of this proposal will render TRNS more secure
and resilient than traditional civil GNSS.

INTRODUCTION

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) have provided excellent positioning solutions in open, outdoor environments,
enabling a wide range of navigation and timing applications. However, the indoor environment remains largely out of reach
to these weak signals. The requirement for accurate and assured indoor positioning limits the effectiveness of GNSS in
high-stakes, safety-of-life applications like enhanced E911, as well as in a new generation of commercial applications like
warehouse automation and asset tracking.

Terrestrial radionavigation systems (TRNS), such as the commercial systems Locata [283] and NextNav [284], are emerging to
address these needs. These systems are marketed to provide position, navigation, and timing (PNT) solutions in environments
where GNSS signals are degraded or denied. TRNS consist of networks of synchronized terrestrial transmitters, or pseudolites,
which operate analogously to GNSS satellites. These pseudolites broadcast signals powerful enough to reach the interiors
of typical buildings, permitting the acquisition of terrestrial PNT service by urban or indoor users. A TRNS may serve to
augment GNSS signals, improving solution geometry and availability in dense urban areas [285], [286], or it may serve as
a primary navigation aid in the indoor environment [287].
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The TRNS architecture [283], [284] and its sensitivity to wide-band radio-frequency interference (RFI) [288], [289] have
been investigated in the literature. There have not, however, been any public proposals for how to secure TRNS–or even
any substantive discussion of security considerations.

Broadly, the security of TRNS parallels that of other historical radio-navigation systems, and thus security considerations for
TRNS can draw from lessons learned in the vibrant body of research on GNSS signal security. The important distinctions
are threefold: first, the vastly different dynamic range of terrestrial versus space-based transmissions; second, the largely
indistinguishable angular distribution of spoofed and authentic signals; and third, the possibility of multi-lateral (i.e. network)
sensing of transmissions within the space bounded by the pseudolites. Of particular note is the way in which the adversary’s
receive power advantage renders exotic signal-level security techniques like spreading code authentication [290], [291] or
deterministic code-phase dithering irrelevant: the adversary can always produce a pristine signal replica.

Contributions. This paper makes two contributions. First, it analyzes the security considerations of TRNS with these three
differences in mind. Second, it offers a concrete proposal for how to secure TRNS, with a focus on data-level security in
recognition of the futility of waveform- or signal-level security. This concrete proposal has two non-obvious aspects: MAC
leavening, whereby a modest number of message authentication bits spread throughout the transmitted packets provide a
significant improvement in security, and multi-level encryption, which has not been used before in PNT security and makes
the adoption of this proposal more enticing for commercial service providers.

Organization of this paper. Section analyzes the security considerations of TRNS. Section gathers results from past
proposals for GNSS security, and discusses the relevance of each technique for TRNS. Section details this paper’s proposal
for securing TRNS with navigation message encryption and/or navigation message authentication. Section concludes the
paper.

SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR TRNS

From the perspective of a radio-navigation system, there are essentially two types of adversaries: parties wishing to obtain
service without authorization (stow-aways), and parties wishing to deny, degrade, or deceive authorized users of the service
(jammers or spoofers). This divides radio-navigation security into two domains, termed Encryption (denying stow-aways)
and Authentication (detecting spoofing). (N.B. that cryptographic encryption techniques are a useful tool in both domains).
The focus of this work on terrestrial commercial systems prompts the adoption of the term “subscriber” to refer to an
authorized user.

Dynamic Range

The greater dynamic range of terrestrial signals is a fundamental difference in the following sense: with GNSS, a spoofer
cannot easily gain an advantage in received signal strength by moving closer to the transmitter, because this would require
climbing thousands of kilometers above the ground. Instead, the adversary who wishes to obtain a pristine signal must build
a large antenna. In TRNS, however, the adversary can “walk right up to” the pseudolite, obtaining a signal as clear as they
could wish. Furthermore, because a subscriber cannot anticipate how much path loss may be present, it cannot anticipate
how strong a signal ought to be after de-spreading. These asymmetries enable an adversary to obtain pristine signal replicas
at low cost and high reliability, by locating a receive antenna close to the pseudo-lite. This renders spreading code encryption
(SCE) (after the fashion of the GPS P(Y) code) largely irrelevant for TRNS: an adversary can always build a network of
receivers to obtain both the pseudolites’ spreading codes and position.

Radio-Frequency Interference

Radio-navigation systems, both GNSS and TRNS alike, are susceptible to RFI caused by jammers and spoofers. Fig. 57
gives an overview of RFI. Spoofing is of particular interest among all the RFI threats, as it stealthily fools a victim receiver
without leaving obvious telltale signs. As a matched spectrum interference, spoofing signal is statistically correlated with
the authentic signal, and a spoofer can achieve maximum spoofing efficacy by arbitrarily adjust this signal’s power, code
phase, carrier phase, and signal structure. Spoofing can be broadly classified into the following types of attack:

1) Self-consistent spoofing: This attack synthesizes false code phases and beat carrier phases, such that a desired posi-
tion/timing fix is induced at the victim receiver without triggering an alarm from an unusual code/carrier divergence.
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2) Data/Time spoofing: This attack generates a signal that has counterfeit data bits but is otherwise in near-perfect code-
phase alignment with the authentic signal within the tracking channel of the victim receiver.

3) Security Code Estimation and Replay (SCER): This attack generates a counterfeit signal with a delay, by tracking
individual signals and attempting to estimate each signal’s unpredictable security code chips or navigation data bits on
the fly.

4) Meaconing: This attack records the ensemble of authentic signals and replays them to create a desired position/timing
offset. This can be done by either rebroadcasting the authentic signals recorded from a remote antenna at the intended
position, or inducing independent delay variations in each authentic signal using phased-array signal processing [292].

Spoofing

The threat from GNSS spoofing has been a concern within the GNSS community, ever since a portable spoofer was
developed and successfully tested against a COTS receiver [293]. A number of live-signal spoofing tests in a controlled
environment which followed thereafter also affirmed the effect [34], [36], [294]. This threat continues to be relevant today,
with recent rumors of spoofing “in the wild” seen in specific spots such as Black Sea [295], Syria [296] and China [297],
or affecting multiple victim receivers which coincidentally move along the same track [298]. With recent advancements in
RF microelectronics, together with open-source GNSS signal generation software, building a functional GNSS spoofer will
become more accessible to the masses in the near future [299]. The spoofing threat is also relevant to TRNS because a
functional TRNS spoofer can be modified from a GNSS spoofer, given sufficient resources and knowledge of the TRNS
signal architecture.

TRNS has differentiated itself by having a high SNR and a limited-access standard, which is perceived to be able to counter
against conventional spoofers that rely on high signal power and accurate prediction of spreading code and/or navigation data
bit to mount a successful attack. However, these characteristics do not make TRNS foolproof against all spoofing threats. In
fact, TRNS system has to tackle additional challenges due to high signal strength, wider signal dynamic range, proximity of
threats to transmitters, as well as a potential reliance on GNSS for network synchronization. TRNS therefore faces a longer
list of vulnerabilities from its signal and physical characteristics than GNSS.

Unlike GNSS signals that have signal strength below noise floor, the spreading code sequence of TRNS can be exposed
without the use of high-gain antenna due to its high SNR. Reference [300] shows that the time slot usage, transmitters’ PRN
and navigation data bit of the Metropolitan Beacon System (MBS) from NextNav can be derived by analyzing the power
spectrum of the MBS signal. This makes the cost of SCER attack on TRNS lower than that on GNSS, since the embedded
security codes of TRNS can be more easily observed and hence estimated. In addition, even if TRNS adopts a restricted
access standard and requires the use of secure tamper-resistant receiver to store the secret key like military GNSS signals,
it is still susceptible to record-and-replay attacks.

TRNS provides a wide-area positioning service using a network of synchronized terrestrial transmitters. To ensure high
accuracy in the PNT solution, stringent synchronization and frequency stability requirements are placed on all pseudolites,
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which may be satisfied either by: (1) the use of dedicated low-latency fiber-optic connection across the entire network,
which will incur significant setup cost and will limit the deployment sites, or (2) the use of GNSS-disciplined atomic clocks,
which reduces infrastructure cost and offers greater flexibility in the placement of the pseudolites. While option 2 may
be preferable to providers, it exposes TRNS to an additional attack surface through its reliance upon GNSS. In addition,
the relative accessibility of the pseudolites compared to the Earth-orbiting GNSS satellites indicates that TRNS is more
susceptible to direct attacks, either by physical or cyber tampering, or by co-locating a high-power interference transmitter
to overwhelm its signal.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM GNSS SECURITY

TRNS inherits from traditional radio-navigation a bevy of well-known attacks. For the same reason, TRNS can benefit
from the products of a vibrant research effort over the past 20 years to secure GNSS. Not all the techniques that have
been proposed for securing GNSS are applicable to TRNS— but it is equally true that the obligation of GNSS operators
to backwards compatibility has prevented them from fully exploiting these developments. The time is right to incorporate
what has been learned about GNSS security into TRNS. The purpose of this section is to review some of the most powerful
security techniques that have been proposed for GNSS and to identify those ideas that are compatible with TRNS.

GNSS spoofing defenses proposed in recent literature can be broadly classified into two categories: (1) cryptographic
techniques that utilize unpredictable but verifiable signal modulation in the GNSS spreading code or navigation data, and
(2) non-cryptographic techniques such as signal processing techniques, geometric techniques, or drift monitoring techniques.
A comprehensive review of GNSS spoofing defenses is presented in [4]. While these techniques have been proven to be
effective for GNSS, there are challenges to their implementation for TRNS.

Non-cryptographic Defenses

The preliminary ideas of GNSS spoofing defenses fall within the realm of non-cryptographic defenses, as they do not require
any changes to GNSS signal-in-space (SIS). These techniques are categorized based on their method of differentiating
spoofing signals from authentic signals, by looking for consistency in the signal characteristics, signal geometry, or PNT
solution.

Geometric techniques exploit the RF signals’ geometric diversity to verify the authenticity of the signal source. This
includes angle-of-arrival (AOA) discrimination techniques [8], [9], [301], [302] or Doppler frequency difference of arrival
(FDOA) [303] discrimination using multiple antennas. Other geometric techniques advocate the use of single antenna, and
discriminate spoofed and authentic signals either with a known perturbation profile [304] or random motion profile [305],
or using multiple feeds from a single antenna [306]. The assumptions made by these techniques are: (1) the spoofing
signals generally arrive from below or near the horizon [306], (2) the observations from spoofing signals is not aligned
with the actual geometry between the satellites and the victim receiver [8], [301], and (3) there are strong correlation of
signal characteristics of different satellites from the spoofing signals [9], [302], [304], [305]. However, it is not costly for
a sophisticated spoofer to co-locate dedicated spoofing sources at each of the TRNS pseudolites, thereby defeating all the
assumptions made by these techniques. In addition, the need for hardware modification or additional hardware might not be
suitable for applications that either use an existing hardware for mass-market adoption, or have SWaP-C constraints.

Drift monitoring techniques, on the other hand, look for unusual changes in the output of the receiver, such as position or
clock fix, by coupling with external sensors. These include the use of an oscillator to check for inconsistency in the clock
bias or clock drift [307], or the use of visual/inertial/radar odometry to place constraints on the reasonable error growth of
a position fix [111], [308]. The applicability of these techniques is limited by the SWaP-C constraints of the applications,
and the authentication performance is limited by the accuracy of these sensors.

Signal processing techniques look for sudden deviations in the received signal characteristics to indicate an onset of a
spoofing attack. These techniques detect changes in the received carrier amplitude or the RF front-end’s AGC set-point,
or a distortion in the complex correlation function [309]. Signal processing techniques can be implemented in software,
unlike the previous categories of techniques discussed which require additional hardware. These techniques are effective for
GNSS which has signal strength below the noise floor and narrow signal dynamic range. However, this is not applicable to
TRNS, which generally has high SNR and a wide signal dynamic range for quick acquisition in both dense-urban and indoor
environments. A potential spoofer will have a wide margin to change the total received power and create a distortion-free
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correlation function using the spoofing signal, and these indicators will not be picked up by the PD detector proposed by
[309].

Cryptographic Defenses

The main objective of cryptographic spoofing defenses is to ensure information security. Cryptographic techniques include
encryption, which enforces the secrecy of data from unauthorized access, and authentication which verifies the origin of the
data. They provide three features: (1) authentication, by verifying the origin of information, (2) confidentiality, by protecting
the information from disclosure to non-authorized parties, and (3) integrity, by detecting any unauthorized information
modification. These features increase the resilience of the signal against spoofing.

Several GNSS cryptographic spoofing defenses have been proposed and/or implemented in both civil and limited-access
GNSS signals. These spoofing defenses add cryptographic features in small segments or in entire portion to either the fast-rate
spreading code or the low-rate navigation data. These cryptographic techniques can be classified into the following groups:
(1) navigation message encryption (NME), which encrypts the whole navigation data message before being modulated onto
the spreading code, (2) spreading code encryption (SCE), which encrypts the whole spreading code sequence, (3) navigation
message authentication (NMA), which adds unpredictable digital signature into the navigation data using asymmetric
cryptography, and (4) spreading code authentication (SCA), which inserts unpredictable watermark sequences within the
open spreading code.

The straightforward, blanket encryption of a navigation signal may be attractive as a means both to deny service to stow-
aways and to authenticate the signal to subscribers. However, there are sigificant caveats in both applications. The first
regards the use of symmetric cryptography.

One may apply symmetric encryption to the entire navigation message (NME) and/or the spreading code (SCE, a la the
GPS P(Y) code). The premise is that a spoofer who does not know the symmetric key cannot produce a valid spoofing
signal, or equivalently that a receiver can be confident in a signal that appears in the output of a correlator tuned to the
secret spreading sequence (with similar reasoning for NME). However, a symmetric approach to authentication is extremely
fragile, because a leaked symmetric key can be used for spoofing. For this reason, military deployment of SCE involves
tamper-resistant hardware and costly, elaborate procedures for secure distribution and management of the secret symmetric
keys. This approach is untenable for civil or commercial radio-navigation.

NMA and SCA, in contrast, avoid the fragility of symmetric key management by adopting asymmetric cryptography,
using either delayed release approach or public-private key pair. In SCA, short segments of unpredictable spreading code
sequences (termed as “watermarks”) are interleaved with long segments of predictable spreading codes in fixed or random
positions [290]. The receiver uses the predictable sequences to track the broadcast signal, and stores the unpredictable
segments in the buffer while waiting for the information about the watermarks. Once this information arrives, the receiver
can synthesize the unknown spreading sequence with the correct watermarks embedded in the right position, and correlates
this code segment with the relevant segment from its recorded signal to verify signal authenticity. This technique requires
modifications to the GNSS signal generation. Hence, it will be difficult or impossible to be implemented on existing
GNSS which requires backward compatibility. However, TRNS, which comes with a green-field waveform, can consider the
implementation of SCA into its waveform design.

A growing literature advocates the use of NMA for civil GNSS signal authentication, with proposed implementations for
GPS [290], [310], [311], Galileo [312], [313], QZSS [314] and SBAS [315]–[317]. NMA is already implemented in the
Galileo Open Service, which will start its Open Service Navigation Message Authentication (OSNMA) signal-in-space
transmission in the first quarter of 2020 and have full service available in 2021 [318]. This technique uses either an
asymmetric private-key/public-key approach such as the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) [311], or a
delayed symmetric key release approach such as timed efficient stream loss-tolerant authentication (TESLA) [310]. Unlike
SCA, this technique can be implemented into existing GNSS signal, provided that there are available unused bits in the
navigation message to store the digital signature. However, the leftover bits in the navigation message are usually limited. A
trade-off has to be made between the cryptographic strength of the NMA scheme, which is determined by the size of the key
and the digital signature, and the authentication latency, which is determined by the frequency of digital signature validation.
TRNS has more flexibility in incorporating NMA into their waveform design, and can offer low time-to-first-authenticated-fix
(TTFAF) while maintaining strong cryptographic security.
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In contrast to GNSS, TRNS comes with a clean-slate waveform design, and is not constrained by the need of backward
compatibility. This offers TRNS providers flexibility in their application of the latest cryptographic defense techniques—
many of which were originally proposed for GNSS. The next section proposes one implementation of NME and NMA for
a TRNS.

TRNS SECURITY DESIGN

As discussed in Sec. , this paper addresses TRNS vulnerabilities to two types of adversaries: spoofers and unauthorized
users.

With regard to a spoofing adversary, a subscriber is said to have assured PNT from its TRNS network if either (1) the
subscriber’s pseudorange measurements are not substantially affected by the spoofing signal, or, (2) the spoofing attack is
flagged as such. The security proposal outlined in this section aspires not only to aid a protected TRNS subscriber in meeting
one of these conditions, but also to enable provision of tiered subscriber segments a la selective availability.

Broadly, there are two types of spoofing attacks: one in which the adversary forges a valid signal (navigation message and
spreading code) that has not been previously generated by an authentic transmitter, and the other in which the adversary
simply re-broadcast a signal previously broadcasted by an authentic transmitter. Authentication mechanisms are designed to
thwart the first kind of attack via SCA and/or NMA. Crucially, neither SCA nor NMA can defend against the second type
of spoofing attack [319]. This section focuses on design of an NMA scheme for TRNS that also provides some benefits of
SCA.

At this point, the reader might point out that the GPS P(Y) code in fact uses SCE to prevent the first kind of spoofing
attack. This is true. In the special case where the subscriber (e.g., a SAASM receiver) has a priori access to the spreading
code (i.e., the plaintext) and the symmetric key, but the spoofer does not, SCE can provide authentication. However, this is
untenable in the case of TRNS because a general TRNS subscriber cannot be trusted as benign. As such, this section does
not propose SCE/NME for anti-spoofing.

With regard to unauthorized usage, it is important to concede that it is not possible to prevent the usage of TRNS signals as
a signal-of-opportunity, whereby unauthorized users estimate the position and clock states of the authentic transmitters by
means other than the navigation message. With that said, unauthorized use as a signal-of-opportunity is much more involved
than the case where the navigation message is plainly available. Accordingly, this section proposed the use of NME to limit
terrestrial PNT service to authorized users.

Selective Navigation Message Encryption

This sub-section considers an adversary that is not a valid subscriber of the TRNS service, but nevertheless wishes to exploit
the service. Data confidentiality provided by symmetry key encryption is sufficient to defeat this type of adversary. Beyond
the traditional GNSS NME scheme, which envisions a single segment of authorized users, this paper proposes a scheme that
can be customized for multiple tiers of subscribers. For example, the highest tier subscribers may decrypt the full navigation
message and access the most accurate transmitter position and clock states, whereas lower tier subscribers may only decrypt
a few most significant bits of such information.

Fig. 58 provides an overview of the proposed encryption scheme. This scheme is based on the counter mode (CTR) of the
block cipher operation, which is a standard method to generate a pseudo-random keystream from a short shared secret. The
use of this method requires two components: a shared secret key and a unique initial value (IV). The rest of this sub-section
describes a method that involves tiered distribution of secret keys and the provision of a unique IV.

Each tier of subscription grants access to some subset of the pre-shared secrets (PSS) and corresponding encryption bit
masks (EBM) used by the system. Subscribers download these secrets in batches via a secure secondary channel and
store them in their receivers’ non-volatile memory. At each encryption period (e.g. day of the month), a unique value of
PSS = (PSS1,PSS2), is retrieved from storage. PSS1 takes the role of a symmetric key. PSS2 is concatenated with the
pseudolite ID (TxID) and time of day (ToD), e.g. GPS or UTC time, to form a unique IV, from which the block cipher E
generates the key stream (KS).

KS = E(PSS1, (TxID ∥ToD ∥PSS2))
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Fig. 58: Proposed TRNS NME scheme from the perspective of a high-accuracy service receiver. Note that in the high-accuracy
receiver, both mid- and high-accuracy key streams are computed in order to decrypt the entire message.

Note that while PSS2 is a not publicly-known in this scenario, this is not necessary a requirement. The most important
consideration here is that the same key-IV pair must never be re-used. For example, if ToD were chosen to be “seconds
since midnight”, then the same key-IV pair would repeat every 24 hours until a new PSS pair is retrieved. Accordingly, it
must be ensured that ToD does not repeat faster than the key-swapping period.

A suitable block cipher to be used is AES-128 (Advanced Encryption Scheme, using block size of 128 bits), which offers an
equivalent symmetric-key strength of 128 bits. This symmetric-key strength of 128 bits is recommended by U.S. National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guidelines for cryptographic security beyond 2030. The IV to the block cipher
has to match its block size. The key stream KS is combined with the EBM to form the masked key stream MKS. The EBM
enables tiered usage of NME.

MKS = KS ∧ EBM

The masked key stream is then XOR with the ciphertext C to reveal the plaintext P .

P = MKS⊕ C

Each masked key stream applies to a different set of message bits. A high-accuracy subscriber, for instance, will be provided
with the full suite of pre-shared secrets, enabling it to reconstruct each of the masked key streams and thus to decrypt the
entire message. A mid-accuracy subscriber will only be able to reconstruct the masked key streams protecting the most
significant bits of each of the navigation parameters encoded in the message. Access is further limited to the period of a
subscription by limiting which days’ pre-shared secrets are provided to which receivers. (Naturally, such a scheme cannot
prevent subscribers from sharing secrets with non-subscribers, beyond what protection is possible through e.g. software
obfuscation. Such insider attacks may call for remedies of a legal, rather than technical, nature.)

It must be noted that the stream cipher structure (i.e. XOR-based encryption) is not suitable to ensure the authenticity of
data. That is, it does not prove that an incoming navigation message to a TRNS receiver originates from an authentic TRNS
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pseudolite, because it is malleable: an attacker can take a valid encrypted packet (E(M) ∥CRC(E(M))) and XOR it with
(X ∥CRC(X)) for any bit string X , producing a new valid encrypted packet which decrypts to M ⊕X .

More generically, the symmetric structure of this cipher is not suitable to prevent real-time forgery of encrypted signals by
a spoofer who might also, secretly, be a subscriber with access to the symmetric keys. This type of spoofing attack will be
mitigated with NMA in the next subsection.

Combined Data and Signal Authentication

This sub-section presents an NMA method based on the TESLA protocol [320] that additionally provides limited signal
authentication against a half duplex re-broadcast-type spoofing attack.

Notionally, NMA requires asymmetric cryptography to generate and verify digital signatures, and thereby to perform data
origin authentication. Naı̈ve alternatives using symmetric cryptography suffer from the validator-can-spoof problem: anyone
who can validate such a “signature” can also forge one. However, asymmetric cryptography is substantially more costly
in both computation and communication overhead than symmetric cryptography when compared at an equivalent level of
security (i.e. log2 of the number of operations in the best-known attack). For instance, ECDSA produces signatures whose
length in bits is roughly four times the equivalent security level.

The TESLA protocol introduced a key innovation that bypassed this dilemma and enabled the use of lightweight symmetric
cryptography for NMA. TESLA involves a form of asymmetry based on the delayed release of symmetric keys. This protocol
has emerged as a strong contender among broadcast authentication proposals for GNSS [318]. The communication overhead
of TESLA in bits per authentication epoch is roughly twice the equivalent security level.

1) Data Authentication: This sub-section considers an adversary attempting to spoof the subscribers of a TRNS. Importantly,
such an adversary may be a highest-tier subscriber, and hence have access to all symmetric encryption keys. As such, all
navigation message and spreading code bits, encrypted or otherwise, are known to the adversary.

The authentication design proposed in this paper relies on the vanilla TESLA protocol for data-level authentication. Fig. 59
describes the key chain and message authentication code generation per the TESLA protocol. The TESLA protocol progresses
in a reverse direction along a one-way key chain generation, starting with the root key Kn obtained from the control segment
(i.e. subscription server) and ending with the public key K0 to be dispersed to all subscribers via secondary channels for
bootstrapping. Each downstream key Ki−1 is derived from the upstream key Ki using a one-way hash function HA1, and
subsequently disclosed in the ith broadcast message.

Ki−1 = HA1(Ki)

The specific key corresponding to each epoch Ki is then passed into a different hash function HA2 to generate the input key
K ′

i for a hash-based message authentication code (HMAC) function. The authentication code MACi is computed from the
concatenation Mi of all messages in the ith epoch. The reason for having a second hash function before HMAC is subtle;
interested readers should refer to [320, Sec. 3.4].

Note that authentication is orthogonal to encryption: the scheme works equally well in deployments with no encryption at
all; in this case, the input Mi to the HMAC is the plaintext. In either case, the input to the HMAC is whichever bit string
is known to all receivers once forward error correction has been removed.

MACi = trunc(HMAC(K ′
i,Mi))

= trunc(HMAC(HA2(Ki),Mi))

Fig. 60 shows the process of authentication in an NMA-enabled receiver, which operates in two phases. During the warm-
start phase, the receiver obtains the first packet Pi = [Mi,MACi,Ki−1] from the broadcast. As MACi cannot be verified
instantaneously without the corresponding Ki, the packet is stored in the receiver’s memory until the arrival of Ki. However,
the first received key Ki−1 can still be validated. This is done by applying Ki−1 through the prescribed chain of one-way
hash functions, and by matching the terminal key from the chain with the public key K0 obtained from the server. At the
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Fig. 59: Authentication processes at the TRNS pseudolite, which include one-way key chain generation, MAC generation,
and broadcast packet formation.

next epoch, Ki arrives and the receiver can transit into the steady-state phase, where it can perform both key and MAC
validation. The MAC generated from passing Mi and Ki into the HMAC function is compared with the broadcasted MACi.
The broadcasted MAC is deemed to be authentic if it matches the locally generated MAC. In addition, the broadcasted Ki

goes through a shorter one-way key hash chain to obtain an output key. Ki is considered authentic if the output key matches
with the previously-validated key Ki−1. An authentication event (AE) occurs when both components of the MAC-key pair
are deemed to be valid by the NMA scheme.

TESLA’s security draws from the cryptographic strength of the keyed-hash MAC (HMAC) construction and the one-way
key hash chain, both of which depend on the strength of the underlying hash function, the length of the key, and the size of
the MAC tag. To meet the equivalent key symmetric-key strength of 128 bits for cryptographic security beyond 2030 [321],
SHA-256 is recommended as the hash function to be used, and the key size is required to be at least 128 bits. NIST also
recommends the size of the MAC tag to be at least 32 bits, to minimize the occurrence of MAC tag forgery [322]. Hence,
the authentication overhead is at least 160 bits per AE. In addition, [323] mentions that the collision resistance of the hash
chain decreases linearly with its length. The length of the key generation chain should therefore either be appropriately
limited, or be circumvented by increasing the key length at the cost of a higher authentication overhead.

2) Signal Authentication: The proposed NMA scheme—that is, the TESLA-based MAC-and-key mechanism described thus
far—only serves to verify the origin of the data. Hence, the data fields relevant to the PNT calculation, such as the pseudolites’
positions and timing offsets, are authenticated. However, NMA does not prevent attacks wherein the spoofer re-broadcasts
an authentic TRNS signal.

One type of re-broadcast attack, known as security code estimation and replay (SCER), requires the spoofer to measure
and estimate the current broadcast symbol, and then generate and transmit a forged signal with the desired delay. There is
known to be no absolute defense against SCER spoofing in a uni-directional radionavigation system. However, a mitigating
factor is that SCER attacks are somewhat challenging to execute because of the need for the spoofer to full duplex.

In a lower-cost half-duplex attack, the spoofer transmits either intermittently or in an open-loop fashion, generating the
spoofing waveform using only information collected while not transmitting. Removing the requirement for nanosecond-
latency real-time bit estimation removes substantial engineering challenges in mounting this attack. However, such a spoofer
faces a dilemma when dealing with the unpredictable segments of the broadcast message: it can continue with its open-loop
transmission and make random guesses about the unpredictable bits, thereby running a high risk of triggering an alarm from
NMA; or it can modulate its transmission amplitude to leave an open window for the true signal to pass through. This
is significant, because this modulation is potentially detectable by a clever receiver, which will raise an alarm. To avoid
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Fig. 60: Authentication processes within the TRNS receiver, which includes key validation during bootstrapping, and both
key and MAC validation during steady-state phase.

detection, the spoofer must limit the rate of change of amplitude and phase variables that it is introducing in between these
open windows. Thus, while the half-duplex spoofer would like to introduce controlled delays (and hence position offsets) into
the victim’s delay-locked loop, each open window forces it to smoothly transition these delay variables back to zero. This
limits the size of possible undetectable offsets. The rest of this section extends the TESLA-based NMA scheme to maximize
the number of open windows that the half-duplex adversary must deal with, thus providing limited signal authentication.

Since the adversary considered here is potentially a highest-tiered subscriber, everything but MACi and Ki are already known
to the adversary. If the unknown bits are packaged together at the end of an epoch, as is conventional in data networks, the
half-duplex adversary is very effective: the only open windows the receiver can expect are those covering the (infrequent)
MAC and key packets; otherwise, the attacker is free to transmit faulty timings provided that they send valid data.

The key idea introduced in this paper is to leaven the unpredictable MACi bits into the navigation message packets such
that the time duration between any two open windows is as short as possible. This process is shown in Figs. 61 and 62.
The watermark bits are placed at predictable positions in the navigation message stream so that the receiver can still access
the relevant fields for PNT calculation. The exact locations of these watermark bits are non-critical, as they will be spread
throughout the transmitted waveform by the interleaver. However, the watermarks should be spaced out by at least the
constraint length of the convolutional code in order to maximize the number of affected code bits.

The requirement to introduce controlled delays and transition them to zero before the next open window, together with
maximal frequency of open windows, limits the adversary’s ability to spoof large position incursions.
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Fig. 61: NMA for a TRNS navigation stream. Error detection, forward error correction, and encryption are not shown.
Authentication packets terminate each authentication epoch, and contain the TESLA key for the previous epoch (red), together
with a message authentication code (green) computed from the preceding packets in the current epoch. “Watermark” MAC
bits (green stripes) are inserted at fixed positions to frustrate half-duplex spoofing attacks. Note that while authentication
can proceed without all MAC bits, it cannot proceed without all key bits. For this reason, HMAC output bits (green) may
be truncated to trade reduced security for reduced authentication overhead, but key bits (red) cannot be truncated.

The duration between open windows is minimized if all of the MACi and Ki bits are uniformly distributed across the
navigation message. However, note that while authentication can proceed without all MAC bits, it cannot proceed without
all key bits. Leavening key bits in the navigation message would increase the likelihood of failed authentication due to a
packet error containing a key bit. Accordingly, the proposed protocol leavens only the HMAC output bits to trade reduced
security for reduced authentication overhead. Another consequence of a packet error would be incomplete recovery of the
navigation message bits, which would also preclude authentication. Fortunately, a receiver may re-construct lost navigation
message bits before computing the MAC if these bits are known to be repeated verbatim on a set schedule, and at least one
was successfully decoded.

Although this elaboration of the proposed NMA scheme provides a degree of signal authentication, it is not foolproof against
all types of spoofing attacks. It aims for the lesser goal of defeating half-duplex attacks and forcing attackers to turn to more
costly alternatives like SCER. Unfortunately, SCA fares no better against SCER attacks than the proposed MAC-leavened
NMA scheme. As such, use of exotic signal-level authentication schemes provide no additional advantage.

CONCLUSION

This paper outlines the unique vulnerabilities of a generic T-PNT system due to its terrestrial infrastructure, high signal
strength with wide dynamic range for deep-urban and indoor coverage, and a potential reliance on GNSS for network
synchronization. Despite these challenges, this paper draws upon the flexibility offered by a clean-slate TRNS waveform
to propose cryptographic schemes that offers more than protection against both low-cost spoofers and unauthorized users.
An NME scheme is introduced, which not only limits T-PNT service to authorized users, but also can be customized for
multiple subscriber tiers by implementing selective decryption. In addition, a novel TESLA-based NMA scheme that leavens
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Fig. 62: NMA for a short-packet TRNS navigation stream. Packets may be fragmented (e.g. Start, Stop) as required. The
schedule of packet types, analogous to almanac pages in GPS, determines the time-to-first-fix. To improve authentication
robustness, a receiver may re-construct lost packets before computing the MAC if these packets are known to be repeated
verbatim on a set schedule, and at least one was successfully decoded. Note that a spoofer attempting a downgrade attack
(spoofing a zero bit in the “Encrypted” field) will trigger authentication alarms.

unpredictable MAC bits into the navigation message packets is presented, which provides both data authentication and a
certain degree of signal authentication against half-duplex spoofing attacks. While the proposed schemes are not fool-proof
against all types of spoofing attacks and unauthorized use (e.g. as signals of opportunity), they offer robust and accurate
PNT service only to TRNS subscribers with selective availability and enhanced data security.

5c Autonomous Signal-Situational-Awareness in a Terrestrial Radionavi-
gation System

ABSTRACT

This paper aims to augment terrestrial radionavigation systems (TRNS) with autonomous signal-situational-awareness capa-
bility, allowing TRNS operators to detect spoofing and meaconing attacks within their systems. Such a capability is necessary
to address a vulnerability to certain replay attacks that remains even when TRNS signals are secured by navigation message
encryption and authentication. Two signal authentication techniques are developed to detect a weak spoofing signal in the
presence of static and dynamic multipath. Both are shown to be effective in simulations of the varied operating environments
that TRNS will encounter. With autonomous signal-situational-awareness, TRNS gain a defensive capability that GNSS cannot
easily match: a comprehensive defense against most man-in-the-middle attacks on position, navigation, and timing services.
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INTRODUCTION

Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) struggle to provide positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) coverage in deep-
urban and indoor environments. Current and upcoming terrestrial radionavigation systems (TRNS) like Locata [283] and
NextNav [324] seek to extend PNT coverage by placing powerful ranging beacons throughout an urban environment. GNSS
and TRNS face shared challenges in signal authentication and anti-spoofing that arise from fundamental properties of radio
systems. Thus, the extensive scholarship on GNSS vulnerabilities [2], [7] largely applies to TRNS.

As recently outlined in [325], however, TRNS have unique security challenges: (1) the dynamic range of TRNS signal
power is vastly wider than that of GNSS, allowing would-be spoofers access to high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) signals and
complicating spoofing mitigation based on simultaneous demodulation of spoofed and authentic waveforms [326]; (2) the
angular distributions of spoofed, authentic, and multipath signals significantly overlap, rendering angle-of-arrival techniques
based on multi-element antennas [9], [327] less effective; and (3) TRNS transmitters are physically accessible.

Nevertheless, TRNS also have inherent security advantages. Chief among these is that TRNS transmitters also function as
receivers and can thus (1) accurately characterize the surrounding signal landscape’s nominal statistics and thereafter (2)
search for anomalies that reveal the presence of interfering signals. Current development of commercial TRNS clean-slate
designs offers an opportunity to exploit this advantage of TRNS for enhanced security.

Related Work in Signal-Processing-Based Spoofing Detection Techniques: Several spoofing detection techniques proposed
in the GNSS literature apply advanced signal processing algorithms to extract signal characteristics for source verification.
Unlike other non-cryptographic spoofing defenses, these techniques can be readily implemented on existing GNSS receivers
via a firmware upgrade. They can be divided into two classes, one that detects the inception of a spoofing attack, and another
that performs a brute-force search for all signals in the landscape for post-inception detection.

Included in the first class are techniques that look for a sudden deviation in the received signal characteristics (carrier
amplitude, beat carrier phase, code phase, carrier-to-noise density ratio, or received power) to detect the onset of a spoofing
attack [328]–[330]. Also included are techniques based on Signal Quality Monitoring (SQM) that identify anomalous
distortion in the complex correlation function [309], [331]. Multiple signal metrics can be derived by combining observations
of both the received power and the correlation function distortion [5].

The second class of techniques performs a brute-force acquisition search for the presence of known signals using Complex
Ambiguity Function (CAF) monitoring [332]. This approach avoids the problem of missed detection due to the transient
nature of initial spoofing drag-off.

These techniques generally work for GNSS, as it has signal strength below the noise floor and a narrow dynamic range
of signal power. In contrast, TRNS generally have high SNR—for quick acquisition in both dense-urban and indoor
environments—and a wide signal power dynamic range. Analogous to variations in the received signal strength from low-
elevation GNSS satellites in an urban environment, without detailed knowledge of its deep-fading channel model, a mobile
receiver cannot straightforwardly predict the received signal strength of the authentic signal emanating from a particular
TRNS beacon. Relatedly, when masquerading its signal as common multipath, a potential spoofer will have a wide margin
to adjust its power in its attempt to overtake a victim receiver’s tracking loops. In general, because TRNS operate in a
quantitatively distinct regime of parameter space compared to GNSS (see [333, Subsec. 5.2.3]) it is challenging for mobile
TRNS receivers to directly apply existing GNSS-targeted techniques for spoofing detection.

On the other hand, TRNS infrastructural monitors can fully exploit signal processing techniques for spoofing detection.
Assuming that each has multiple correlators and secure clock synchronization [334], such monitors can narrowly characterize
all signals in their nominal operating environments, after which signal anomalies in the surveilled landscape become apparent.
This paper capitalizes on this feature of TRNS to propose two signal authentication techniques customized for TRNS monitors.
It will be shown that a spoofing signal—even one with SNR below that of the authentic signal—can be detected despite the
presence of static and dynamic multipath.

Related Work in TRNS Security: The present work complements the cryptographic security proposal presented in [325].
Briefly, [325] proposes a multi-tiered navigation message encryption (NME) + message authentication code (MAC)-based
navigation message authentication (NMA) scheme. One can think of [325] as offering a basic level of navigation security
via cryptographic methods. No TRNS should be fielded without such basic measures.

However, the techniques proposed in [325] are not sufficient to secure TRNS because the exposed spreading codes of a
high-SNR TRNS signals makes them vulnerable to replication in a security code estimation and replay (SCER) [335] or
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meaconing attack. More generally, NME+NMA cannot fully protect TRNS against low-latency replay attacks. Even exotic
signal-level security techniques like spreading code authentication (SCA) [291] or deterministic code-phase dithering [336]
can be rendered ineffective by a spoofer’s ability to access high-power authentic signals in a TRNS network.

Contributions: To address the gap in TRNS defenses against low-latency signal replay attacks, this paper proposes an
autonomous signal-situational-awareness (SSA) overlay capability within a TRNS network. SSA is intended to augment
basic TRNS cryptographic security. While some spoofers will remain undetectable, SSA gives TRNS operators a significantly
improved chance of catching threats and alerting users without resorting to costly full-duplex techniques (those requiring
bi-directional communication with users). Note that SSA is not possible for current GNSS space vehicles in medium Earth
orbit, which can neither receive each other’s signals nor detect low-power ground-based spoofers. This work seeks to place
TRNS SSA on a solid theoretical and practical footing. First, signal authentication techniques for SSA are developed based
on the prior work in [5] and [6]. Second, simulations with a theoretical model of multipath and spoofing signals are used
to quantify the effectiveness of autonomous SSA under some of the myriad operating conditions encountered by generic
TRNS.

SIGNAL AUTHENTICATION

This paper adopts a Bayesian binary hypothesis testing framework for distinguishing between the null hypothesis H0 for
the spoof-free case, and the alternate hypothesis H1 for the spoofing case. The TRNS pre-correlation and post-correlation
signal model for single-spoofer scenarios in a multipath environment, together with the probability distributions of signal
components required to characterize the detection statistic, have been outlined in [333, Sec. 5.2]. This section develops the
measurement models and formulates the detection statistics for signal authentication.

Consider a TRNS monitor receiving signals from a transmitting TRNS beacon at a standoff distance d, with its post-
correlation output described by [333, Eq. 5.6]. There will typically be a significant number NM of multipath components
evident in the post-correlation function ξk(τ) ending at time tk = kT , where T is the accumulation interval, but due to
the quasi-static nature of the urban environment, the variation in ξk(τ) will be small over (tk−1, tk], ∀k. These variations
are caused by (1) thermal noise, (2) time-varying receiver non-idealities, and (3) urban environment movement. The first
two factors are modeled by additive white Gaussian noise rN (t), whose contribution to ξk(τ) is detailed in [333, Sec. 5.2],
while the third factor is modeled as a dynamic multipath component. Revisiting [333, Eq. 5.6], each multipath component
can be further segregated into static ξMs(k,i) and dynamic ξMd(k,i) components:

NM∑
i=1

ξM(k,i)(τ) =

NM∑
i=1

[
ξMs(k,i)(τ) + ξMd(k,i)(τ)

]
(47)

Let l be the number of signal taps sampling ξk(τ) across the lag window of interest, τw > 0, with the centermost tap
being aligned with τ = 0, the location of the receiver’s estimate of the authentic signal’s correlation function peak, and the
remaining taps being evenly spaced across τw. The uniform tap spacing is

∆δ =
τw
l − 1

and the vector of tap locations is

δ =
[
−τw

2
,−τw

2
+ ∆δ, · · · , τw

2
−∆δ,

τw
2

]T
∈ Rl

with δi = − τw
2 + (i− 1)∆δ representing the ith tap location, i = 1, · · · , l.

Being complex-valued, the post-correlation function can be viewed as having in-phase quadrature components: ξk(τ) =
Ik(τ) + jQk(τ). Samples of ξk(τ) at the locations in δ can be stacked into a single correlation measurement vector:

qk =
[
Ik (δ1) , Qk (δ1), . . . , Ik(δl) , Qk (δl)

]T ∈ R2l (48)

A hypothesis test for signal anomaly detection can be formulated in terms of the change in the distribution of qk due to an
additional signal component or components. Let p0(qk) and p1(qk) be the distribution of qk under the null (H0, no spoofing
present) and alternate (H1, spoofing present) hypotheses respectively.
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The measurement qk can be further dissected into its individual components:

H0 : qk = q̄ +wk (49a)
H1 : qk = q̄ + µk +wk (49b)

Here, q̄ is the mean of qk under H0, and wk ∼ N (0, P ) is the measurement noise under both hypotheses, with P =
E[(qk − q̄)(qk − q̄)T] being its covariance. P includes contributions due to dynamic multipath, thermal noise, and receiver
non-idealities. Under H1, there additionally enters a correlation distortion vector µk, which is a function of the false signal’s
code and carrier offsets ∆τDk and ∆θDk defined relative to the authentic signal’s code and carrier phase. µk will be further
detailed in a later section. The amplitude of the false signal is given by ϵDk > 0. In the case of a successful detection,
the false signal’s amplitude and code and carrier offsets may also be estimated. For a false detection, estimates of these
parameters are specious; typically, they match those of a strong dynamic multipath component.

The hypotheses H0 and H1 can be expressed in terms of probability distributions as follows, where p0(qk) is modeled as
a Gaussian distribution with a mean of q̄ and covariance P , and p1(qk) has the same distribution but with an unknown
deviation to the mean:

H0 : qk ∼ N (q̄, P ) (50a)
H1 : qk ∼ N (q̄ + µk, P ) (50b)

This model conservatively assumes that P is identical under both H0 and H1. A spoofing signal can introduce additional
time variation in ξk(τ) due to its own dynamic multipath, which can inflate P in the positive definite sense. However, it
is impossible to know the increase in the magnitude of P a priori, so a less-sensitive model of having a constant P is
assumed.

Suppose one subtracts the static components of ξk(τ). This is analogous to performing nominal signal cancellation in the
correlation domain by removing the component of ξk(τ) due to the authentic signal and removing the static multipath∑NM

i=1 ξMs(k,i)(τ). Then the correlation deviation function ξzk(τ) = Izk(τ) + jQzk(τ) can be obtained:

ξzk(τ) = ξSk(τ) +

NM∑
i=1

ξMd(k,i)(τ) + ξNk(τ) (51)

where ξSk(τ) denotes the contribution to ξk(τ) due to the spoofing signal. Let

zk ≜ qk − q̄

=
[
Izk (δ1) , Qzk (δ1), . . . , Izk(δl) , Qzk (δl)

]T ∈ R2l

be the vector composed of samples of ξzk(τ) at the tap locations in δ. The model in (50) can now be rewritten as

H0 : zk ∼ N (0, P ) (52a)
H1 : zk ∼ N (µk, P ) (52b)

The model in (52) is a special case of the general Gaussian problem [337] for which the optimal detection test can be
reduced to

L(zk) = zT
kP

−1zk − (zk − µk)
TP−1(zk − µk)

H1

≷
H0

ν (53)

where L(zk) is the log likelihood ratio and ν > 0 is the threshold that yields the chosen probability of false alarm PF .

This paper tackles the detection problem using two different techniques, an Anomaly Test (AT), which simply measures the
fit of the observation zk to the H0 distribution by considering only the first term of (53), and a Generalized Likelihood Ratio
Test (GLRT), which estimates µk from the observations zk to form the full detection statistic L(zk) for the hypothesis test.
These two techniques are elaborated in the following subsections.
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Anomaly Test (AT)

Consider the optimal test in (53), which can be simplified by evaluating just the likelihood of the p0(zk) distribution:

L∗
AT(zk) = zT

kP
−1zk

H1

≷
H0

ν∗AT (54)

where ν∗AT > 0 is the threshold that yields the chosen PF given the p0(zk) distribution.

This technique can be used to detect any changes from the nominal signal landscape due to the presence of RFI. Due to
its low computational needs, it is favorable for round-the-clock surveillance of the signal landscape. However, it does not
glean any insight into the characteristics of the spoofing signal, unlike the GLRT detector, which will be elaborated in the
next subsection.

Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT)

The set of correlation distortion parameters {ϵDk,∆τDk,∆θDk} is first estimated using a modified maximum-likelihood
(ML) technique proposed in [338]. The estimator derived from this ML technique can detect any anomalous signal over a
wide range of spoofing-to-authentic code offsets. This subsection details the adaptation of this estimator for TRNS spoofing
detection.

The complex-valued ith tap of the correlation distortion function at time index k, ξDk(τ) ≜ IDk(τ)+ jQDk(τ) is expressed
in terms of its amplitude ϵDk, code phase offset ∆τDk and carrier phase offset ∆θDk as

ξDk(δi) = ϵDkR(δi −∆τDk) exp(j∆θDk) + ξNk(δi) (55)

The correlation distortion vector µk is similarly obtained by stacking the correlation distortion function from multiple taps:

µk =
[
IDk (δ1) , QDk (δ1), . . . , IDk(δl) , QDk (δl)

]T
(56)

The estimation of the correlation distortion’s code phase offset can be separated from the estimation of its amplitude and
carrier phase offset by exploiting the linear relationship

ξDk = H(∆τDk, δ)ϵDk exp(j∆θDk) (57)

where ξDk = [ξDk(δ1), · · · , ξDk(δl)]
T and the observation matrix H(∆τDk, δ) is

H(∆τDk, δ) =

R(δ1 −∆τDk)
...

R(δl −∆τDk)

 (58)

A coarse search is first performed by setting the code phase estimate ∆τ̂Dk = δi for i = 1, · · · , l and solving for the ML
estimate of ϵDk exp(j∆θDk) for each candidate ∆τ̂Dk:

ϵ̂Dk exp(j∆θ̂Dk) =[
HT(∆τ̂Dk, δ)Q

−1H(∆τ̂Dk, δ)
]−1

HT(∆τ̂Dk, δ)Q
−1ξzk

(59)

where Q is the l × l Toeplitz matrix that accounts for the correlation of the complex Gaussian thermal noise among the
taps [339], and ξzk = ξzk(δ) is the vector of correlation deviation function from all signal taps. The (a, b)th element of Q
is Qa,b = R(|a− b|∆δ), where ∆δ is the tap spacing.

The cost Jk corresponding to each set of estimates
{
âDk,∆τ̂Dk,∆θ̂Dk

}
is calculated as

Jk = ∥ξzk −HT(∆τ̂Dk, δ)ϵ̂Dk exp(j∆θ̂Dk)∥2Q (60)

where the norm is defined such that ∥x∥2Q = xTQ−1x. The cost Jk is proportional to the negative log-likelihood function,
so the set with the minimum cost is the ML estimate.
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A bisecting search is then performed to obtain a refined code phase estimate using linear interpolation. At each bisection point,
new amplitude and carrier phase estimates are determined by re-evaluating (59). The process is repeated until Jk converges,
and the resulting estimates are accepted as the maximum-likelihood estimate

{
ϵ̂Dk,∆τ̂Dk,∆θ̂Dk

}
. This estimate, with

an example shown in Fig. 63, can correspond to the signal characteristics of the dynamic multipath, or spoofing signal,
depending on their relative signal amplitude and code offset.

The maximum-likelihood estimate of ξDk(τ) can be computed as

ξ̂Dk(τ) ≜ ÎDk + jQ̂Dk (61)

= ϵ̂DkR(−∆τ̂Dk + τ) exp(j∆θ̂Dk) (62)

from which the correlation distortion vector

µ̂k =
[
ÎDk (δ1) , Q̂Dk (δ1) , . . . , ÎDk (δl) , Q̂Dk (δl)

]T
is obtained to evaluate the optimal test (53).

Fig. 63: The measured correlation distortion function ξDk(τ) (dashed black) and its ML estimate ξ̂Dk(τ) (solid black) from
an example scenario, shown in their in-phase components. The dotted black line corresponds to the delay of the authentic
signal τA. Note that ξ̂Dk(τ) has a closer match to ξSk(τ) (red) than to ξMk(τ) (magenta), which implies that the estimated
correlation distortion function is a good representation of the spoofing signal’s correlation function.

Since both p0(zk) and p1(zk) are assumed to have the same covariance, (53) can be reduced to

L′(zk) = µ̂T
kP

−1zk
H1

≷
H0

ν′ (63)

where ν′ > 0 is the threshold that yields the chosen PF based on the distribution of L′(zk) under H0.

Analysis can be further simplified by letting za,k = R−T
a zk and µa,k = R−T

a µk, where Ra is the Cholesky factorization
of P . The optimal test then becomes

L∗
GLRT(za,k) = µ̂T

a,kza,k
H1

≷
H0

ν∗GLRT (64)

which implies a correlation-and-accumulation structure, with ν∗GLRT being the threshold derived from the H0 distribution
using a chosen PF .

This technique is sub-optimal, as the quality of the detector depends on the quality of the estimated parameters {ϵDk,∆τDk,∆θDk}
from ML estimation. Nonetheless, it is effective in discerning H1 from H0 for TRNS spoofing detection.

SIMULATIONS

The AT and GLRT spoofing detectors were tested in simulation under different scenarios. The following subsections outline
the simulation setup, and the performance of the detectors under different operating conditions (different transmitter power
level and receiver sensitivity range).
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Fig. 64: Simulation setup used for all test cases. The transmitting beacon and the spoofer are located 10 km and 2 km away
from the monitoring beacon respectively. The top plot shows the amplitude of the authentic and spoofing signals over a
10 km by 4 km grid, both of which are above the noise floor of the receiver.

Simulation Setup

In order to have indoor positioning capability, the transmit power and spatial distribution of TRNS beacons have to compensate
for high signal energy absorption by building materials, while minimizing infrastructure cost and near-far interference. Fig. 64
represents a small subset of a dense mesh deployment of TRNS beacons with a spacing of 10 km. The worst case scenario
of spoofing is considered in all test cases, where a zero-latency spoofer was placed along the line-of-sight path between a
pair of transmit and listening beacons. In each run, the spoofer power was set to reflect the spoofing power ratio (i.e. ratio
of the spoofing power versus the authentic signal power) at the receiving beacon. A path loss exponent α of 3 was used to
reflect a generic urban environment of the TRNS beacons [340]. The monitoring receiver’s antenna experiences an ambient
temperature T of 290 K, and has a front-end bandwidth B of 20 MHz. 10000 runs were conducted during the calibration
phase using H0 distribution, which is made up of 1 authentic signal, 8 static multipath and 1 dynamic multipath. Each
post-correlation function ξk(τ) is computed across a correlation window of 20 chips from 1 ms of signal accumulation. The
test statistics collated during calibration were used to compute the thresholds for each detector, based on a probability of
false alarm PFA of 1 in 1000. 2000 runs were then conducted during the trial phase, with an additional spoofing signal
in the landscape, to determine the probability of detection PD of the spoofing signal at each spoofing power ratio. The
distributions of all the signal components were outlined in [333, Subsec. 5.2.2].
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Fig. 65: Simulation results for AT and GLRT detectors, without dynamic multipath (No DM) and with dynamic multipath
(DM). For discussion on the long-tail distribution on the right, see Subsection . While the DM curve of GLRT appears
similar to that of AT, it exhibits differences at the 5% level in the vicinity of the threshold.

Detector Comparison

Fig. 65 shows the performance of the AT and GLRT detectors, respectively, at a beacon transmit power of 30W. This power
is sufficient to compensate for propagation and absorption losses over a 10 km spacing between beacons, as anticipated by
a TRNS provider like NextNav. Each detector is simulated both with and without a dynamic multipath component. In each
of these 4 cases, the condition under which the detector is trained and the condition under which it is evaluated is the same.
It is no surprise that the confounding influence of dynamic multipath reduces the performance of each detector. Absent
dynamic multipath, the GLRT exhibits a sensitivity advantage of roughly 5 dB. Under dynamic multipath, neither detector
exhibits a significant advantage: the GLRT’s 50% sensitivity threshold is 0.13 dB better (i.e. lower) than that of the AT.

In the dynamic multipath cases, each detector exhibits a sharp threshold and a long tail of false negatives. The region to the
left of the threshold is dominated by noise. In this regime, PD improves with increasing spoofing power ratio as the spoofing
power approaches the noise floor at the receiver. To the right is the multipath-dominated region. Here, a false negative rate of
10% narrows towards zero with increasing spoofing power ratio. This occurs because, as discussed in [333, Subsec. 5.2.2],
the spoofer’s simulated code phase may coincide with the window of correlator output taps that are effectively desensitized
by dynamic multipath. Due to the particular parameters used, this occurs 10% of the time. At high enough spoofing power
ratio, this desensitization no longer prevents detection.

Different Levels of Transmitter Power

Fig. 66 shows the detection performance of the GLRT detector under different authentic transmitter power levels. Each
simulated detection has access to only 1 ms of signal. Considering transmit power levels running upwards from −70 dBW,
detection performances improve at all spoofing power ratios until the detector exhibits a saturation effect at a transmit power
level of 10 dBW. Note that the spacing between adjacent curves is not uniform with transmit power level.

In order to interpret the saturation and non-uniform spacing effects, one may recast these observations in terms of received
power (not spoofing power ratio) versus transmitted power. However, in order to do this, one must choose a single point
on the PD curve to summarize detector performance at a particular transmit power level. In Fig. 67, this point is arbitrarily
chosen to be the 50% detection threshold. That is, at any given transmit power level, Fig. 67 shows the received power
corresponding to a 50% rate of detection of the spoofer by the TRNS monitor.

Fig. 67 suggests that the saturation and non-uniform spacing phenomena in Fig. 66 indicate the presence of 3 quantitatively
distinct regimes, in order from right to left:
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Fig. 66: Simulation results of the GLRT detector under different transmitter power level.

• Region I: Quantization noise power PQ dominates over thermal noise PN at the receiver, where PN = SnnB is the
noise power over a channel bandwidth B and Snn being the noise spectral density. Furthermore, the sensitivity threshold
PI is greater than PN .

• Region II: Thermal noise dominates over quantization noise and the detection threshold is comparable to the thermal
noise level, PI ≈ PN .

• Region III: Thermal noise still dominates and the spoofing signal is only detectable post-correlation (PI ≪ PN ).

Naturally, if PI > PA, then we are “in clover”: detection is not challenging!

Receiver Front-End Details: The boundary between Regions I and II is sensitive to the behavior of the programmable gain
amplifier (PGA) in the monitoring receiver. One common model for a quantizing receiver is to build a variable attenuator
followed by a fixed-gain amplifier before the signal reaches the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC). In order to avoid
saturating the ADC, that is, exceeding its input voltage range, the variable attenuator is commanded to reduce the power
from the antenna according to the statistics of the ADC output in a feedback loop. In Fig. 66, the PD curves begin “stacking
up” when the transmit power becomes high enough to enter Region I: that is, when additional transmit power must be exactly
offset by increased attenuation in the receiver. In this regime, thermal noise is negligible compared to quantization noise,
which tracks with transmitter power. Thus, in Region I, the slope of the 50% detection curve in Fig. 67 is unity. Increasing
the transmitter power in Region I does not improve PD because the variable attenuator is forced to further suppress the
incoming signal by the same amount, leading to no net increase in sensitivity.

In Region II, there is no suppression of the incoming signal by the variable attenuator, as all received signals are within
the sensitivity range of the ADC at full PGA gain. Assuming as in Section that cancellation of the authentic signal and
the static multipath components at the monitoring receiver may be considered perfect in this regime, the detector need only
distinguish the spoofing signal from thermal noise and dynamic multipath. So long as the dynamic multipath remains relevant
(i.e. comparably strong to the spoofed signal), it will prevent the receiver from identifying spoofing signals that are below
the noise floor. resulting in a relatively flat 50% detection curve.

In Region III, both the spoofing signal and dynamic multipath have processing gain advantage over thermal noise from
despreading. The detector in this regime has to only differentiate the spoofing signal from dynamic multipath, with this
sensitivity decreasing with lower transmit power level, resulting in the 50% detection curve having a slope less than unity.

Receiver Sensitivity Range

Fig. 68 shows the detection performance of the GLRT detector with different ADC bit depths for two distinct transmit power
levels, and Fig. 69 shows these data recast in terms of RX power at the 50% detection threshold versus authentic signal
TX power. One may infer that the sensitivity threshold does not improve with bit depth at low transmit power levels. With
regards to the regions discussed in Subsection , these plots reveal two trends. First, a larger ADC bit depth results in a lower
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Fig. 67: Simulation results of the GLRT detector under different transmitter power, showing the 50% detection sensitivity
curve with 3-bit quantization.

quantization noise level in Region I due to lower suppression by the variable attenuator. Second, the dividing line between
Regions I and II moves rightward with increasing bit depth. That is, the thermal noise dominates up to a higher transmit
power level. Quantization is not the performance-limiting factor in Region III.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes the addition of signal-situational-awareness (SSA) capability to the TRNS network, to augment crypto-
graphic NME+NMA scheme in countering against SCER and meaconing attacks. Two signal authentication techniques are
proposed for SSA that allow TRNS operator to detect weak signal spoofing in the presence of multipath without the use of
costly full-duplex techniques. The first technique, the Anomaly Test, compares the current observations against an empirical
model of typical (nominal) observations, and has an advantage in simplicity and performance. The second technique searches
for the spoofing signal and compares the observations against a reconstruction of the most likely spoofer: the Generalized
Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT) technique. The GLRT method performs as well or better than the Anomaly Test in all
considered test conditions. The GLRT exhibits a sensitivity advantage of 5 dB over the Anomaly Test in the absence of
dynamic multipath, which drops to 0.13 dB in the presence of dynamic multipath. In addition, the GLRT has a 50% spoofer
detection threshold up to −74 dB with high transmit power level and 6-bit ADC quantization. Simulations of both detectors
under various operating conditions encountered by a generic TRNS quantify their performance. Terrestrial radionavigation
systems will benefit not only from techniques designed to secure traditional GNSS, but also from the exploitation of novel
opportunities for signal situational awareness arising from the proximity and mutual audibility of the transmitting beacons,
rendering TRNS more resilient against man-in-the-middle attacks.

5d Autonomous Signal-Situational-Awareness in a Terrestrial Radionavi-
gation System
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Fig. 68: Simulation results of the GLRT detector with different ADC bit depth, for a 0 dBW (top) and 40 dBW (bottom)
transmitter located at 10 km away from a listening beacon.

ABSTRACT

Intersection movement assist (IMA) is a connected vehicle (CV) application to improve vehicle safety. GPS spoofing attack
is one major threat to the IMA application since inaccurate localization results may generate fake warnings that increase
rear-end crashes, or cancel real warnings that may lead to angle or swipe crashes. In this work, we first develop a GPS
spoofing attack model to trigger the IMA warning of entry vehicles at a roundabout driving scenario. The attack model can
generate realistic trajectories while achieving the attack goal. To defend against such attacks, we further design a one-class
classifier to distinguish the normal vehicle trajectories from the trajectories under attack. The proposed model is validated
with a real-world data set collected from Ann Arbor, Michigan. Results show that although the attack model triggers the
IMA warning in a short time (i.e., in a few seconds), the detection model can still identify the abnormal trajectories before
the attack succeeds with low false positive and false negative rates.

INTRODUCTION

Connected vehicle (CV) technology has great potential to benefit the transportation system in terms of improving system
efficiency, sustainability, and safety. Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication enables the CVs to send and receive real-
time information from other nearby vehicles, for example, Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) to avoid collisions. BSMs play
an important role in multiple CV applications, such as intersection movement assist (IMA), a widely implemented CV
application to improve vehicle safety [341]. The IMA system can be applied when vehicles pass through unsignalized
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Fig. 69: Simulation results of the GLRT detector under different transmitter power, showing the 50% detection sensitivity
curve with different levels of quantization. The boundary between Regions I and II varies with depth and is shown for 6-bit
quantization.

intersections. It receives other approaching vehicles’ information such as location and speed to determine whether it is safe
to enter the intersection. If a potential collision is detected, a warning message will be generated and sent to the driver (e.g.,
through an in-vehicle display or an audio warning). Among all information that is shared through V2V communication,
vehicle position is critical in deciding whether to generate warnings to drivers. To obtain a vehicle’s real-time position, a
GPS receiver is commonly used for vehicle localization and navigation [342], [343]. Commercial-grade GPS receivers can
get vehicle position within a meter accuracy [342] while AV-grade GPS receiver has centimeter-level positioning accuracy
[344]. It is important to guarantee that the vehicle’s localization module is accurate and reliable.

Existing studies show that GPS receivers are vulnerable to multiple cyber attacks. One major threat is the spoofing attack,
which has been proved feasible both theoretically [345] and practically on various systems [346], including in autonomous
vehicles [344]. To defend against GPS spoofing attacks, multiple detection methods have been proposed, including filter-based
methods and observer-based methods [347] [348]. However, the proposed methods either rely on other onboard sensors or
V2V information from surrounding vehicles, which may not be available in the CV environment with a low penetration rate.
Our previous work [349] proposed a GPS spoofing attack detection method, which combines learning from demonstration
and a decision tree classifier. The decision tree classifier needs to be trained using both ground truth trajectory and known
attack trajectory. As a result, the proposed detection framework can be only applied to detect known attacks. However, in
reality, new attacks are usually unknown to the detector, where the attack trajectories can not be obtained for training the
classifier.

In this paper, we first propose a GPS spoofing attack model which aims to trigger the IMA warning of entry vehicles in
a roundabout scenario. We further design a one-class classifier to distinguish the normal trajectories from the trajectories
under attack, where only the normal trajectories are needed for training. Our work can be briefly summarized as follows. The
attack model is formulated as an optimization problem, with specifically designed features to trigger the IMA warning while
generating as normal driving behaviors as possible. The detection framework includes a feature extractor and a one-class
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neural network classifier. In the case study, a real-world data set, which is collected from a two-lane roundabout in Ann
Arbor, Michigan [350] is applied to test both the CV threat model and the detection model. Results show that the proposed
threat model can trigger the IMA warning in a short time (less than 1.7s) which poses great challenges to the detection. The
online detection results denote that the proposed detection framework can differentiate the normal and abnormal trajectories
before the attack succeeds time, with both low false positive rates and low false negative rates.

The main contributions of the paper are listed as follows:

1. We formulate the GPS spoofing attack as an optimization model, with the goal to trigger an IMA warning as well as
generating smooth and realistic trajectories. The proposed threat model takes vehicle’s initial state and road geometry into
consideration and can be applied to different scenarios, not limited to the roundabout.

2. A generic detection framework is proposed. The detection framework combines a feature extractor with a one-class
classifier. The feature extractor can be adjusted according to different driving scenarios. Besides, the proposed framework
only requires normal trajectories for training, which enables it to detect unknown attacks.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. Section II reviews related literature on GPS spoofing attacks and
related detection methods. Section III introduces the threat model, including the problem statement, objective function, and
implementation framework. Section IV presents the detection methodology. Numerical experiments from the roundabout
scenario are introduced in section V. Section VI concludes the work and lays out future research directions.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we reviewed literature related to GPS spoofing attacks and related detection models.

GPS Spoofing Attack

GPS spoofing attack has been a long-existing problem. The attack broadcasts incorrect but valid GPS signals to mislead GPS
receivers [351]. By providing falsified information, GPS spoofing attacks can deviate vehicles to random positions [346] or
guide the vehicles to the wrong destinations. Zeng et al. [67] proposed a stealthy attack against the road navigation system.
GPS locations were spoofed slightly to trigger the turn-by-turn navigation and guided the vehicle to the wrong destination
without recognizing the attack. To prove the feasibility, the proposed GPS spoofing model was tested on real vehicles. Narain
et al. [352] evaluated the INS-aided GPS system and developed algorithms to deviate the vehicle to alternative locations
without being detected. The result showed that the proposed algorithm could deviate vehicles as far as 30km from the origin
without raising alarms. Multi-Sensor Fusion (MSF) is usually considered one approach to defending GPS spoofing attacks.
An MSF system combines inputs from multiple sensors for vehicle localization. It is highly unlikely that all sensors can be
compromised at the same time. For example, Liu et al. [353] proposed an Extended Kalman filter (EKF) based algorithm to
fuse the measurements from multiple sensors. The proposed algorithm performed well under GPS spoofing attacks where
the GPS signal was deviated by a fixed bias. However, Shen at al. [344] proposed a GPS spoofing attack algorithm that
penetrated the MSF based localization system with GPS, IMU and Lidar. The proposed algorithm only spoofed GPS to
cause large deviations in the MSF output. It could deviate the vehicle from the original lane, or cross the road boundary,
which may lead to collisions with other vehicles.

GPS Spoofing Attack Detection

To defend against GPS spoofing attacks, anomaly detection methods have been proposed. The detection methods can
be divided into filter-based methods and observer-based methods [347]. Filter-based methods consider uncertainties and
measurement noises and apply filters such as Kalman Filter to detect attacks on sensors. Van et al. [354] proposed an
anomaly detection approach that combines convolutional neural network (CNN) and Kalman filtering with χ2 detector. CNN
was used for detecting anomalies in time-series sensor data and KF-based χ2 detector is applied to detect the abnormal data
which are undetected by CNN. Ju et al. [355] proposed a simple distributed Kalman filter based on neighboring vehicle
measurement exchange. A Generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) detector was proposed to detect position sensor attacks based
on the Kalman filter’s result.

Compared with filter-based methods, observer-Based methods are usually applied to deterministic vehicle models. Wang et
al. [348] proposed an observer-based method. An adaptive extended Kalman filter was applied to smooth vehicle sensor
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data based on a nonlinear car-following model. One Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) is applied to detect anomalies
on sensors. He et al. [356] proposed an observer-based detection framework. A detector was developed according to the
potentially compromised sensor measurements and the observer’s estimation. Measurement data was discarded if it was
larger than a threshold.

The existing methods either need input from multiple sensors [353], input from known attacks [349], or only detect
the anomaly in the longitudinal vehicle dynamics [354]. Besides, surrounding vehicle states such as leading vehicles or
information from other vehicles in the platoon are needed [356]. They may not be applicable to our case because 1) in
the CV environment, there may not exist other onboard sensors to perform multi-sensor fusion or cross-validate the results
from the GPS, especially if a vehicle is equipped with aftermearket safety devices (ASDs). 2) in the roundabout scenario,
vehicles have lateral movement due to road curvature, which significantly increases the detection difficulty.

THREAT MODEL

In this section, the threat model towards the IMA application on the CV is presented. IMA is an important CV safety
application [341] [357]. When approaching an intersection, the IMA system first receives information (i.e., BSMs) from
other vehicles. According to the received data, the IMA system determines whether it is unsafe to enter an unsignalized
intersection due to potential collision with other vehicles and sends warnings to drivers. Drivers receiving collision warning
information from the IMA system should perform actions to avoid crashes at the intersection. In this work, it is assumed
that the IMA warnings are triggered only based on received BSMs from other vehicles at the intersection. We propose a
threat model towards the IMA system at the roundabout scenario, which is a common type of unsignalized intersection.

Problem Statement

The proposed CV threat model generates falsified BSMs to trigger the IMA warning of CV at the entry of the roundabout.
Figure 70 demonstrates the attack concept. The figure contains two vehicles, the vehicle under attack and the victim vehicle
and both vehicles are CVs. The attack vehicle is the vehicle located in the inner lane of the roundabout. The victim vehicle
is the vehicle located at the entry of the roundabout. The blue rectangles denote the real vehicle trajectory in the inner
lane of the roundabout. The red rectangles denote the falsified BSM trajectory when the vehicle is under attack, changing
lanes from the inner lane to the outer lane. The yellow rectangles denote the victim vehicle trajectory. A conflict point is
defined as the intersection between the center line of the outer lane of the roundabout and the entry path. Note that lane
changing is forbidden within the multi-lane roundabout. When the vehicle is not under attack, the BSM sent from the CV in
the roundabout should be consistent with the real trajectory (the blue rectangles). There is no conflict between the real CV
trajectory and the victim vehicle trajectory. The IMA warning will not be triggered for the entry vehicle. When the vehicle
is under attack, the CV in the roundabout sends out falsified BSMs (the red rectangles) to trigger the IMA warning of the
victim vehicle, without really controlling vehicle movement. The values within the rectangles denote the timestamps. The
attack starts at time t0 and the attack successfully triggers the IMA warning of the victim vehicle at time t2.

Fig. 70: Threat model on intersection movement assist system
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To generate the falsified trajectory (the red rectangles), an optimization problem is formulated, as shown in Equation 65.
The objective function is presented as θT f(s,u). θ is the weight vector and f(s,u) is a function mapping a trajectory to
feature vectors. s is the variable of the optimization model. s = (s1, s2, ..., sN ) denotes the set of trajectory points, where
si is the trajectory point at time step i. Each trajectory point si consists of (xi, yi, vi, ai, ψi), where xi,yi denotes vehicle’s
longitudinal and lateral coordinate at time step i. vi and ai represent vehicle speed and acceleration at time step i. ψi is the
vehicle’s heading angle. N is the planning horizon for the attack trajectory, which is determined by the estimated arrival
time for the victim vehicle to reach the conflict point. u denotes the vehicle’s initial state and road geometry. The vehicle’s
initial state includes its initial position and status (speed, heading, acceleration). Road geometry includes the radius of the
inner and outer lanes of the roundabout and the coordinate of the conflict point. The feature selection for the objective
function and the constraints are introduced in the following section.

min
s

θT f(s,u)

s.t. vehicle dynamic constraints
(65)

Objective Function

3) Feature Vectors: The objective function contains two parts: 1) trigger the IMA warning of the victim vehicle. 2) generate
a trajectory close to the normal driving behavior considering smoothness and comfort. A realistic attack trajectory will
increase the difficulty in detection. To achieve the attack goal, five features are selected and elaborated as follows:

(1) Acceleration: f1 = 1
N

∑
i a

2
i . f1 sums up the a2i for the entire trajectory. Uncomfortable driving behavior such as large

accelerations are penalized by minimizing f1.

(2) Heading rate: f2 = 1
N

∑
i(ψ̇i)

2. ψi denotes the heading angle change rate at time step i. f2 minimizes the difference of
heading rate for two consecutive time steps.

(3) Curvature: f3 = 1
N

∑
i(
√
(xi − xc)2 + (yi − yc)2−rc)2. xc and yc denote the coordinate of the center of the roundabout.

rc denotes the radius of the roundabout. f3 calculates the difference between the vehicle’s distance to the center of the
roundabout and the roundabout radius at time step i. f3 guarantees the vehicle stays in the roundabout.

(4) Lateral terminal position: f4 = (xN − xcon)2 xN denotes the vehicle’s lateral coordinate at the end of the planning
horizon. xcon represents the conflict point’s lateral coordinate.

(5) Longitudinal terminal position: f5 = (yN − ycon)2 yN is the vehicle’s longitudinal coordinate at the end of the planning
horizon. ycon is the conflict point’s longitudinal coordinate. f4 and f5 push the vehicle to reach the conflict point at the end
of the planning horizon and trigger the IMA warning of the victim vehicle.

4) Vehicle Dynamic Constraints: In this section, vehicle dynamic constraints are introduced. Constraint 66-69 denotes the
evolution of vehicle state, including vehicle position, speed, acceleration, and heading angle. Equation 70-72 limits vehicle
kinematic parameters within boundaries. Equation 70 bounds the vehicle’s maximum acceleration and deceleration to be less
than 8m/s2. Equation 71 limits vehicle’s heading rate within range (−π

3 ,
π
3 ). Equation 72 limits the vehicle’s maximum

speed.
x(i+ 1) = x(i) + v(i)cos(ψ(i))τ (66)

y(i+ 1) = y(i) + v(i)sin(ψ(i))τ (67)

ψ̇(i) =
(ψ(i+ 1)− ψ(i))

τ
(68)

v(i+ 1) = v(i) + a(i)τ (69)

−8 ≤ a(i) ≤ 8 (70)

−π
3
≤ ψ̇(i) ≤ π

3
(71)

v(i) ≤ 16.7 (72)
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Implementation Framework

The implementation framework of the attack model is described in this section. Details of the attack trajectory generation
procedure is described in the following steps and shown in Figure 71.

Step 1: Collect vehicle state. The vehicle under attack (roundabout vehicle) collects its own state and the entry vehicle state,
including vehicle speed and position.

Step 2: Calculate estimated arrival times to the conflict point for the roundabout vehicle and the entry vehicle, denote as testr

and teste . D is vehicle’s distance to conflict point. v denotes vehicle’s current speed. The estimated arrival time is calculated
using Equation 73, assuming the vehicle keeps current speed to reach the conflict point.

test =
D

v
(73)

Step 3: Determine the attack start time. The attack starts when |testr − teste | is less than 4s. If the criterion to start attack
is satisfied, go to Step 4. Otherwise, go to Step 1. The threshold of launching attack is a hyper-parameter and needs to
calibrated based on real-world data.

Step 4: Update entry vehicle state.

Step 5: Generate attack trajectory. The attack trajectory is generated according to Equation 65, assuming victim vehicle
(entry vehicle) keeps a constant speed. The length of the attack trajectory (i.e., planning horizon) is set to be the same as
the estimated arrival time of the roundabout vehicle to the conflict point, calculated in Equation 73.

Step 6: Determine whether the attack success criterion is satisfied. If the attack success criterion is satisfied, the attack ends.
Otherwise, go to Step 7. Equation 74 and 75 denote the attack success criterion. Datk is the attack vehicle distance to the
conflict point. vatk is the attack vehicle speed. ratk is the distance between the attack vehicle trajectory point and the center
of the roundabout. rl denotes the lane boundary radius between the inner and outer lanes. The attack succeeds when the
post encroachment time (PET) to the conflict point between the attack trajectory and the victim vehicle is less than Tg and
the attack trajectory is deviated from the inner lane and crosses the road boundary. In this work, Tg is equal to 2s. Both
attack success criteria guarantee the two vehicles have a potential collision at the conflict point.

Datk

vatk
≤ Tg (74)

ratk ≥ rl (75)

Step 7: Determine when to stop generating attack trajectory. When the entry vehicle has reached the conflict point and the
attack success criterion is not satisfied, continue attacking the vehicle will no longer trigger the IMA warning of the entry
vehicle. Therefore, the attack should end. Otherwise, go to Step 4.

In order to minimize the prediction error, a rolling horizon framework is applied to update the entry vehicle information
(speed and position) and calculate the planning horizon once the attack starts (Step 4-Step 7). The attack trajectory is
generated for the whole planning horizon, but only the first 0.4s will be used.

DETECTION METHODOLOGY

In this section, we introduce a one-class classifier that is designed to detection the GPS spoofing attack toward the IMA
application.

Detection Framework

Figure 72 demonstrates the detection framework. It consists of two parts, an offline training step and an online detection
step. First, a training data set that includes historical normal trajectories is collected. A feature extractor is applied that maps
trajectories to feature vectors, which represent different aspects of driving behaviors. A one-class neural network classifier
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Fig. 71: Threat model implementation framework

is trained with extracted features from normal trajectories. The trained classifier is then applied to the online detection, as
shown at the bottom of Figure 72. Given the observed trajectory, the same feature extractor is applied to extract driving
related features. The extracted features are sent to the trained anomaly classifier, to determine if the vehicle is under attack
or not.

Fig. 72: Anomaly detection framework

One class classification

Figure 73 demonstrates the structure of the one-class classifier, which contains a feature extractor and a classifier network.
The feature extractor is predefined and maps the input trajectory into a feature vector. Pseudo-positive data are generated
from a Gaussian distribution N(µ, σ2). σ and µ are parameters of the Gaussian distribution. Denote N is the number of
input data and D is the dimension of the feature vector. The generated pseudo-positive data has the same dimension as the
feature data set. The generated data are then combined with the extracted feature data set and fed into a classifier, following
the method shown in [358]. The classification network is composed of three fully connected layers, followed by a sigmoid
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function. The output of the classifier is 0 or 1. 0 denotes that the data sample belongs to normal and 1 denotes that the data
sample is abnormal. The binary cross entropy loss is applied as the loss function to train the classification network.

Fig. 73: One Class Classifier Framework

The classification network is optimized using the SGD optimizer, with the learning rate equals to 10−3 and the batch size
equals to 64. µ equals 0 and σ equals 3 for the Gaussian distribution to generate pseudo-positive data.

Feature extractor

In the proposed anomaly detection model, ten features are designed to describe normal driving behavior, including both
longitudinal and lateral behaviors. The designed features are elaborated as follows:

(1) Average lateral acceleration: f1 = 1
N

∑N
i |ai sinψi|. N is the trajectory length. ψi is the vehicle heading at time step i.

f1 calculates the average of lateral acceleration at each time step.

(2) Maximum lateral acceleration: f2 = maxi=1,...N |ai sinψi|. f2 is the max value of the lateral acceleration for the entire
trajectory. f1 and f2 measure the smoothness of the lateral driving behavior.

(3) Average lateral speed: f3 = 1
N

∑N
i |vi sinψi|. f3 calculates the average lateral speed.

(4) Maximum lateral speed: f4 = maxi=1,...N |ai sinψi|. f4 is the maximum lateral speed. f3 and f4 denotes the vehicle’s
lateral driving behavior.

(5) Average longitudinal acceleration: f5 = 1
N

∑N
i |ai cosψi|. f5 calculates the average longitudinal acceleration.

(6) Maximum longitudinal acceleration: f6 = maxi=1,...N |ai sinψi|. f6 calculates the maximum longitudinal acceleration.
f5 and f6 represent the smoothness of the longitudinal driving behavior.

(7) Average longitudinal speed: f7 = 1
N

∑N
i |vi cosψi|. f7 is the average longitudinal speed.

(8) Maximum longitudinal speed: f8 = maxi=1,...N |ai cosψi|. f7 and f8 denote the driver’s longitudinal driving efficiency
at the roundabout.

(9) Maximum heading rate: f9 = maxi=1,...N

∣∣∣ψ̇i

∣∣∣. ψ̇i denotes vehicle heading change rate at time step i.

(10) Average heading rate: f10 = 1
N

∑N
i

∣∣∣ψ̇i

∣∣∣. f9 and f10 demonstrates vehicle’s driving smoothness at the roundabout.

Note that for different driving scenarios, the features may be designed differently. A Greedy Algorithm is applied to select
critical features from the designed feature list.

Algorithm denotes the greedy algorithm that selects the critical features used for the one-class classification neural network.
S denotes the selected feature set. S is initiated as an empty set at the beginning of the algorithm. NS denotes the feature
set which is not selected. A∗ denotes the highest accuracy, A∗ is initiated with 0. While NS is not an empty set, the one
class classifier is trained with S ∪ fi, where fi ∈ NS. Testing accuracy is calculated and denoted as Ai. The algorithm
loops through all features in NS and selects the feature that maximizes testing accuracy denoted as f∗ and the relative
testing accuracy is denoted as a∗. If a∗ > A∗, then S will be updated by adding f∗ into it, and f∗ will be extracted from
NS and A∗ will be updated as a∗. If no improvement is made by adding feature fi ∈ NS, the iteration stops and returns
with S, which is the feature set that achieves the highest testing accuracy. f1, f2, f3, f5, f9 are selected and used as feature
extractor. The selected features can describe both longitudinal and lateral driving behaviors.
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EXPERIMENTS

To validate the proposed anomaly detection framework, a roundabout data set collected at Ann Arbor, Michigan is applied.
The data set is collected at a two-lane roundabout. The roundabout is equipped with infrastructure sensors such as radars
and cameras are installed at the four corners of the roundabout. Vehicle trajectories approaching and within the roundabout
are extracted from the video data with a time step equal to 0.4s [350].

This roundabout is of high-interest because of its high crash rates. 69 crashes happened at the intersection in year 2021.
Among them, 66 crashes happened between the vehicle travelling inside the roundabout and the vehicle at the entry [359].
One possible solution to reduce the crash counts is to apply the IMA. However, if the IMA application is under cyber attack,
generating fake warnings and/or canceling true warnings may even aggravate the crash risks.

In this section, we first show the results of the attack model and then evaluate the anomaly detection framework with the
threat model.

Attack model results

In the experiment, qualified vehicle trajectory pairs in the roundabout data set are extracted and used to generate attack
trajectories. Each trajectory pair consists of the vehicle traveling within the roundabout and an entry vehicle. A qualified
vehicle pair must have a similar arrival time to the defined conflict point so that the driver of the entry vehicle would actually
observe a real approaching vehicle in the roundabout. In this way, when the IMA warning is triggered, the driver of the
entry vehicle may take real actions to avoid the (fake) conflict. Based on this criteria, a total number of 927 vehicle pairs
are selected.

Using the attack model illustrated in section III, 744 attack trajectories are generated. Figure 74 shows an example of the
attack trajectory. The red line represents the original vehicle trajectory. The green line represents the vehicle trajectory
generated by the attack model. The black line denotes the victim vehicle trajectory. In this case, the average vehicle speed
at the roundabout is around 7m/s, which is consistent with the speed limit in the round about (15mph). At the end of the
green vehicle trajectory, the IMA warning is triggered. The result shows that the proposed algorithm can generate falsified
lane changing trajectory that follows roundabout’s geometry to trigger the IMA warning of the entry vehicle.
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Fig. 74: Attack Trajectory at the Roundabout

The overall attack success rate is 77.970% with the average attack success time of 2.096s. The attack success time is
calculated as the difference between the attack start time and the time when the IMA warning of the victim vehicle is
triggered. Given that the frequency of the trajectory data is 2.5HZ, the average attack succeeds at around the fifth time step.

One explanation for the attack failure is the vehicle speed variation before entering the roundabout. Figure 75 shows an
example of the speed profile of an entry vehicle (victim vehicle). The proposed model fails to generate an attack trajectory
to trigger the IMA warning in this case. The entry vehicle accelerates from 2m/s to 7m/s in two seconds and the estimated
arrival time changes from 6.23s to 0.33s. Even though the estimated arrival time is updated every 0.4s, the large variation
makes it impossible for the attack trajectory to reach the conflict point in time, without violating vehicle dynamic constraints.

Fig. 75: Attack Failure example at Roundabout

Detection framework evaluation

To evaluate the detection framework, 2564 ground truth trajectories from the data set are extracted. 490 attack trajectories
are generated with the proposed attack model. 40% of the ground truth are used to train the one-class classifier and the rest
60% are used for testing. All of the attack trajectories are used for testing. Both offline and online detection are conducted
and the results are presented as follows.

In the offline mode, the detection is not performed until the full trajectory is observed. 99.59% (488/490) of the attack
trajectory and 99.48% (1531/1539) of the ground truth trajectory are identified correctly. A false positive means that a
ground truth trajectory is classified as an abnormal trajectory while a false negative means that an abnormal trajectory is
identified as a normal trajectory. The false positive rate and false negative rate for the offline detection is 0.52% and 0.40%
respectively. Figure 76 shows a false negative case in which the attack succeeds within only one time step. The short attack
success time leads to little information can be used for detection. Therefore, the trajectory is not identified correctly.

The online detection is more important in real-world implementations. The detection starts after sufficient number of trajectory
points (e.g., 3 data points) and is conducted every time step until the trajectory is identified as abnormal or the attack succeeds.
The trajectory will be identified as abnormal if it is classified as abnormal in two consecutive time steps. Therefore, trajectories
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Fig. 76: Misclassification example (FN case)

TABLE XIII: Performance of online detection

FP FN

Mean
attack
success
time (s)

Mean
detection
time (s)

Mean
time to
attack
success (s)

14/1539 (0.91%) 0/314 (0%) 2.096 1.600 0.497

used for online detection should be at least 5 time steps long. 314 attack trajectories and 1539 ground truth trajectories are
used to test the online detection. The online detection performance is shown in Table XIII. The mean detection time is the
elapsed time when the trajectory is identified as abnormal. The time to attack succeed is the difference between the attack
success time and the detection time. Results show that the anomaly classifier can identify attack trajectories 0.49s before
attack succeed in average, with a standard deviation equals to 0.22s.

Figure 77 shows a false positive case in the online detection. The attack trajectory speed profile shows that the vehicle’s
speed fluctuates between 1m/s to 7m/s in 1.2s. The average speed of the vehicle is 5.8m/s. The large fluctuation under
low travel speed are rare in the roundabout data set. As a result, the trajectory is classified as abnormal. A possible reason
is due to the error in the trajectory processing. Even this trajectory is not under attack, its erroneous behavior indicates that
it is not a normal trajectory and further attention is needed to identify the root cause.

Fig. 77: Misclassification example (FP case)

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, a GPS spoofing attack model towards the CV IMA application and an anomaly detection framework to detect
such attacks using one class classification is introduced. An optimization model is formulated and served as the threat model
which aims to trigger the IMA warning of the entry vehicle at the roundabout. Both models are evaluated with a real world
data set and the results show that the threat model can generate falsified trajectory and trigger the IMA warning within
a short time, which is very aggressive and raises challenges to the detection model. However, the detection result shows
satisfactory performance that most of the abnormal trajectories can be identified correctly and in time.
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Comparing with previous work on GPS spoofing attack, the proposed attack model in this paper is much more aggressive.
For example, the average attack success time using algorithm proposed by [344] is 28.7s. In our work, the attack success
time is only around 1.7s, which leaves little time for the detection model. In addition, the proposed detection model is more
generic. Comparing with our previous work [349] which uses both ground truth trajectories and attack trajectories in the
training process, the proposed detection framework based on one class classification only need ground truth trajectories for
training, which makes it applicable to detect unknown attacks. Besides, the proposed anomaly detection model can be applied
to multiple scenarios including IMA warning at the roundabout and unsignalized intersection, as well as Red Light Violation
Warning (RLVW) at signalized intersections, since the proposed model focus on learning the normal driving behaviors. As
long as the normal driving behavior is affected, the proposed method can be applied to detect the anomaly.

5e GPS Spoofing Attack Detection on Intersection Movement Assist using
One-Class Classification

ABSTRACT

Modern Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) systems heavily rely on Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS).
Meanwhile, GNSS-based PNT systems are increasingly becoming susceptible to unintentional and deliberate Radio Frequency
(RF) interference. In particular, as technology keeps advancing and hardware is becoming so inexpensive, it takes a modest
effort to disrupt the normal operation of almost any PNT systems, thus posing an extreme threat to autonomous transportation
systems that rely on precise PNT. As communication capabilities are expanding, a group of vehicles can easily share data
when they operate in close vicinity. This gives opportunity to position and navigate the vehicles based on a jointly computed
navigation solution, which is usually called collaborative navigation, resulting in a potentially more accurate and reliable
operation. In this study, the feasibility and performance potential of collaborative navigation on the detection and mitigation
of GNSS-based PNT system operational anomalies are evaluated on some real data and simulated anomaly scenarios. By
incorporating an outlier detection method based on least squares adjustment, the collaborative navigation has shown to be
able to maintain the differences to the reference solution to within m, m, and m for the biased case, noisy case, and anchor
case, respectively, for all test vehicles.

INTRODUCTION

Modern Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) systems heavily rely on Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS).
Meanwhile, GNSS-based PNT systems are increasingly becoming susceptible to unintentional and deliberate Radio Frequency
(RF) interference. In particular, as technology keeps advancing and hardware is becoming so inexpensive, it takes a modest
effort to disrupt the normal operation of almost any PNT systems, thus posing an extreme threat to autonomous transportation
systems that rely on precise PNT.

Finding protection against any interference to PNT systems is happening on multiple levels. Modernization of Global
Positioning System (GPS) has introduced new signals to provide significant capabilities to increase protection at signal
and receiver level. In parallel, the proliferation of GNSS systems in the past decade has substantially increased the signal
availability, so PNT systems using all the potentially available signals can exploit the benefits of redundancy. Nevertheless,
there are limits on what can be done against RF interference in PNT systems, and therefore, using totally independent sensor
technologies is mandatory to detect malfunctioning and potentially offering mitigation to some extent.

As communication capabilities are expanding, a group of vehicles can easily share data when they operate in close vicinity.
This gives opportunity to position and navigate the vehicles based on a jointly computed navigation solution, resulting
in a potentially more accurate and reliable operation. This method, usually called collaborative navigation (or cooperative
navigation), is considered here for detecting any malfunctioning of a GNSS-based PNT system, such as hardware problem,
jamming or spoofing.

RF interference and mitigation

RF interference has become a serious threat to the GNSS navigation systems. Even though the GNSS signals have been
designed to withstand a certain level of interference through Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) technique, they are
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so weak at the receiving end on Earth that most modern electronic equipment interferes with them at close range [360].
The open GNSS signals to civil users are especially vulnerable due to their open structure and lacking encryption and
authentication [360], [361]. The jamming, either unintentional or deliberate, will block the genuine GNSS signal from being
tracked. The spoofing fools the receivers with counterfeit signal to produce precise but erroneous solution [360].

The effects of simple spoofing attacks on GNSS receivers integrated in Android smartphones are investigated in [362]. A
portable spoofer was developed with a Software Defined Radio (SDR) and a low cost front-end. The spoofer was placed
within m from the test smartphones under open sky. It broadcast spoofing signals over GPS L1 band as if received one day
ago at a different location that was km away. The carrier-to-noise density ratio (C/N0), Automatic Gain Control (AGC),
and time of signal transmission and reception from the test smartphones were analyzed. The results show that during the
spoofing period, tracking of the real signals from low elevation satellites is lost; the fake signal is not acquired but the real
signals of satellites with the same satellite vehicle identification number as the fake satellite is lost too. The position outputs
deviate a few meters during spoofing that is blamed to loss of lock to some GPS satellites. Actually, the test smartphone
uses a multi-constellation GNSS chip that has been claimed to be able to reach cm accuracy in open environment [363].

Varying methods to protect GNSS receivers from jamming and interference are summarized in [361] into four main categories:
inertial aiding, spatial filtering, time-frequency filtering, and vector tracking. Deep integration of Inertial Navigation System
(INS) and GNSS will improve jamming-to-signal (J/S) ratio, system accuracy, and high dynamic performance. Spatial
filtering uses antenna arrays to point the receiver antenna beam towards the GNSS satellites and away from jammers. Time-
frequency filtering methods are based on GNSS signal conditioning and filtering. Vector tracking achieves enhanced tracking
robustness under degraded conditions by utilizing the fact that signal channels are coupled through the shared receiver states
of position, velocity, and time. Inertial aiding and vector tracking improve the receiver robustness by lowering the minimum
required C/N0 level for receiver acquisition and tracking; whereas, the incident interfering signals are suppressed before
entering the receiver in the spatial and time-frequency filtering approaches [361].

Collaborative navigation

Collaborative Navigation entails a concept of a group of platforms, referred to as network nodes, navigating collectively (as
a network) and supporting each other’s positioning solution to obtain higher accuracy and availability for all platforms. Early
works have been focused on integrating the inter-nodal range/bearing measurements or locally generated maps [364]–[366].
In fact, a similar concept, community relative navigation, was studied before GPS was established, and can be traced back
at least to the 1970s.

Recent technology advancements have made the inter-nodal measurements, especially the range measurements, more accurate
and affordable than before. Inter-nodal range can be measured with a radio signal in a wireless sensor network through
RSS (Received Signal Strength), TOA (Time of Arrival), TDOA (Time Difference of Arrival), and AOA (Angle of Arrival)
techniques, or with optical sensors through computer vision techniques [366]. Among them, Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) ranging
technology, with a broad bandwidth available for time transfer and centimeter level ranging capability, is of particular interest
to positioning and navigation applications [367]. Moreover, the UWB transceivers mounted on the nodes form an ad-hoc
network that can provide a datalink among the nodes without any additional infrastructure and aid the INS/GNSS solution
by giving accurate inter-nodal range measurements [368].

The benefits of cooperative navigation have been demonstrated through simulation in [366]. The result shows that, for
repeated 60-second GPS gaps, separated by 10-second signal availability, cooperative navigation can maintain the accuracy
at m level for nodes only equipped with consumer grade Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). In the simulation, a decentralized
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) was used to integrate all the measurements. Similar research is presented for cooperative
navigation concept verification prototype in [368], in which all nodes were equipped with GPS, Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) inertial sensors, barometric altimeter, and UWB transceiver. The results show that with UWB aiding, a
horizontal position accuracy of ±m, horizontal velocity accuracy of ±m/s, and orientation accuracy of ±◦ for roll and pitch
and ±◦ for heading were obtained for the mobile node during several second GPS outages [368].

An outlier detection algorithm for collaborative navigation is presented in [369]. The algorithm models the GNSS measure-
ments and inter vehicle range measurements into common and specific parts and excludes the faulty measurements with a
greedy search strategy. The test results show the algorithm has a better detection of GNSS faults than tradition Receiver
Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) and good sensitivity to the faulty UWB range measurements.
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Contributions

This study investigates the detection and mitigation of GNSS-based PNT system operational anomalies on individual vehicles
in the context of collaborative navigation. The contributions can be summarized as follows.

1) Establishment of a framework for collaborative navigation to integrate individual vehicle’s GNSS or INS solutions,
inter-vehicle ranges, and ranges to infrastructures.

2) Demonstration of the effectiveness of collaborative navigation in detecting and mitigating PNT system operational
anomalies on individual vehicles in post processing mode.

3) Utilization of a least squares adjustment based method for outlier detection in collaborative navigation.
4) Analysis of the theoretic limitation of the “anchor” concept that relies on the navigation solution of an anchor vehicle

and ranges to other vehicles.

METHODOLOGY

This study adopts centralized EKF to integrate GNSS or INS solutions of individual vehicles and range measurements among
vehicles and from a vehicle to beacons along the road. A least squares adjustment based method is used to detect outliers
in GNSS or INS solutions of individual vehicles before the EKF measurement update.

Collaborative navigation based on range measurements

The range measurement is a function of the positions of the vehicles involved. After linearization, it has the following form.

rij,t − r0ij,t = [J⃗ ,−J⃗ ][x⃗i, x⃗j ]T + eij,t, (76)

where rij,t is the range between vehicle i and j at epoch t, r0ij,t is the computed range from the approximate coordinates,
J⃗ is the Jacobian coefficient vector, [x⃗i, x⃗j ] are (unknown) correction vector to the approximate coordinates of the ith and
jth platforms, and eij,t is the error term.

The collaborative navigation can be implemented in a central Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), in which the communication
and range measurements between the vehicles are assumed. The centralized architecture allows near-optimal behaviors in
well-understood environments. The state model can be described as follows.

x⃗k = Φk,k−1 ⃗xk−1 +Gkw⃗k, w⃗k ∼ N (⃗0, Qk), (77)

where x⃗k is the state vector, Φk,k−1 is the state transition matrix, w⃗k is a Gaussian, zero-mean, white noise vector with a
covariance matrix of Qk, k and k − 1 are time instants.

The linearized observation model is as follows.

y⃗k = Hkx⃗k + v⃗k, v⃗k ∼ N (⃗0, Rk), (78)

where the observation vector y⃗k may include the GNSS or INS solutions of individual vehicles as well as Vehicle to Vehicle
(V2V) and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) ranges, Rk is the variance of the observation error vector v⃗k.

Following [370], the EKF solution can be expressed in the following equations.

⃗̂−
kx = Φk,k−1

⃗ˆk−1x, (79)

P−
k = Φk,k−1Pk−1Φ

T
k,k−1 +GkQkG

T
k , (80)

γ⃗k = y⃗k −Hk
⃗̂−
kx, (81)

Kk = P−
k H

T
k (HkP

−
k H

T
k +Rk)

−1, (82)

⃗̂
kx = ⃗̂−

kx+Kkγ⃗k, (83)

Pk = (In −KkHk)P
−
k (In −KkHk)

T +KkRkK
T
k , (84)

where ⃗̂−
kx is the a priori expected value of the state vector, P−

k is the error covariance of the expected state, γ⃗k is the
innovation vector, Kk is the Kalman Gain matrix, ⃗̂kx is the a posteriori estimate of the state after the measurement update,
and Pk is the a posteriori covariance of the state vector.
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Least squares adjustment based detection method

Generally, the innovation vector as in equation (81) in EKF is exploited to detect the measurement faults, as the normalized-
innovation-squared test statistic employed in [369], [371], [372]. Meanwhile, it is found in the study that the innovation
based method has higher false alarm rate for the same detection threshold. Hence, least squares adjustment is adopted to
detect any anomalies in individual vehicle’s GNSS or INS solutions in collaborative navigation.

There is a rank deficiency problem in least squares adjustment based on range measurements only. As an example, to localize
a quadrilateral from lengths among its corners on a plane, the rank deficiency is three. There are some methods to solve
the rank deficiency problem. A straightforward one would be reducing the number of unknown parameters, that is, treating
the GNSS or INS position of some vehicles as known and removing the corresponding corrections from the parameter list.
This method will be used in the anchor case later for cross validation. The issue with the method is there will be no chance
to detect any errors in those GNSS or INS positions in collaborative navigation.

Among some other methods, Minimum Norm Least Squares Solution (MINOLESS) is selected in this study because the
solution norm is minimized among all possible (biased) solutions. The adjustment method can be described with the following
equations [373].

y⃗ = A
n×m

ξ + e⃗, e⃗ ∼ (⃗0, σ2
0P

−1), rk(A) < {m,n}, (85)

E
n×m

ξ⃗ = 0⃗,with AET = 0, R(AT )
⊥
⊕R(ET ) = Rm, (86)

N = ATPA, (87)

c⃗ = ATP y⃗, (88)
⃗̂
ξ = (N + ETE)−1c⃗, (89)

D{⃗̂ξ} = σ0
2(N + ETE)−1N(N + ETE)−1, (90)

where the rank of the coefficient matrix A is less than its dimension (n,m). With the introduction of “inner datum constraints”
in equation (86), the columns of ET form a basis for the nullspace of A, and the orthogonal direct sum of rangespaces of
AT and ET is in the m-dimensional real space Rm. Equation (89) and (90) represent the estimate of parameters and its
covariance, respectively.

Locations derived from the least squares adjustment are then compared to GNSS or INS solution of individual vehicles
against a threshold to detect any anomalies. The detected faulty GNSS or INS solution can then be downweighted or simply
excluded from participating in the measurement update of EKF. Without the effects of faulty GNSS or INS solutions of
individual vehicles, the collaborative navigation will be more accurate and reliable.

TEST DATASET

A real dataset was collected at a parking lot of The Ohio State University and included four vehicles. The anchor vehicle A
was equipped with GNSS receivers, high-end and MEMS IMU sensors, cameras, laser scanners, as well as UWB transmitters
to measure the ranges to other vehicles and UWB beacons along the road. Three other vehicles, B, C, and D, were equipped
with GNSS receivers and multiple UWB transmitters. The GNSS receivers were operating in standard point positioning
mode. Two networks of UWB devices independently measured the V2V ranges using different channels. UWB transmitters
on the right side of the four vehicles formed Network 1 (NET1), whereas the left side sensors formed Network 2 (NET2).
Ten UWB beacons were deployed along the road to enable the range measurements from vehicle A to get the V2I range
measurements. The UWB beacons were regarded as the infrastructure of the road and their locations had been accurately
surveyed. The vehicles were driven in formation in the test with most of time A and B being side by side and in the
front, followed by C and D. Fig. 78 and Fig. 79 show the scene of data collection and a trajectory of the anchor vehicle,
respectively. More information about the data collection campaign can be found in [374].

A period of 42.6 seconds (214 epochs) of data were selected for this study. As the UWB success rate was below 50%, V2V
ranges were simulated from GNSS solutions with a standard deviation of m. For the same reason, V2I ranges were also
simulated at the same level of accuracy from the known locations of UWB beacons and vehicle AâC™s GNSS solutions.
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Fig. 78: The scene of data collection.
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Fig. 79: GNSS trajectory of vehicle A, UWB beacon locations, and the initial locations of the four vehicles.

TEST RESULTS

Centralized integration architecture is adopted for this study by assuming the GNSS solution of four vehicles as well as
the V2V and V2I range measurements are available to a central EKF without any communication delay. GNSS solutions
of four vehicles, V2I ranges from A, and V2V ranges among four vehicles are the measurements for the EKF. The state
vector includes two dimensional positions, velocities, and accelerations of these four vehicles.

The least squares adjustment based detection method as described above is used for the fault detection of GNSS solutions
of individual vehicles.

Collaborative navigation

The collaborative navigation results are depicted in Fig. 80 and 81 and are used as reference for the test scenarios discussed
below. Since the GNSS solutions are from standard point positioning, the differences between collaborative navigation and
GNSS solutions are at sub-meter level as shown in table XIV.

TABLE XIV: Statistics of norms of differences between collaborative navigation and GNSS solution [m]
Vehicle Min Max Mean Std.

A 0.14 0.74 0.58 0.07
B 0.16 0.72 0.58 0.06
C 0.17 0.70 0.58 0.06
D 0.14 0.71 0.58 0.07

Constant bias to one vehicleâC™s GNSS solution

As for a spoofing attack case like in [362], a constant bias of 1.0 m is added to each component of vehicle DâC™s GNSS
solution starting from the 57th epoch for 100 epochs, and then it is used to derive the collaborative navigation with the other
vehiclesâC™ GNSS solution as well as V2I and V2V ranges. As seen from Fig. 82 and table XV, using the information
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Fig. 80: Trajectories of collaborative navigation solution.
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Fig. 81: Differences between collaborative navigation and GNSS solution.

of other vehicles and the range measurements, the position error of vehicle D has been restricted to less than m. After the
bias-added periods, the solution gradually converged back to the reference solution.

TABLE XV: Statistics of norms of differences between collaborative navigation for biased case and the reference solution
[m]

Vehicle Min Max Mean Std.
A 0.00 0.09 0.03 0.03
B 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.02
C 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.02
D 0.00 0.11 0.03 0.03

Obviously, any added biases larger than m in GNSS solutions will be detected with precise inter-vehicle range measurements.

Noisy GNSS solution of one vehicle

To investigate the situation that the GNSS receiver produces noisy positioning results due to interference, random noise with
zero mean and variance of m is added to each component of the GNSS solution of vehicle D. The collaborative navigation
solution for this case is presented in Fig. 83 and table XVI. The collaborative navigation clearly helps decrease the position
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Fig. 82: Differences between collaborative navigation for the biased case and reference solution.

error for vehicle D with the maximum 2D distance to the reference solution being below m. Comparing to the result of the
constant bias case above, the increased noise level creates challenges for detecting and mitigating GNSS anomalies.

In the meantime, if decreasing the weight of DâC™s GNSS solution for the whole duration of the affected periods before
deriving the collaborative navigation, the offsets of DâC™s solution can be controlled around m, as shown in Fig. 84 and
table XVII. Obviously, techniques in the RF domain, such as C/N0 monitoring and received power monitoring as in [360],
should be combined to detect and mitigate the anomalies for this case.
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Fig. 83: Differences between collaborative navigation for the noisy case and reference solution.

TABLE XVI: Statistics of norms of differences between collaborative navigation for noisy case and the reference solution
[m]

Vehicle Min Max Mean Std.
A 0.00 0.18 0.05 0.05
B 0.00 0.20 0.04 0.04
C 0.00 0.43 0.07 0.07
D 0.00 0.48 0.08 0.07
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Fig. 84: Differences between solution of always-downweighting for noisy case and the reference solution.

GNSS outages for three vehicles

In the presence of strong interference, most of the GNSS receivers may lose tracking of the satellite signals and produce
no positioning results. There are some high-end, interference resistant GNSS receivers, however, that may still be able to
position. This case is also investigated by assuming the GNSS solution is only available on vehicle A and thus trying to
derive the navigation solution for the other vehicles with the V2V range measurements. The results are plotted in Fig. 85
and tabulated in table XVIII, in which it can be found that the differences to the reference solution are less than m for B
and m for C and D. It demonstrates that the collaborative navigation can generate the navigation solution for the other three
vehicles during the outage periods, which is rather unreal in single platform navigation without aiding from other sensors,
such as IMUs and odometers/speedometers. However, the solution differences seem to be larger than expected at first glance,
considering the V2V ranges are simulated from the GNSS solutions.

For cross validation, a least squares adjustment has also been used to estimate the positions of the vehicles. In the computation,
the coordinate corrections of vehicle A are excluded from the parameter list and the number of unknowns is reduced to six.
Meanwhile, as explained before, the rank of the coefficient matrix A in equation (85) is still rank deficient, which makes
the estimation an ill-posed problem. Accordingly, it is not a surprise to find from Fig. 86 that the maximum differences of
a single coordinate component are close to m.

The difficulty in location estimation for the anchor case can also be illustrated geometrically as in Fig. 87. Consider rotating
the quadrilateral ABCD about its corner A to two different locations. The location of A has not changed, neither have the
lengths among all four corners, but the locations of the other corners are totally different. Therefore, for this anchor case,

TABLE XVII: Statistics of norms of differences between always-downweighting solution for noisy case and the reference
solution [m]

Vehicle Min Max Mean Std.
A 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.01
B 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.01
C 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.01
D 0.00 0.08 0.01 0.02

TABLE XVIII: Statistics of norms of differences between collaborative navigation for anchor case and the reference solution
[m]

Vehicle Min Max Mean Std.
A 0.10 0.39 0.30 0.04
B 0.13 1.12 0.89 0.17
C 0.13 2.59 2.00 0.52
D 0.11 2.40 1.89 0.45
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Fig. 85: Differences between collaborative navigation for anchor case and reference solution.

knowing the location of the anchor vehicle and the V2V ranges is not adequate to accurately determine the location of all
vehicles.
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Fig. 86: Differences between adjustment for anchor case and reference solution.

CONCLUSION

The feasibility and performance potential of collaborative navigation on the detection and mitigation of GNSS-based PNT
system operational anomalies are evaluated on some real data and simulated anomaly scenarios in this study. The collaborative
navigation is based on the GNSS solution of four vehicles as well as ranges among vehicles and from one vehicle to beacons
along the road. A least squares adjustment based method is used to detect outliers in GNSS solutions before the EKF
measurement update.

The effectiveness of collaborative navigation in detecting and mitigating PNT system operational anomalies on individual
vehicles are demonstrated in three simulated cases.

For a simulated spoofing attack in which one vehicle’s GNSS solutions are deviated m constantly in all components,
collaborative navigation can keep the solution differences to the reference solution from clean data to below m for all
affected epochs.

For a simulated interference case with increased noise level, by adding white noises with a variance of m to each component
of one vehicleâC™s GNSS solution, the vehicleâC™s total position difference to the reference solution can be contained
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Fig. 87: Rotating a quadrilateral around one corner A wonâC™t change the location of A and lengths to other corners.

to below m in collaborative navigation. If combining interference detection techniques from RF domain, the navigation
performance could be further improved.

In the anchor case, it is simulated that all lower-end receivers lose positioning capabilities due to strong interference and
the collaborative navigation has to rely on the GNSS solution of one anchor vehicle and V2V ranges. The collaborative
navigation can generate the navigation solution within m differences to the reference solution for the other three vehicles
during the outage periods, which is rather unreal in single platform navigation without aiding from other sensors. However,
due to the inherent defects of rank deficiency, the solution cannot be accurately derived in this case.
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